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together  with  Linda Porter lines removed from GUNS & DECEPTIONS June 15 2019  
& Q Anon lines removed from GUNS & DECEPTIONS  due to its massive volume 

Q[]Anon~QAnon 

A reminder that the web site domain name for the real Q Anon was lettered in this  manner 

and NOT Qanon nor Q anon. These are the Copiests misinformation domain name sites they & 

are very clever at telling you want you want to hear, yet omitting what you need to hear... 

This happened to the Hidden Text of Nostradamus title too. The Chinese told me flat they were going to use it  
(in 2012) should I like it or not.  At the time the website was named the Hidden Text (singular) of Nostradamus.   
This slotted in very well with the upcoming change of website name due to receiving the Triple Method, in 2012. 

Additional to MESSSSSIAH (and I only wish I had seen the video/s before the pdf was published), here is a link  
that in my opinion is no coincidence. Sigourney Weaver is in the three part mini movies which each last about 12 
min.  In particular – pay attention to the actual creatures – with their crocodilian mouth. Ignore the video titles. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY 
1:12:4 Qui de Veronne aura gouvernement  This will govern Verona.  Northern Italy near the Alps 

QUIVEREDSagittarianUUAGONEER/NostradamusVIEDagainstN.E.VERONA QUINT [helmeted] OUUNER       C+F+RESET 
NONE GO OVER NORNfutureRENEUUMENT/resetthe repairs of calendars – and Earth - except we had a hint the NAVY will 

R.O. VENERATE  Q ANON: REVIEUU  DEVOURER  GEM-UUIT  INVADER  ENRAGED,  REMOTE  VIEUUED   UUIRED  
 AVENGEMENT VIRTUE  OVERVIEUU EVERMORE... UUEIRDER  UNUUANTED GRAVE VAGUE UUORRIMENT UUIN

o R.O. /Andromeda Council  VENERATE Q ANON UUORM   (Sagittarian, JFK Jnr is a Sagittarian)
o DEVOURER  destroyer, using up resources  GEM/Earth – UUIT/knowledge –  of the Living Library balanced  interactions

o  REMOTE  VIEUUED  I absolutely was not expecting that Q Anon would use remote viewing!       WIRED: transmitted
o  AVENGEMENT VIRTUE  having taken possible consequences into consideration for EVERMORE         see "ANTENNAE"
o  UUEIRDER strange  UNUUANTED GRAVE  death    UUORRIMENT  about the future for the soul

6 99 4 Proche du fleuve defcouvrant antiques oruches. Discovering near the river ancient jugs. = BUCEGI, the Giants' Base Amphorae 

this can read as « ʺDiscovering near, the Rivers ancient amphorae. ʺ   Those from EridAnus (the River) Amphoræ of Ormus 
FLEUU  OUR  CODES  CHORUSES  CHORE  TECHNIQUES; ATTAIN  QUITE  POUUERFUL  QUATREINS.   

UUE QUINATE ƑCHEDULE  CODES  UUE  PRECHOSE   Q ANON PEEVED  UURATHFUL DECEPTIVE ELITE 

RAUCOUS QUINT/helmeted CORPSE CLONES  SEDUCE FEUD UUARS. The "feuding religions" of 8 10 2 

Q ANON, TUUO-FACED/Gemini Trump POUUERFUL VOICED SUCCEEDED SHUTS  UP UUHICHEVER SELF-DECEIVED UUHO  

USE EVIL SEDUCTIVE  ,  COUPLED  HOUUEVER, UUITH THE  AFTER  EFFECT  STENCH.  

SURVIVED  CHASTENED, SCORCHED, THROUUN UP, THROUUN DOUUN, ADVANCED  SEVERE  FETCH  EARTH  DANCE  
IN  HER  NEUU  HEAVENS  UUIDTH, THRIVED, CASSEOPEA, COUNCIL,  SAVED THOU  EVERLASTED:    
UUITHOUT  THE  OLD  HUNTER       the Orion Group – those who would have us believe that Orion’s Belt is the floorplan for Giza 
OANNES, UURETCHED UNPRODUCTIVE DEPRAVED COUU,  EUNUCHISED PLEIADIANS DEEP UNDER  SOUTH POLE   
o  TUUO-FACED/Gemini Trump there are two types of “two-faced”. One that sees from both sides and one that backstabs such as Janus.
o QUINATE aromatic amino acid – Tall White class  noting the number five is within this word. Five seven and ten are their base numbers whereas = 

the "empire-reptilian" use 12 as their base, 6 and 60, 24 ... 3, 4, and 9 (and this includes the Ennead -  the genetically engineered inter-species guys) 
o   which anyone with half a brain could see coming ; beginning with Reagen.   Just because this  ʺalien 

invasionʺ is a false flag to “unite the world into one order”  does not mean many people will not die. False flags are also 
 done to hide something, such as the false treaties with a cloned FDR selling humans out in exchange for technology 

o EARTH  DANCE the wobble of Earth which Isaiah spoke of, which we are experiencing right now. The real reason for the change in 

seasons which your “leaders” have labelled “climate change”.  Their excuse for using the weather to ensure we cannot grow future  crops!

o  SEVERE  FETCH  meaning the distance between waves or orbits – so get prepared for the next ice age
o  Interesting that this line names the triad under Antarctica (the “second, and third peoples from antechristʺ)
o OANNES, shape shifters  UNPRODUCTIVE DEPARAVED  COUU/Aldebaran, the  Nazis' “sexual rogues”, 5:46:1   
o EUNUCHISED PLEIADIANS  those former angels from Alcyone and Atlas, invaded via their DNA by reptilian Drako, “yet they 

still know Love” say these texts. I suspect this is the reason they visited Billy Meier and George Adamski, arriving in the same Vril 
craft Hitler used in 1938 to go to the moon, the exact same craft Valiant Thor (who had been here for ten years) gave the blueprints  
to the pentagon May 30 1967 – two years prior to the Moon Landing in a sardine can ~ which had a free energy engine powering it, 

 the reason no power surge was seen at the lift off when they left.

9 76 3 Emmy deux fleuves main gauche militaire,Left handed (sinister) military between two rivers, pairs 6 33 HUX=to fish for 

 USES MAGIAN LUXED FUEL.AXED FLU  from A. Webber's Template MY CHE UUILLIEMLII52 HUX MICHEL, FLEUU H.C.
o the CheRub J Rod52, Uuilliem52, assistant to Nostradamus in stargate trips. AXE FLU – in the chemtrails, they use orbs 

filthy   UUISEMAN'S  MILITIA  
o  the fallen angels. Called “fecal” because the Pleiades are situated under the ‘tail’of Taurus 

o MAGIAN FLUXED FUEL. Flux/Luxed fuel = using light as propulsion           MAGI = plural for magus/wise-ones 

1 30 4 Apres mort, pille :  bon auis tard venu.     after death, pillage.  good advice/good bird  comes  late. 

LINDA PORTER PAINTS VIABLE  UUOMB  REVEALS: SO UUEB READERS MARVEL, SOLVES, SEVERAL SAVIOURS’ PRENATAL 

AMPUTATES, ELITE UUOLVES DISAPPROVER INNUMERABLE PROLE USELESS EATERS AMBITIOUS OVERABUSE, AIM ERUPTION 

ISTARU MEROPS U.N IMPOSTER MISREPORTS VERDANT “green” LIBEL :  IS  ISOBUTANE TRIADS BELLONA
 (war gds)

 OUUL 

IMPORTERS PAVED TRADE UUARS - STARVED PEOPLES. VERDUN TREMORS NOBLE~BONE PRIMEVAL BEAST IN SNOUU 

when you see this font 

1:12:4  or 

1 12 4 the words 
in these fonts 

come  from  
Allan T Webber's 

Computerized Template 
 

when you see this 

font 

1:12:4  or 
1 12 4 the words in 

these fonts come  
from HC Mead Parks 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY
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o SEVERAL SAVIOURS’ PRENATAL VIABLE  UUOMB  REVEALS
 see images, 

add   AND ANDREASSON SAME –  SEE  STEVE
 BOUCHER

 TOO                                                  

in the “other moonship”from I Darius, who sais “strange as it seems, Nostradamus is on the other moonship” 

o ISTARU MEROPS = Oannes from Sirius  MISREPORTS VERDANT “green”, LIBEL; statements in Agenda 2030 are misleading 

o TRIADS BELLONA
 (war gds)

 OUUL in his “I Am Darius: The Last Prophet” it was always an owl that arrived to let him know he was 

being taken up to the WARLORDS moon ship – where they “made the weather” and made many other things. OWL is a date too 

of October 28 – November (‘Noble to Bone’)  24;  and May 13 – June 9          NOBLE~BONE  Libra to Capricorn earthquakes 

o AIM ERUPTION continues with the word ARM PREVENTED the Mars base explosion which was sasared by the black knight Oct 2014 

o Just a reminder that ARM is one branch of ArmMargEddon, "ARM" being King of kings husband of Casseoepa 

o  = Dero, Ganesh, Og, Magog, Dogman etc 

   
Here is another image which shows each capsule containing a different indigenous race, original peoples who live with nature 

 
  Betty Andreasson-Luca with same little grays as David Huggins’ 

 
For me, these are all signs of a new re-set 

  
Those who told Billy Meier they were Pleiadians (but came from 

Antarctica, because real Pleiadians cannot be near human 

DNA) took him to see “two moons”. Polaroid photograph. 

What if one of these is the one in the crop circles? 

In the pdf forum ICON all of this is described. All from 3 25 

The “other” moonship with its five day elliptical orbit circling 

our Moon. The photo on the right, shaky as it is, was taken 

October 25th 2008, planetoid travelling right to left. 
3:2:1 VOICE ACTIVATION:   CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER V

 is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore V
“conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which 
are of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of 
clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics 

ASTONISHING LAUNCH  ENCOMPASSES  EARTH TO 
MILKY WAY – GOLDS  MYSTERIOUS  SECRET MADE 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think all the while using the Star gate 

UNEQUALLED ÆGIS   BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

ÆGIS  a protective shield or force field around Ea’rth 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines 3 25  as the “Lunar 
nurseries” Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way 

3 2 

       Le diuin verbe donrra a la u tance i 555 ƒ ƒ
Le diuin verbe pourra a la fubftance              i557  

The divine word will give/re-compose substance to  
       Copris ciel terre, or occult au fait myftique  i555 
Coprins ciel terre, or occult au fair myftiq      i557 
Heaven including earth,  gold hidden to be made mystical 
-made mystical gold = ormus. White monatomic powder gold* 

      Corps, ame, efprit aiant toute puiffance, i555  
Corps, ame, efprit ayant toute puiffance,       i557 

Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) power  
       Tant fous fes pieds, come au fiege celique.fij  i555 
Tat foubz fes piedz, come au fiege celiq.          i557 
AS MUCH UNDER  ITS FEET AS IN THE HEAVENLY SEE (Seat)   
powder gold* find Laurence Gardner videos 

  
see pdf forum 

Modern Meaning 
Of  Quatrains 

2014 
 
“BI THESAURAL” 
1 29,  1 87 4,  3 54 3, 

4 51 3,   5 61 2, 

5 62 1      3 2 1 

 note: 

Earth in 

background 

showing a 

decidedly 

round 

shape, 

while  the 

darkness of 

night is 

where it 

should be 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVo4ScEju7o...  

 
outlined in red is the second Black Knight seen passing the I.S.S. in video 
outlined in blue is the craft seen on Medieval coins 

Mysterious "Space Craft" WITH Windows Spotted in 

Sky UNDER the ISS Above Earth! 
 

also seen hovering over the Romanian church leaving the copper plaque warning to Israel Psalm 130.7 and seen in a 

Roman woodcut defeating a long oblong craft... and that largish orb in the background >?   

three of these were witnessed at 9/11 and there is a woodcut of Nostradamus riding in one leaving town 
 each orb had 1.Nostradamus 2. Da Vinci 3. St Germain

 

 

here is the Roman Woodcut with the Casseopean craft 

circled in blue defeating the reptilian cylinder-cigar-

oblong craft        6 5 3 from Allan Webber's Template 

 
and see the four winged  Lepsaria/Seriph Gate Guardians 
with the doctor as a ring lord, under a haoma   
 
 

in this collage is the doctor not only in an orb-sphere,  

the one in the background top left, behind the golden 

cube which appears as a spherical orb in the artwork  

above, but as a ring lord too, This is mostly how he 

arrived at my place except he was facing this way, 

with his hands through the ring into my dimenion  
 

and last but not least - the Casseopean craft hovering 

over the Romanian church i523 delivering the copper 

plaque warning to Is ra el ~ 

Psalm 130.7 for Is ra el to recognize the truth about 

the god that sends them to do iniquities. See the pdf 

forum YAKOB at The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus. 

Yes:   YAKOB 

 
" In i q u i t i e s  o f  I s r a e l "  

 
 

Keep that date in mind  i 680, the purported date of the French coin 
 

It needs to be understood that Betty Andreasson and her husband both were contactees of the Casseopean, same as David 

Huggins and Simon Parkes/ and Jim Sparks. Steve Boucher and Linda Porter/ also painted what they saw on board.  

ALL of these people are NAMED in the  Hidden Texts. 

Additional to this video: it matches  autonomous contactees' artwork – thus proving  

1) the I.S.S. is real. As is the MIR. 

2) the Black Knights are real, and  

3) the Earth is round.  Using common sense I asked two people who have actually seen it rotund. Two retired Secret Space Pilots.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVo4ScEju7o&feature=em-uploademail&fbclid=IwAR3r9GSy5yaM1NfAC18UrcuPKY5jFBKY4aDk7mtcW51jsYYG3Ehy55vzep0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVo4ScEju7o&feature=em-uploademail&fbclid=IwAR0kPg-XYzTytxZ94RHtxa-KWyUB9vbVw_aRy3r6Ss9QKz7u1Nde3GqoS28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVo4ScEju7o&feature=em-uploademail&fbclid=IwAR0kPg-XYzTytxZ94RHtxa-KWyUB9vbVw_aRy3r6Ss9QKz7u1Nde3GqoS28
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8 41 2  Faifant le faint public vivant pain d'orge,  appearing saintly in public living on barley meal, HIS DIET, DALAI LAMA 

LINDA PORTER PAINTS SEAFARING ARGO PUBLIC SENTINAL AISA (Aettir-Eddur) ROD, AUNT, PLAINEST INPUT    

8 74 4  Qu'aux citadins lieu de fefte & recueil. that to the citizens it is a reception instead of a festival. 

CENTURIES LINES CITE DAUID’S LATINISED EUCRITE [euchariste] CLIQUE  the Mantid, EnKi etc found in the Last Supper 

except David Huggins met them in real life, yes, in the “spade shaped icon” in 3 25 painted by David Huggins 

 
 Other lines regarding “LUNAR NURSERIES”:  are 2. 2. 1 – 4. 85. 2 – 9. 91. 3 – 10. 92. 3 – 7. 41. 4 in the Template 

6 5 3 Samarobryn cent lieux de l'hemfpere,  
RE-EMPHASISE MICHEL'S SPHERE RESHAPES SAME APP AS CELEBRITY SERIPH USED  see image Orbs at 9/11 previous page 
MY IMPUDENT EXPLANATORY SCRIPT MANNER, PARKS'  BRAIN MEMORY EXPENDITURE ENCUMBERED HERSELF. EXEMPLARY MERIT 
ARM EXPLODES DEMONIC  MUTINEERS;  EPHEMERIS IN MARS ELITE’S DOMES (this explosion did happen, the jump room on 
Mars was sasared In Oct 2014)  Ephemerus – quickly, lasting briefly  www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx3WdyOihH8 

6 5 4 Viuront fans loy, exemp de pollitique. pairs 8:65:3 ‘‘pardon vomiting, nitrides disorient’’ 
PARCS  VIEUUS*  [‘centile sided’ planetoid orbiting]  (see also crop circles & photo)  POLL ELLIPTOID SALON UP,IS NITROUS MOON DEPOT 

7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont             ʺGodlier E’A-Ra glad:  this line was found by *  Allan Webber 

.....        tender (proffered) uuell-read old uuoman Mead-Parks rides  prenatal  to  paranormal  Ur  under moon, indeed our minor planetʺ 

3 44 1  Quand l'animal a l'homme domeftique,  When the animal in man is domesticated, meaning  civilized, speaking mind to mind 
(MillWheel of precessions) MOONS QUA/already spoken about (Moonship planetoids) KALI  MADE  ALL  DJINN’S  MILLUUHEEL  

 QUEEN   monk of old TO HELEN MEAD: AIM ‘MILK’ QUANTUM  OF  OLD,  UUIT OF A MONK, MILL LIMITATION = UUINDS FLAUUED
= Michael Psellus the Younger of 1 42 4 which overtly guides us to the “gold”/knowledge of quantum mechanics via  The Cronographia 
also a pun: either EnLil ‘lord of the winds’ or the vortex system winds vb (torqued) 

o QUEEN the Cassiopean Experiment (& see Laura Knight-Jadczyk              
o  another phrase meant to be studied and which once again has been covered  MILLUUHEEL  LIMITATION  UUINDSvb FLAUUED
without the finding of this phrase first. This refers  both to the vortex system of our solar system which was the conclusion of the 
query   ‘Why The Hammered Bracelet Could Not Be Flown Over’  
 and it also refers to the directions in the pdf forum “WHAT ARE THE CHANCES?”  the answer to which fulfilling three 
purposes.  Telling us we are all    1)« followers » of our sun – and  
2) vindicating Sitchin’s works. The ‘works’ include Clay Tablet #10 of Enki which describes the cause of Noah’s flood, the timing 
(Leo Rising) matching Cayce  [see the pdf “ADAM & EVE – CIA Report”] and the directive to Noah to collect : 
3). ‘the seeds of all living things’ ~ taking only enough livestock for the journey.  There is another CIA REPORT – on the finding of 
Noah’s Ark in 1991 and the removing of all evidence it was once a laboratory  

o AIM ‘MILK’ QUANTUM  OF  OLD – this is a hint regarding the unusual line which contained the full description of the “GOD” 
that even the little gods respect – which they displayed in the  Clay Tablets of Endubsar when discussing their destinations 

 and their fate. The full descriptive turn of this living aethereal  Entity is from  3 37 3
o BUT it just ccame to me about the false channelling by one of the Barbaras that say they are channelling the Pleiadians.  It 

is actually true that it is Pleiadians coming through, but not the ones people would want. They lied to her saying "you have 
only known about quantum mechanics for about two hundred years..."  this tidbit is not true at all. Michael Psellus 1 42 4  the 

 Younger, the monk who wrote The Cronographia – spoke of quantum physics referring  back to ancient Greeks who did!

        3 37 3 Muraille antique par canons enfoncee,    Ancient wall driven in by cannons, (or by ‘canons’, those of Demo_rats) 

SALIENT-URANITE- QUANTUM-SENTIENT-OMNIPRESENT- FERTILE-SAPIENCE :- MANIPULATES  Q ANON  :
o SALIENT  the most important URANITE  heavenly; from Urania SENTIENT alive and capable of feeling alive  
o QUANTUM = quantity of energy proportional to its frequencies SAPIENCE  thinking wisely  OMNIPRESENT, felt everywhere in its

‘FERTILITY’ productively   this just sent shivers up and down my spine.             This is the full description of the  that even Allah fears

o HEAVENLY FATHER – also known as ABBA in Genesis = the first words being ABBA ELOHIM CREATORS and for us ABBA is EnKi in 
 the Genesis  reset we inhabit.  E’Ya stated himself that he declined the title « Lord » after which the ‘Lords Prayer’ is named.

Oh Thou, from whom the breath of life comes, who fills all realms of sound, light and vibration. 

May Your light be experienced in my utmost holiest. 

Your Heavenly Domain approaches. 

Let Your will come true – in the universe just as on earth. 

Give us understanding for our daily need, detach the fetters of faults that bind us, like we let go the guilt of others. 

Let us not be lost in superficial things, but let us be freed from that what keeps us from our true purpose. 

From You comes the all-working will, the lively strength to act, the song that beautifies all and renews itself from age to age. 

Sealed in trust, faith and truth. Amen ~ I confirm with my whole being 

Q ANON UUORM (obs. Sagittarian, which JFK Jnr is) LIMITED THE HALF-MAD  DEMI-HUMAN (hybrid) ELITE  MADE DALEK OF OLD 
ILL FAME, AIM THOU SLICK/sly  – “Dalek of old ill fame” = Dalek from Dr Who which had an entity inside it, so 
telling us the modern Artificial Intelligence Dalek is controlled by an entity 

.   as a prayer.                                     ..

            yes, actually, the original Essene Lords Prayer WAS published recently (and see above)

1 4 1 REASSURES 
PARKS: ARE 
SUPER  LVNAR  
UNIVERSAL  
NURSERIES 
(Casseopean) 

 all four quatrain lines of 3 25 were about the moon's moonship  guardians here 

what's that saying? Shaking My Head   in 

astonishment ! No sooner write the real Lord's 

Prayer then They make a comment that I did so 
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(5G)   
             Commonwealth =  all parts of the planet run by reptilian royalty, so saying, the monarchy is involved 

DANCE-LIKE DOMINATES  SEASONAL MAMMOTHS  CLIMATE  UUHEN SHE LIES DOUUN OUER FIUE THOUSAND NAUTICAL MILES 
QEII, UUILLIAM’S ANTHEM  DAMNS THEM. (the king is dead-long live the king) the reptilian does not die, only returns ...    they 
SENT HEMLOCK-LIKE slow poisons CHEMICAL TRAILS  MALADIES  HALAL  MENU  DOOMS.   
MADONNA IS  ALLIED FIELD (Marcabian Tall Whites) for humans 

10 81 1 Mysthrefor temple citadins Hefperiques, A stargate placed in a temple by Hesperian (western) citizens, 
Hesperis is Venus when it is in the west, so these ‘citizens’ would be the Valiant Thor crew 

10 81 1 :MESSY METEORS ROYSTER DISPLACEMENT EARTHS SPHERE 

Capricorn REEQUIPS (changes) MY CITADELS DISTANCE, INSTEAD QUERIES DIALECT DATE HESPERIS PERISHES!  
MY HELEN MEAD PARKS OPTIMIST  PREDICTIONS TEACHER (PREFERS MYSTIQUE THEME) 
YOUR PETTY HUXTER "FISHERS" HELMETED COPIEST  SHAPE SHIFTER TRICKSTERS MEME 

 PRIMES DAMSEL  READ  CENTURIES  QUATRAINS  FIFTY THREE/ QUOTH  "SPHERES  QUALMS  MEANS  M.E."
so saying to find Quatrains 53 that refer to Earth problems (qualms) that it is directed energy related. C7 has no Q53, C3,C8,C9 53/obscure 

 
 

 
1 53  
Alas, how we will see a great nation 

in sore upheaval 

and the holy laws in utter  ruin. 

Christianitygovernedthroughout by other 

evil,  other principalities   Paul, Ephes 6:12 

when a new source of gold ormus& silver 

is found (colloidal)  also  being 'found' on asteroids! 

2 53 The great plague of the maritime city  

That death not ceasing & no time avenged  
(gen.man.origins. directed energy weapon – darts from the skies 

cloning, leprosy, or brough "back to life")
 

Of just blood, condemned  for a price 

without crime sounds like Assange for telling the truth or 

adrenochromharvest 

By the great lady unaffected by falsehood. 
would that have been Hillary Clinton  ?                Never afraid to lie 

4 53 The fugitives and exiles recalled,  
the ones sent by Soros 

Fathers&sons great garnishing of deep wells  
Rockefeller/Rothschilds  DUMBs  3 34 High price unguarded    Fracking 

Pairs 3 34 4  Not caring about expense none (no one else) will be provided for 

The cruel father and his people choked:     
no air   The term Fathers & sons = YHWH believers  the patriarchal 

His far worse son submerged in the well. DUMB 

Deep Underground Military Base.  Marduk? (not  a  biological son of Ea) 
"death not ceasing": there are passages in the bibles that speak of wanting to die but not being able to do so. I reckon this refers to 

the very experience the likes of Hillary Clinton and Ruth Bader Ginsberg went through. They died dead (where have we seen those 

words before? Oh, that's right – here) yet were revived and are living corpses – both; because the demoncratic party wants to cheat. 
"garnishing" a pun on indulgence and on garnishee-ing. As Isaiah did say, it does not matter how well you try to escape 

5 53  

The law of the Sun, & of Venus in strife, 

Appropriating  the  spirit of prophecy: 
time portals affected by quantum mechanics disturbance 
Neither the one nor the other will be 

understood, 

By Sol holding the law of Great Messsiah 
Sarru/Saran/Messsiah held by our Solar system "laws" 

10 53  

The three concubines will fight each other 

for a long time, 

The greater one the last will remain to 

watch: (Melania? more likely Hillary*) 

The great Selin no longer patriarch Vatican 

Trump pitches naming it white fire. 
pelte,peté = vent, slang trump. Pitch = route,way 

line one in 10 53 says 
Les trois pellices de loing  entrebarron 
 

and line 4 is telling us  
that Baron Trump will disclose it  
(pitch it as) a thing called white fire. 
This sounds like LUX ENERGY to me, the 
bending of light as a power/propulsion 
combined with  directed sonic energy. 

6 53 PrelatCeltiqueRoy  codes within codes    EARLY CLIQUE = those from AnteChrist  OPTIC  TOPIC cronor visor, aka The Eye Of Horus 
TYPE ALERT, ARTICLE QUOTE TOP PERIL : TALL CLITORAL RATTLER EARLY CLIQUE PILOTSamyase QUARRELLER  OPTIC TOPIC - REACT 
QUEER TRIPLE POLICY ROLE LITERALLY. TO RECALL POLITE POLITIC PITY QUALITY,/mercy TELL ACQUIRE POETRY  LITERACY,  TO 

:  TELL LATTER PIRACY (PARTLY RECEIPT RECTAL RAPE REPLACE, ROT EROTIC TACTILE 
RARE CRUEL PUERILE  VRIL ELITE – REPORT  TOLERATE ULTRA ICE COAT ROCKY AREA TOTALLY 
PORT, TRY KEEP PURE LYRICAL ALTO ALIKE TRUE.   RTRY REPEL CRUEL COITAL TREATY: EUEAL  LIAR  CLUE  the false calendars 
TUTOR LEAK LEO ( ) CUE CORE ILL, LAUA PARK. PALL CELL ;  CLIP UK,  POLE RECOIL TOP, 
ROTATE TURKEY, COUP CULL LOCALE ELK,   APRIL, ALE, LEAP, LOCKET, RAT YEAR.   PICK KILLER LURKER UP ARROUU /dart  POE 
(human combustion darts from the skies) RUE EERY PILE CUPEL POCKET. Sache craft IRK COLLIER, POET, PLUCKIER CLERK LIEU  OUR R.O.
 CUPEL a crucible for refining and alloying metals and minerals, so saying a  ʺmetallic pocket. craftʺ    LEAP,= Scorpio, Leap year
 LOCKET = Relic  date = MAINE is also known as the Great ELK State but ELK is also a date –  Nov 25 – Dec 22 deer = Capricorn
 ALTO – singing the highest notes,  from the verses, the quatrains  ALE, May 13 to June 10     
 CLITORAL PILOT = female – and we have seen  SemYase as a female! RATTLER  = reptilian 

 TO LET CLEARER LEPROTIC PROLE LAY TALE : to tell those who have not been able to learn  
 ARROUU dart  from the skies,   meaning directed energy      POE = human combustion

 the Quatrains with the word "dard" are numbered near the last page 

 *10 53 The greater one the last will remain to watch:      (more likely Hillary). Although Hillary did die Sept. 11 2016, her body 
was immediately brought back to life (yes, that is the technology "they" have these days) and explains the meaning behind 
the biblical words that death shall not come as much as one would wish it.   Albeit, the Kuru Kuru brought on by Hillary's 
penchant for eating human flesh cannot be removed. The use of clones &  walk-in döppelgangers had been a successful ruse 
in the faces of ignorance. 
 

  TONEMIC GENOMIC/Nordic. FEEDING CESAR
/Rome 

TRACES D.E.F.
D.E.UU 

FEUD COMTES/greys TRACES CARCASE. 
        ARCS A METONIC moon CYCLE.  (Casseopea card reading)     

  C+F+  9/11  
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6 53 
The great Celtic German Prelate suspected by the King, President 

By night in flight (prelate) leaving beyond the realm: 

By a Breton lord fruitful for his great King, 
"festile" – fruitful = productive. Breton lord = MI6?  Cyprus has CNIM 

Turkey to Cyprus and Tunis Egypt unsuspected. 
Phœnix = Bennu            endnotes 

 Rib of  / Aldebaren 
OXEN [The Pleiadians or 2021]  PHI [Pi] 
that Phoenix death: reincarnation 
6 15, 6 20, 6 70? 10 39         

Century 11 #53 

 Plusieurs mourront auant que Phœnix meure, 

 Iusques six cents septante est sa demeure,  

 Pase [Latin] quinze ans, vingt & un, trente-neuf, 

 Le premier est suiet à maladie, 

 Et le second au fer, danger de vie, 
Au feu à l'eau est suiet trente-neuf. 

  Many dying facing that Phoenix death.
 it will survive, 

 Suffering fifteen, twenty one, thirty-nine.
 these seem to mean 2015, 2021, 2039

The first [2015] is subject to the sickness rife, 
The next [2021] by sword/iron  danger of life, 

By fire and water then at  

   First  son  forceful  unhappy  relationship   Our  Sun  &  Nemesis                                              
Without no  children two islands in discord,   two planets in discord with satellites    

Before/under eighteen incompetent [inept] age,     Before 2018 the age changes, referring to the orbit and... ?                    
The other arrangement [event] will be at the lower ebb.  Between 2013 (lower) & (higher ebb) 2018 – 

Century 11 #58 FranceRoyaumes  
A [Cassiopeia]  REFUSE  ACRONYMS (YHWH or SA.AM-RIB-ON-R/Draco) SAMAROBRIN  in 6 5 3 NAME COARSE FURY   (the harvest)  

– refers to the Dero and company rising to the surface MANY  MORE SURFACE 
Many dying facing that Phoenix death.   Many (but not all) that get cloned die, once their soul and memory banks are transferred 
Toward six hundred seventies it survives, There are two ways to look at this line. Until the 670s (such as 676) or the Quatrains of 6 70s 

I am taking this to mean back toward 676 the "phoenix death" has been in use!   Also known as the RESET 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiCBgTZm9L4&feature=youtu.be 
The quatrains 6 70 to 6 79 do all seem to relate to Chyren, Selin & satanic agenda (C+F+'RESET', 676) 

6 70                                 CHIEN [Dog star is Sirius] R [Draco] 
Chief of the world wouldl  the great "Chyren" be,     
After this further beyond  loved, feared, dreaded: 
His fame and praise will go passed the heavens, 
And with the sole title of Victor will he be quite satisfied. 

6 71 
When they will come to give the last rites to the great King/parenter 
Before he has entirely given up the ghost: 
He who will come to grieve over him the least, 
Via lions', eagles', cross', crown sold [out]. 

6 72 
Through feigned fury of divine emotion 
The wife of the great one will be violated: 
The judges wishing to condemn such a doctrine,  (satanic) 
She is sacrificed/immolee a victim to the ignorant people.  

would this be Melania? She did disappear for ten days 

6 73 
In a great city a monk and artisan, 
near the lodged gate and walls, 
speaking secret emptily against  Modena, 
Betrayed for acting under the guise of nuptials. 
 

Modena, MAD MANED NEO AN DOME DEMON MEN MEAN DO  M.E. ON DAME NAMED  MEAD, AND ON AMENDED DEAN/president  
DON; ENDED MOA MODE   Moa, large bird = Bennu/Grus/Soros  MOANED... DOE  Capricorn.      E.D.,   Casseopea EON ADM. Elohim Alliances   A
MADE ONE  DO "AMEN" ON DAEMON, DONE MONDAY END MA  last Monday before Oct. 21  E.O.M.  end of message  

6 74  died at 73 "for sure" :- not Hillary, who was born 1947-2016

She chased out will return to the realm,  Earth? 
Her enemies found to be conspirators: 
More than ever her time will triumph, 
Three and seventy to death very sure.  
although The Epistle speaks of  "It will last for seventy three  years 

6 75 The great Pilot [YHWH] will be commissioned by the king, 
Pilot = Valiant Thor 
To leave the fleet to fill a higher post: 
Seven years after he will be in rebellion, Thor arrived 1957  
Venice will come to fear the Barbarian (bankster) army. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1BK1teZPyg 

6 76 
The ancient city the creation of Antenor, 
Being no longer able to bear the tyrant: 
The feigned handle in the temple to cut a throat, 
The people will come to put his followers to death. 

6 77 
Through the fraudulent victory of the deceived, 
Two fleets one, German revolt: 
The chief murdered and his son in the tent, 

Florence and Imola pursued into Romania. Bucegi Giants' Base 
6 78 
To proclaim the victory of the great expanding "Selin:" 
By the Romans will the Eagle be demanded, 
Pavia, Milan and Genoa will not consent thereto, 
Then by themselves the great Lord claimed. 

6 79 
Near the Ticino the inhabitants of the Loire, 
Garonne and Sane, the Seine, the Tain and Gironde: 

They erected a promontory beyond the mountains, Bucegi 
Conflict given, Poehuman combustion enlarged, submerged in the waves. 

 

submerged in the waves.  Does not just mean "water". Waves of frequencies, radio waves, directed energy scalar waves, chemtrails 

4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu   Eyes to the south, hands on breast (and) bodies in the fire 
YOU SAW ME UUAX, grow bigger DIE LOOKING  SOUTH   E   and it was in the south East      
("E" is also the Celtic rune for the Spring equinox , which it was,  and "DIE" is also Virgo – Sept 19 2011   

Never for a moment realizing I was witnessing the actual death of the Docteur. This was why he was found standing up 

deceased the morning after his assistamt said "see you tomorrow" and he answered "no you will not"/ when the orbs I 

saw had  returned him to his own time: July 2nd i566.          769 years before  
 

Quite so – the "space station" was in the south east, Sept. 19  (the equinox) 2011 ,  grew big (waxing),  then gone, imploded, and I WAS     
 holding my hands across my chest!  I had an astronomer friend find it in the skies,  app. 8.35pm over the A.C.T. area  Sept. 19  2011 
and from the Template  

10 81 1 Mysthrefor temple citadins Hefperiques, Western citizens mystery temple treasure,    timegate 

 facing that Phoenix death. The Return of Nemesis 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiCBgTZm9L4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1BK1teZPyg
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SPHERES: MESSY ROYSTERS : 
 this matches 

"What Are The Chances"  skies "SCROLL-OUT" 

(see 1 87 4 beneath) MY CITADEL REEQUIPS remakes  METEORS  DISTANCES 
         QUERIES HESPERIS the west PERISHES INSTEAD  UIA THE IMPROPER  FILTHY FREQUENCIES  USED  

(5G etc)

PROPHETIC  DIALECTS  texts  DATES  MY  TRUER  REQUIEM                 see pdf    One Sent To Die~Unique Of All Deaths...

1 87 4 “NASA Rogues are thus worse, swipe aster shower Iran Earth” Allan Webber   see also  C+F+5 100 2 FEIGNED COMETS COMING 

9 40 3 Les deux pufnais de coups my eftourdis, The two younger half-stunned by blows, this could be orbiting space stations recently arrived 

OANNES OUTSIDERS
 see Sassenach/E.T.

OCEANIDS SPUMY ACIDNESS UXED DIANES
/Orion 

EXPIRE.
 D.U.= depleted uranium

 EXPULSED D.U., 

IDEAS SETS UP MY TRIPLE CODES SYSTEM  
1.ALKHEMYE SKY RUNES  2.CELTIC TREE ZODIAC 3.Codes within Codes 

           MESSY DIOCESAN 
9 9 4 Perir eau Nymes, Tholofe cheoir les halles. To perish in water Nimes, Toulouse the markets to fall. The wave over Mt Fesulan 

THEOSETHOS-HALAL SPELL LEPERS 
the not gnowing 

SLEEP, LOSE HOLIER.
 Halal makes more satanic 

SOON HOT PIERRE
 rock 

CLOSE. 
ALL THOSE SOUTH YEMEN SHALL SHE CHOSE HOSTS MY TUNES.  THUS LOSE RESPIRIC AIR SYSTEM.    MY HEROIC LAY:  

 THEOSETHOS  doctrine of banking, the banksters forcing halal onto the public (this is what the baby parts in food is too)
 and or the Theosophy of Seti I, Set

   aster shower Iran, SOUTH YEMEN, LOSE HOT ROCK = Nemesis RESPIRIC AIR = their atmosphere
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs     12 54  Names others who said it 

Revelation 6:14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up ... biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm 
Revelation 6.1 - 6.17 (English Bible)..The sky receded like a scroll ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg 

         Isaiah 34:4 All the stars in the sky will be dissolved and the ... - Bible Hub biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm 
Isaiah  51:6 - ESV.org  https://www.esv.org/Is34.4%3BIs51.6%3BMt24.35%3B2P3.7%3B2P3.10%3B2P3.12... 

Hebrews 1:12  the heavens are rolled up like an outer garment. 
        The heavens will be rolled up like a scroll | Sci-Bible  https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/ 
The Skies Will Roll Up Like A Scroll ! - YouTube                           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo 
The Heavens Receding Like a Scroll (Veil between ... - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs 

 

From August  2011

However, Iran will not sit quietly and leave the invaders in peace.    In August 2011, (But they did)  
a top IRGC commander Brigadier General Ali Shadmani envisaged three effective measures to counter any potential act of aggression. 

1. As Israel is the USA’s backyard, Iran will disturb peace there.   (But they did not)
(The absence of peace in Israel will certainly deny repose to the USA as well.) 

2. It would take full control of the Strait of Hormuz, the waterway where over 40 percent of all traded oil passes.thereby spiraling up (But they did not) 

the oil prices to a confounding level and dealing a heavy blow to the already deteriorating global economy.       (Only amerika thinks like that)
3. It would keep a close watch on all American military bases in Afghanistan and Iraq. In case of an attack, Iran will cripple the troops stationed 
in those bases and incapacitate them of any possible move.                     (But they did not)
In the final analysis,  invade the the US hidden agenda in creating Iranophobia is to raise a spectre of a nuclear apocalypse in the world,
country in alliance with Israel and the UK and other nefarious powers and eventually get their hands on Iran’s myriad resources which they have 
coveted for so long. 
In the one cannot say with surety who is the most responsible party for these anti-Iran provocative acts but it unholy Israel-US-UK alliance, 

 seems that the Israeli tail is wagging the US-UK dog.
– Ismail Salami is an Iranian author and political analyst. A prolific writer, he has written numerous books and articles on the Middle East. His 
articles have been translated into a number of languages.  Related 2011 articles 
 Targeting Iran: World War III and The Chain of Obedience(irannewpearlharbour.wordpress.com) 

1 46 1 Tout apres d'Aux, de Lestore et Mirande (Tout aupres d'Aux, de Lectore & Mirande i555])Very near Auch, Lectoure and Mirande 
READ: RADIUM ORE EXUDES LEAST OUTPUT AS RADIO-ELEMENTS ON IRAN Allan Webber 

1 46 3  Cause adviendra bien stupende et mirande; The cause will appear both stupefying and marvellous; i 555 
BECAUSE AMERICA TRIDENT-SUBMARINE AIM S UPEND IRAN, RADIUM RUINED MEDITERRANEAN Allan Webber 

ERIDANU IUADEUS (Jews) DEFECATERS  UNITES SERBIAN TIME PUNIEST SONIC SINE  D.E.F.  ENDS  C.E.,   U.N PREMEDITATE DARTS 
RAIMENT dressed up DIAMETER global ORDER; RADIANCE  MADE PUTIN  AID  IRAN , AND SUN DANCED;  CAUSES  AUUE   

SEE DEAF PEA-BRAINED MARDUK  STUPID IDEA A.I. UNIFIED SAAME PAUUN BAND UUEAKENED BEEN UNREPENTED:  
NEED TRUE. SENT, ABIDE, DIE IN  MARS  DEFEATED.  
C.1 Q.87                                                             1 87 Allan Webber 

None seeing feud enter-regions centred on deterrent  Ennosigee feu du centre de terre 

After two tremble, few intercede. Outward deceit a feature Fera trembler au tour de cite neufue 

Longest step softer regulator reduce radons riches Deux grands rochiers long teps ferot la guerre 

NASA Rogue use Earths own fuel. Iran Piraeus the worse. Puis Arethuƒa rougira nouveau fleuve. 
 

1 87 4 "USE BI THESAURIS" a directive from the Template in seven different lines, relates also to "SUB-LITERATE SUBTITLES SUBTLETIES" 

the real meaning hidden (SUB)  in each quatrain line using the clues that are easy to see once ones knows the Triple Method. This is how both 

Philipo and Chavigny are exonerated.  RISE, FLEUU UP OUUN FUEL
(anti gravity) 

GIRONA PIRAEUS  

 ARE THUS EARTH'S UUORSE 

1 87 4  “ NASA Rogues are thus worse, swipe aster shower Iran Earth”  Allan Webber 

5 22 4 “ See 'N' Eridanus rogues not cheer – resemble, imitate;  generous Essene” Allan Webber 

7 3  FranceBarchinonsSaillinonsPhocensPtolon      codes within codes 
SNOBS CONCEPT IRAN PERSIA SONS NON-CLONABLE.  CONNECTS POLES FLASH LOSS IN CANNON-BONE-OS/Capricorn 
IS CONCH-FISH ‘EN’ Eridanus PLOT CONFRONT HELEN PARKS' CLINICAL CANNIBAL OPINIONS 
that eating human beings causes prion disease, also known as Kuru Kuru 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs
http://biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg
http://biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/NOVEMBER%202019/Isaiah%20%2051:6%20-%20ESV.org
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs
http://irannewpearlharbour.wordpress.com/2011/11/05/targeting-iran-world-war-iii-and-the-chain-of-obedience/
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10 87 4 Par mer la Pille tout eƒuanouyra (efvanovira)  APPAREL  LITTLE MORE USE IN USA OR  PERSIA  IRAN 
Allan Webber 

POPULAR  LOYAL  IRAN  RATTLES  INSANE ALIEN URANITE MAFIA FOUR; EFFORT TEMPORARILY MANIPULATES  UUAR 
YELLOUUSTONE AMPUTATOR  APPALLS  ALL :  MA-LEAP YEAR RAT TO UUORM.  POST AS  UUET  RAPTURE APRIL ALARM 
FATAL PRIMAEVAL ERUPTION OVER EVERYONE, LAPS OVER ALL, EVIL VAMPIRE ELITE UNDER FORMER PALATIAL  IN  FALL 
o   MA-LEAP  Scorpio in October = Halloween/Fall  YEAR RAT 2020 TO UUORM Sagittarius saying the eruption will take weeks 
Aldebaran which are also the “sexual rogues” of 5 46 1 “robs senses” and “Earth rogues” in 9 46 1 and in 8 19 2 “same rogues as 
Heron” (Grus) and are “Jerusalem rogues jaunt Melbourne” in 6 10 3 also “Iguanian rogues arousing macro-seisim in air-scare” in 6 
38 3 and “Fearless rogues antique weapon stored Al Fatar”  sounds like the one found at Mecca & sent to south pole 
7 21 3/  in 9 2 3 “So Isrealis are my androgenous rogues” and 9 93 3 “surreal Sumer rogues rules submersed [Antarctica]  sub-
order rogues, urge no ingress” 1 3 4 Negro sector rogues are nucleator 7 7 4 “Alfonse Markabian rogues gruesome d.n.a. isomers is - felon 
foes,  dangerous bias alliance remiss” 
It is interesting to notice that James Michael Casbolt writes that they are from Aldebaran, and that they make ‘super’ soldiers 
beginning with being “sexual rogues” with the children which later become the super soldiers, this pairs with the  Aldebaran 
information in these texts. 

“Another message similar to Crabwood 2002 in the Old Testament Book of Daniel (Babylon, 570 BC):  

Gabriel came to me in swift flight."The prince of Persia (Iran)  withstood me for 21 days. Then Michael, one of the chief 

princes, came to help. Now I have come to explain what will happen to your people in the [distant] future:  

"The king 
president 

 will do as he pleases, for what has been pre-determined must take place. He will honour a [military]                

"god of fortresses",
Pentagon 

 unknown to his ancestors. He will attack mighty fortresses with the help of that foreign (alien?) 

god, and will honour those who acknowledge him (it).  

He will make them rulers over many people, and will distribute the land for a price (reward)."  

"At that time, .    Michael, the great prince who protects your people, will arise

(see Chani who had been St Michael, see  also Michael Tellinger) 

There will be a time of distress, such as has not happened from the beginnings of nations."  

www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/wormholetechnology.html   
*king being prince William? it seems since he ‘does what he pleases’, he owns SERCO which owns Obamacare & CERNS  

The “Prince” is Sirius. There are at least three factions who have Sirius as their base.  

The ‘Prince of Dark men (4 27 Dannemarc) is one of them… 

Detecting who is the ‘tall white’ Michael and who comes in shape shifting mode using his name is the major problem for 

humans on Earth… 

According to the Hidden Texts... and from Chani/Bran The Beloved/ St Michael 
ocean not sleeping when heaven things happen 

 …beware many waters to come drown
 

 The ocean shifts over land as the North pole rolls 

This is one of the first statements made by the Entity, and it was repeated at various times 
  e di qualunche pianta li era visina,

IRAN-PERSIA  UUAS  UUITCH HUNT, INACTIVE KIND, CIVILIAN INVADERS NAIVE INVALID IDEA 
 UUARLIKE ETHICAL ALIEN KNAVE DIVINE SERAPHIN VITAL UUIN IN DANCE-LIKE EARTH VEER

9 65 2 Qύ fera prins & mys en terre eftrange, Which  (Luna) will be captured and put as /made a  strange land: 
GENEROUS RATES REGENCY OANNES  IRAN-PERSIA    A/Fir Tree/Dec 21/22  RAT YEAR  2020 

2 48 1 La grand copie que paƒƒera les monts. (‘q’=’c’/’k’) 
Allan Webber Template 

SOLEMN ALMONERS Askhenazi AT  PERSIA 
LAST REAL LAND GAP OMENS GARLAND  DATE  
GRAAL EQUIPS MONTREALS  END 
LEGS are ‘NORMAL E.T.S’ 
AISE RAISES UP - MILL STONES ~ ROCK’S APSIS   
 define apsis: the furthest or nearst point of orbit 
SOMNOLENT  MORAL ANGELS  UPRAISE GEM/Earth 

EQUIPS, manages roll ALL  STARS  SLOT  IN   
underlined = aphesis used. ‘u = ‘v’  

2 48 1 The great force which passes the mountains. tectonic? 
 

SOLEMN LENDERS, the world economy. IRAN (episode) 
GARLAND (presented as) FINAL OMEN. ROCKS = planets 

 
GRAAL (holy grail) EQUIPS (causes) AISE: god of the Aet. 
APSIS (at the real 2012) MILL STONES [precessional wheel] 
SOMNOLENT: sleeping ones. Seraphim hibernating 
ANGELS cause management of the “roll” of the Earth 
ORNAMENT: Libra 3rd decan STONES asteroid/planets 
LEG (Scheatt is in the Leg of Pegasus constellation) 

o SOMNOLENT MORAL ANGELS  the Seraphim hibernating in the black knights. You may have read some disinformation that NASA had 
“shot down the black knight” trying to tell us that it was negative towards us (them) – if it was negative, it (they) have been waiting a long 
time to show their negativity! Omitting that there are TWO  black knights (and always have been), being the real  Watchers over Earth. 

MASTERFUL Q ANON RESPECTFUL IDEALS PLEASED IN  LESS RAPTUROUS . POET LARGE GRACE 

NON-FICTION CENTURIES QUATREINS LEAFLETS (pdf)  PROPOGATES  REMEDIAL FOR GEM/Earth  UP IN   
SCUTTLES DEPLORED FAT-FACED CAMOUFLAGER ANU SUPERMEN;  SELF-APPLAUDS ADEPT MAGIC,  FARMED, 
POLLUTER PILLAGES PARADISE. (the Living Library) TIME TO PRAISE  ELO’IM ALLIANCES  DÖPPLER’D AGES MIRACLES 
GROTESQUE APEMEN POSER POPE TEAM SPLIT OFF CALENDARS PRE-QUOTING IULI AT CAR OS EQUATOR FLIPPING .  

 FEMALE’S  OPERAS: ELOQUENT Q ANON READER  STOPPING FEARSOME ʺCARGO  CLAUSEʺ GERMANE TO REPAIR
AQUARIUS AGE  CENSORED,  OPPRESSED. GOLDEN ONES COMPONENT POTENCE ANGEL AISE ‘COMPLETES REPAIR’ 

ALSO SENT FRAGRANT DAHL UALGRIND, SQUARE/Pegasus LEG ASSIST NELL MEAD SAFER POSTS QUEEN SQUATS UP
PEARL ANGELIC CALMNESS PROPOSED ENGLANDS MONSTERS  RE-PLACEMENT ASCEND  

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/wormholetechnology.html
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o IN R.O.Regency Order of the Andromeda Council  the first ten days in Scorpio, starts Oct. 22, covers Halloween
o IN   

 ) the dates of 10-11 October have figured often
o PEARL/Winter 

Dec 21/22.   solstice OS = Capricorn Dec 22 – Jan 21  PEARL was PEARLESCENT as well, and that is the [real] PEARLY SEAT 
 which is alkhemye for the true centre of our Galaxy/Universe 

o FAT-FACED see Da Vinci’s portraits of the Anu family – when living for thousands of years one’s face would become 
“fat”/wider!  CAMOUFLAGER = electron being shape shifter, hologram user  in essence 

o GROTESQUE  APEMEN = ahpee men – those from Sirius, the Oannes 
o  FLIPPING EQUATOR  not necessarily meaning Earth’s equator, but the middle of the calendars, recall “christ mass at Juli”

6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,  In the year five hundred eighty more and less,    i582    pope Gregory     

SIMEON/Jew PELEUS   MONETISES CO-TENANTS  CONSTANCE     the fiscal money system to enslave us CQIN/dragon

AISE MENTIONS IEUUS USE UP PLANET OCTANTS = UNSPELT OCTANES  COST caused by chemical trails, fracking etc 

LINCQ CONNECTS  CONSTANTINOPLE  LINES  (!) 11 18  5  INSANE TIMER LIE,  
USED YULE AT JULI   the date of fixing in place the fiscal year  

11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,  Of his torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven  
 
(see ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS)   also page 2 of 10 72 Does Not Say 1999 seventh month 

  

 
both in the Bible''put in irons''  (iron also means Mars, the Face in Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki  

ELATUS proud  JU Jew TRUE DEMON SEED SATAN TO MULTI-SOLUTION REASON 

USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUSTS SLANDEROUS SEASON                                   

         He who removed 3241/2 years from our calendar (season timer)  UUAS INSANE TIMER LIE.         

SLANDEROUS SEASON = when Christmas is really Xmass 

o DÖPPLER’D  AGES    think of a stretched worm letting go at one end.  Bringing that end back to his other end at a great 
speed. How is that for a description of bringing an AGE “closer”!  In this case the age of Aquarius, which still has half of 
2592 to go (age of Pisces) less I343 (where we really are right now) = 1249 of our current orbital years before Aquarius 

o ʺCARGO  CLAUSEʺ GERMANE TO REPAIR you will notice that it is still a case of “god helps those who help themselves” yet 
 the following paragraph ends in “completes repair” almost as if it was a matter of  “make the effort first...”

o AQUARIUS AGE GOLDEN ONES COMPONENT POTENCE CENSORED –  recall the words of Mother Shipton describing a new reset

ʺBut the land that rises from the sea will be dry and clean and soft and free  

Of mankind’s dirt and therefore be, the source of man's new dynasty,  

and those that live will ever fear the dragon's tail for many year  

but time erases memory You think it strange, but it will be. 

And before the race is built anew, a silver serpent comes to view 

 and spew out men of like unknown 

to mingle with the earth now grown  

cold from its heat and these men enlighten the minds of future man  

to intermingle and show them how to live and love and thus endow’n... 

The children with the second sight - a natural thing, so that they might  

grow graceful, humble and when they do,  the golden age will start anew” 

In case you are one of those "con-trail-er" people...  

  
 

I saw my first chemtrail Aug 4 1985, Sydney NSW and see Australia what are they actually expecting? 
To do your own research, use any search 
engine other than G00GLE, Yahoo or Bing. 
Such as IxQuick, Yandex or DuckDuckGo. 
The title of the patent is  "METHOD AND 
APPARATUS FOR ALTERING A REGION 
IN THE EARTH'S  ATMOSPHERE,  ION-
OSPHERE, AND OR MAGNETOSPHERE". 
You didn't think you would find it under 
"chemtrails", did you? 

Noting the date of the patent is January 
1985 and the date of the Vatican coin too. 
By now if you have been a reader of these 
works you will know about the  "Triple 
Crown" of Rome. The excuse given for the 
plane represented so,  was:  "the pope 
travels for everyone" (spreading pollution 
as he goes) but this commemorates the 
chemical trails. Can you see California? 

"DETECTION SYSTEM  FOR  DISCRIMINATING 
  BETWEEN  OBJECTS  IN  SPACE"  
July 7 1986 ...  subtitled 
NUCLEAR  SIZED  EXPLOSIONS as in false asteroid 

noting the qualification word SIZED in this way 
not contravening the Off World Galactic Pact 
that came to its end July 16 2019 
and conveniently renewed allowing Trump to 
flatten China Lake, where chemtrails derived. 
July 2019 minus July 1986 = 33 years 
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The Triple Crown of Rome | Papal Bulls | The LORD god - 

YouTube   ▶ 40:07 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94P59mLmgVU 
Sep 20, 2015 - Uploaded by CobraDove 
My video on The Triple Crown of Rome, how the Pope, attorneys, 
priests & elders (satan) created and took . 

see 2 73 
STAGED CENTURIES PART ONE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GrjAniiSPg 

The IRS is not a U.S. Government Agency AND... 
1. The IRS is not a U.S. Government Agency. It is an Agency of the IMF.  

(Diversified Metal Products v. IRS et al. CV-93-405E-EJE U.S.D.C.D.I., Public Law 94-564, Senate Report 94-1148 pg. 5967, 
Reorganization Plan No. 26, Public Law 102-391.) 

42. All People Born in the USA Since 1933 Are 'Slaves' Or 'Cargo' — And It's All Legal   [link]   — Source  [link] 
and by now the date of 1933 should rouse anger in your heart, because a cloned FDR sold us all out, and did so, signing [false] 
treaties with not one legally trained person to witness or guide the proceedings. The "trade of mankind"  DNA  for technology. 
43. The following Foreign Countries are registered as corporations in The United States: Israel, Turkey, Italy, Hungary, 

Sweden, Finland, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, The Philippines, South Korea, Japan, Jamaica, South Africa, Canada and Australia.  

       MAKING A TOTAL FARCE OF "GOING TO WAR" AGAINST, BETWEEN, OR AMONG, ANY OF THEM

1 33 2 Le grand lyon par force Cefarees:   the great lion by Imperial forces

PYLON /Milky Way DANGER FORCES ENLARGED RELEASE. ONLY A SCARE       
9 44 GenefveSaturneRAYPOZ 

VAST OVERT POSTER PERSON REFUGEE PEST PER ON VAN  
PROVES  R.O.,AYSE, ZEE ANT E.N.E., YA,  
ZEST (Q), PUN SNAP! NAVY VETERAN   
STOP PORN PARTY TRAPS TV VOTER OPT SERVE ANU SATAN 
SAVE UPON SOFT ZONES, EYE PEA/pulse RAY YOU ARES, PYRE  PREY 

APRON atmosphere PRONE lying down  VARY ZERO DEGREES  OVER  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzsM7H_L6Fk&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3xt0skCJg7YsDM980s5k3KL0podrOPOPoOeh

kImbkZTmtN2_X1GUFDwTI    BEST SCIENCE - REAL Purpose of Chemtrails, Ozone Layer Destroyed
OVEN hot  SPAN; PARTS  AT  STEPPE  AREA:      (Siberia) all of the northern steppes are on fire at late July early August 2019 
PREVENT TARZAN-ENVY TREE-SOUP biosphere RAZERS 
POSER  STAR  SPY: NOT AS FERVENT UP, OAF GREER 
NERVOUS OF TRUE POE VENTURE, FEARS PURE PRAYER. 
POST PER POETS VERSE ONE, FOUR, SEVEN, TEN, RAVEN, STAVE,  
OFTEN SAY FROZEN SARAN PIG-RAT YEAR 
EVAN STRONG archaeologist PEER  
PAR YOUR  ONE  EYE:                                                     (third eye) 
ARPU/Ninurta RUES  TEEPEE earth  FUSE  FURY  RAT RYE                (spring)      C+F 7 22 2  same date RAT 2020 same event 

 PYLON, ONLY A SCARE  Something Is Happening To The Milky Way...Even Scientists Don't Know What It Is!   
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlDF2gxcZF8&feature=em-uploademail 14:00 

9 44 3 Le contre RAYPOZ exterminera tous,  OAR STAR = Argo 
SOLITARY ALCYONE EXCRETOR/PleiadesY RAPTURE REAPER AIMS EXEMPLARY MATURE OAR STAR CREATORS OZONE 
LAYER AILMENTS TERRORIZE UNTIMELY TERMINATORY OUER AMERICAN RAT RACE SOIL. MUTINEER PUTIN NOTICES. 

5 36 1 De foeur le frere par fimulte faintife,  (Sister of the brother via feigned (hidden) fantasy) 
ALLAN'S PREMIER TEMPLATE IS FINE; ERROR-FREE, UUELL REFINED DEFT UUORDS. SOME UUEIRD MERIT, TERRIFIER, ALIEN.  
MEAD REFEREED FLUENT FOR A SINE FEARLESS FUTURE ELITE REFUTE DEAL EERIE RAPTURE PILFERED OFF ERUPTED PLANET 
FORTUNATE FOE (LUPINE [wolf/Rockefeller] FALLEN ONES INFER NO AFTER-LIFE : TEARFUL TIME PUTREFIED, NO RELIEF) 
PAIRS: belongs with ONE, TUUO,  FOURTEEN, FIFTEEN               MILETUS [son of Apollo and Aria/Orion] PSALTERIUM/Eridanus    
TIMEFUL  DESTINIE  LEFT: FAULT LINE SEAM  RIPS  IMPRESSIUE                                                               
ALTRUISM, PREFER DOSE PERSIA [Iran] RULE REFER  INFLATE SULFATE FULMINATE  ANTI EMULSIFIERS     [chemtrails] 
 

 

10 81 1 Mysthrefor temple citadins Hefperiques,  
A stargate placed in a temple by Hesperian (western) citizens, 
Hesperis is Venus when it is in the west, so these ‘citizens’ would be the 
Valiant Thor crew 
10 81 1 MY THREE SPHERES' REQUIEMS: COPIEST MIMICKERS' 
DIFFERENT  MERITLESS  PSYCOPATH   HERPETIC  DEMON  KALI   
CERN DEPARTMENTS  MERCY  SEAT  SHARP-EYED   TEMPTRESS/ 
MODERN THEATERS  HANDSOMEST HEAP  POSER   
ANTE CHRIST RELISHES ARES  DEATH  CRIPPLES  THE  OTHER ESTEEMED 
FIFTY-THREE  (INCLUDES THE  MONSTERS), /ox'21 
20 Elohim + 33 grey types = 53.  So he is not concerned  about  the rest 
ARES = GENOCIDE 

DoD  &  NASA Insider Breaks Silence,  
, iRay, The 

Data                   1:54:37 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAaTQN3qqFQ
&t=4446s   
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94P59mLmgVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94P59mLmgVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94P59mLmgVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GrjAniiSPg
http://humansarefree.com/2015/01/did-you-know-irs-and-fed-are-private.html
http://humansarefree.com/2015/01/did-you-know-irs-and-fed-are-private.html
http://humansarefree.com/2015/07/a-life-of-slavery-you-are-not-born-free.html
http://humansarefree.com/2018/05/corporations-masquerading-as-government.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzsM7H_L6Fk&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3xt0skCJg7YsDM980s5k3KL0podrOPOPoOehkImbkZTmtN2_X1GUFDwTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzsM7H_L6Fk&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3xt0skCJg7YsDM980s5k3KL0podrOPOPoOehkImbkZTmtN2_X1GUFDwTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlDF2gxcZF8&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAaTQN3qqFQ&t=4446s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAaTQN3qqFQ&t=4446s
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 ʺHer second Centurie fifth Quatrain ... (2 5) prophetique, ou il dit ainƒi,  
prophetic, telling thus his other way ( decoded and or ʺby thesaural ʺ) with the words hidden in C2 Q5 –  

which said         FEMALE MEAD REPRESENTED OUR PERSONNEL, POET’S CENTURIES:  
ONE/FOUR/FIUE/SEUEN/NINE/TEN/ELEUEN: QUATREINS FOURTEEN, OR FIFTEEN. 
1 14                                                                                          J557 

De get efclaue chafons, chatz  &  requeftes 

Captifz par princes & feignr aux prifons: 

A l'aduenir par idiotz fans teftes, 

Seront receuz par diuins oraifons. 

1 14 

From the enslaved populace, songs, chants and demands 

while princes and lords held captive in prisons: 

These will in the future by headless idiots, guillotined 

Being received as divine prayers. 

1 15 

Mars nous menaffe par fa force bellique, 

Septante foys fera le fang efpandre: 

Auge & ruyne de l'Ecclefiaftique, 

Et plus ceux p  deux rie voudrot entedre. 

1 15 

March 20th  threatens US with her force of war, 

Seventy times will cause blood to be spilt:  

The clergy will be both exalted and reviled moreover  

by those who wish to learn nothing of them. 

2 14 

A Tours, Gie garde ferot ieulx penetrans 

Defcouuriront de loing la grand fereine   COUU=2021 

Elle & fa fuitte au port feront entrans, 

Combat, poulfes puiffance fouueraine. 

2 14 

At Tours, Gien, guarded, eyes will be searching 

Discovering from afar her serene highness 

She and her suite will enter the port, 

Combat, thrust sovereign power. 

2 15 

Vn peu deuant monarque trucide? 

Caftor Pollux en nef, aftre aninite: 

L'aerain public par terre & mer vuide, 

Pife, Aft, Ferrare, Turin terre interdicte. 

2 15 

Shortly before the monarch is assassinated, 

Castor and Pollux in the ship, bearded star: 

The public treasure emptied by land and sea, 

Pisa, Asti, Ferrara, Turin land under interdict. 

 
Here is a caveat on 10 15 

I do hope that I have this one wrong, that 10 78  does not refer to 10 15, that the reason we have heard nothing from the 

JFK Jnr camp since July'19 really is related to YouTube taking down 8chan and the battle introducing 8kun in its place 

 

10 78  
Sudden joyfulness to sudden sadness,  
It will occur at Rome for/from the 'graces' embraced: Vatican 
Grief, cries, tears, weeping, blood, hysteria , 
Contrary bands (the Milky Way) surprised and kitted up.   PREPPED. 

"contrary bands" could refer to the illegals, the "refugees" arranged by Soros: and their opposition, all planned for civil 

warfare, which is what the word "blood" refers to. But, we are told that 2020 will see the "skies rolling back" of Isaiah 

and Revelation. The forum "2020" describes this, and to be prepared- "PREPPED" via your root veges planted in your 

"stepped cellar". Dried and preserved, these veges will become your currency. If you have family pets and you manage 

to prevent marauders from eating them, desiccated veges can be fed to your pets of all kinds.  Should you be a serious 

"prepper" you will have begun the browsing/grazing pets on a steady regimen to acclimate their new diet.     Tschifferly 

taught his horses to eat banana peels and raider Turks taught their horses to eat a jerky-like form of meat. The original 

Arabian horse was fed dates and various grains. They learned to spit out the seeds.  

When it comes to milk, miniature goats can be taught to eat all sorts of fodder. You will need to get started yesterday. 

Sadly there is very little in the way of natural farmed livestock fodder that is free of genetically manipulated origin. 

This is the reason for modern racehorses breaking down all over the place.    

2 86 1 Naufrage à classe pres d’onde Hadriatique 
By wave the fleet is wrecked near the Adriatic 

HEAT AIR QUID ( pro quo;  this for that) or QUID (which)  

RAGE  PERSIA, Iran  RADIATION DEEDS QUITE UNSAFE  
NO CLASS SPARED IN DEATH RAID              Allan Webber template 

 

This would be the same great wave 

which tumbles over Fesulan  Mt 

Olympus. Great sudden flood- 

8 16 L'onde mon[s]ter Fesulan 
Olympique. No land for safety 

monster wave mounts 
 

this “wave” could 
be a sonic electro 
magnetic pulse 
weapon:  ‘that 
which heats air’ 
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1 49 2   Ceux d'Orient par la vertu lunaire:   ALEX COLLIER the people of the East, influenced by the Moon 

PREDATION  IRAN  PROLETARIAN AVERT PATERNAL/patriarchal. 
A. VULTURE  POINTER  UX CODED   PERTAIN  LUNA UXE  PLANETARI  astronomical  PALAVER         

1 49 4  Subjugant preƒque le coing Aquilonaire.  The quince will almost conquer those of the North (Hanix) 
QUINCE =  fragrant ones, pun on “five” 
R.O. QUERELES ALIEN  AQUILINO [Antares] BURIES SUPER GIANT ALGONQUIAN URBANISE.    C = Aug 5 to Sept.1 
o “C” is Hazelnut  is also Sept 24 – Oct 3. March 22 – 31 (is also Luna) and C is a Wednesday 
COIN BUSIER AGE UUAGE PARENTS.   CONSEQUENTIAL  IRAN OIL SEQUEL  

UUISE  Q ANON  JFK JNR  INTRIGUE  PUBLICATION  GUILTIER  CULPABLE  ELITE  OUTLAUU   
PECULIAR CUBE BEINGS, UTOPIAN E’A LEAGUE SINECURE UP:                       
*6 30 Braban Liege. 
BIG BIBLE LIAR ANGEL… AIM GABRIEL  BARBE  BEAN (pulse)BRAIN 
RANGE   AGE  GALE  BARGE-GAIA  ENLARGE LANE AREA (orbit – began Oct 2013) 
ABLE, GENIAL BEAR  (Russia) GAIN  BEARING A BRIBE IN EAR (it was in Virgo that Putin sent the Ark to Antarctica ) 
But also in Virgo 2019 he offered to send troops to train American military how to fight  ante christ Anunnaki  who seem to be uprising 

  ARRANGE GALE  BARGE freight carrier GAIA Earth 

  AGE   or  EAGLE/ Dec 24 – Jan 20 to ALE = May 13 – June 9  

2 4 4 Que par Barbares pillée ƒoit & vollée.There will remain there no suburb, city or town (directed energy weapon of the U.S.) 

Those pillaged by Banksters agreed and flown  Oppose quarrels – be little variable… Allan Webbers Template 

SEES BARB bankster RAE PERILS SPILL        directed energy weapons 
SOVIET  TO  ASSIST  IRAN - I.E. SEE  LOSES   OIL 

Barbares gives BEARS (Ursa/Russia) REB ARABS  BAR  (in Cancer 

JAQUES VALLEE  ALERT: PRIOR BOATS' REPROBATE TRIPLE LITERAL ORBIT RIPPER TALE, ABORT LABEL TIPS POLAR 
AIRPORTS PROPER LEPER PLEBS TRIP, POORER  TROLLOPS RABBLE  PERSPIRE APRIL RAT/2020,STEER/2021 RABBIT/2023 
STAR PILOT, EnLil  BRAT/Ninurta  BEAST'S ABLE-PORT PROBABLE  PERIL, PAIR TRIAL BLISTER LABOURER PARAQUAT 
VALLEE QUIBBLES RARE PURER SOCIABLE R.O. [their] POETICAL LEPSARIA (PURIFIER OF COBRA SAVIOR):  
QUARRELS “ARE OPPOSITE PIRATE, TERRORS ALIEN LEO RACE” (ABLE CRIPPLE PEOPLE VIA ELITE) 
LEPSARIA – warrior gate keepers, four winged angels 

                   PARAQUAT  BOOBY  TRAP –  includes 1080, fluoride in water, "rabies" poison drops, DDT in chemtrails, borrellia (on ticks) in 

chemtrails, the BaAl  = barium aluminum and a miriad of other chemicals the military is so fond of experimenting with – against the population 
 

5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera, 
 

 

Presage 102  i564   Octobre. 
La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 
De sept Grands cinq. toux distillante nuire : 
Pluye si longue. , à non mort tournent bulles
Le Grand mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules ulcers  burn,   PARAQUAT - DDT= blisters

Of seven elite cough phlegmy. five shall wrack: the elite not immune to chemtrails 

So long a rain.   TEARFUL  RAIN blisters bronze sun DROPPED/Hopi Prophecy Rocknon fatal  turn,   

 SOLE PRESAGE COUNTER TURN

 Al Bielek in 2137 said ‘the complete poles roll had been prevented’

 = blisters

The Lord shall die, who shone on all alack!           (Ala.Lu-Lucifer/Jesus) meaning... 

The Lord shall die, who shone [Illuminati] alack on all! 
5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera 

UUARN PEOPLE  CONCERNS SCREEN, REPEL, (PARSE) REPEL, LONER'S CREUU  CROP UUARP PLANNERS  ALERTS  PROLE 
ALLIANCES  REPULSE AN  UNSEEN  CROPPER/ :  ALLIES  STOP  UNSERENE  (U.N. SELENE)  PORN  TOOL 
PENRE'S SUUORN "NON-NUCLEAR"  ANU PRESENCE  CORNER/herding TROUP LE LOUP  booby trap  LEPERS  CRUEL ,  
ENRAPTURE   UUREN-AUGUST,  CERNS  PAPERS'  CENTRAL  CORE  ROLL 
 AUGUST PAPERS' Earths ROLL   see C+F+5 9 4, dates match, in fact C+F+AUG  
 UURENJune 25 to Jul 04 but also Dec 23 – 31, which is also CAR, OS and YULE dates 

 UNSEEN CROPPER/ oh I do love the words they use! A cropper is the breeching on a harness, that part that helps the 
horse slow down the carriage using its rump and hind legs. So saying the "CREUU"/Elohim Alliances, are controlling 
whatever it is the Anu are trying to do with Earth, such as the OFF CENTRE CORE using CERN.  and C +F+I T E R (all 
part of the three ways star wars we are caught up with)  

EM WEAPONS  
CIA REPORT RELEASED UNDER FOIA  
Here is another verified incident of a gigantic test of a Soviet scalar EM howitzer deep within the Soviet Union.  
This is a CIA report, released under the Freedom of Information Act.  
One can be quite sure that the incident occurred as stated.  
The phenomenon was seen from two aircraft approaching Mehrabad Airport in Teheran, Iran on June 17, 1966 and reported 
by their pilots.  
On the far horizon deep within the Soviet Union, an intense spherical ball of light appeared, "sitting on the horizon" so to 
speak. The globe of light increased to enormous size, dimming as it did so, literally filling an arc of the distant sky as it 
expanded. The sighting was shielded from most ground observers' view at the airport itself due to an intervening mountain 
range which masked most of the phenomenon from the ground.  
The silent, expanding globe was observed for four or five minutes before it faded away.  
THERE WAS ONE RECENTLY (2011) AT HAWAII 
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 There have been many instances had the collator not been a horse person, the word meaning would have been lost ~ 
all part of the Plan. 7 24 4 tender (proffered) uuell-read old uuoman Mead-Parks rides prenatal  to  paranormal  Ur  under moon, 
indeed our minor planetʺ found by Allan Webber 

 CROP  UUARP  PLANNERS  ALERTS  the crop circles warnings – which the Orion Group would have you believe are done 
by drunken human hoaxers. Those guys who were well paid to say they did the crop cricles with boards and string are 
having the last laugh on the Orion group. 

De sept Grands cinq.  aphesis used 

QUEER PAST DECADENT AN GIANTS DESCENDING PIG IEAR RESPECTING SPACE RING DESCENDANTS QUID DESIGNS SIGNS SCANT 
ASCENDENT PAID, SING 'ENDED" PACT. PEDANTIC ANT INSECT  GRASPS CENTS STING, SADDENING PRESENTS CANDID CASTING  
CITED DEPICTS RECENT DANCING: TENS' CARDS DESIGN PRINTED, SPENT. DEPENDING: PRECEDING STAR DANGER TENDANCIES 
TRACES, SCANS, INSPECTS, A.C.E.  ACTS  CREATING GAP  SPANS.  ENDS CAT, SPRING 
toux distillante nuire 
ESTERNAL TOXINS ARE NOT UUELL READ IN UUILD AREAS. TELLS LEX TALIONIS (IN ORDINATE TEXTS) OLDER TUUEETER NERD UUIT  
SUUORN EXTRADITION INDEX UUINS, UUILTED INTOLERANT X-RATED EXISTENTIAL TIN-UUINTRIEST TUUIN UUALLED UUORLDS:  
SARRU LORDS SIX ('SAINTLIER'SEXE) NEXT IDIOTS IN STAR UUARS (ArmMargEddan) LEARNT, UUEIRDO TRIED SUUILL, RIOTS, NOT ALLIED  
Pluye si longue. 

UGLY LUPINE GUY UNPIOUS GOSPEL GUILE, LIE YOUNG GLEE, ILL USE EGO, SLUNG PENILE, USE EYE RYE/spring, USE YELLOUU SUN PULLEY 
YOU SEE POLES LEO OG  PILE ENSUE, LOSE PULLING YELLING POE EULOGY LINES/eschatologyYULE EPILOGUE ~ UUEEP NEUU GYPSY EON 
à non mort tournent bulles 

TELL BROUUN MONSTER BORNE ROTTEN SMELL TORMENT NORMEN  

2 96 
Burning torch will be seen in the sky at night 
Near the end and beginning of the Rhone: 
Famine, steel: the relief provided late, 
Persia turns to invade Macedonia.           IRAN TO INVADE GREECE? 
3 51 PeleusCassiopeiaDrakoOphiuchusAnu  AUUAKEN : PARANOIA SHAPED HOCUS POCUS LIKEWISE UUHEN

  
PAEDOPHILIA ARISES 

P.A.R.I.S was all capitalised – it means this : 3 51 1 P A R I S cöiure vn, grand meurtre cömetre 

P.wunjo-of the gods A.Arm/Elohim/Cassiopeian R.Draco I.Ophiuchus/Abus S. SAAM/Peleus?  bringing about, a great comet murder 
where the “bringing about”  means the Elohim alliances turning it, in order to alleviate the consequences. 
This also relates to what ARM.MARG.GID.EDDUR – ARM.MARG.EDDUR – ARMAGEDDON really is, the three-way star wars 
Recall the information about  THE BRIDE? 

6 64 2  
CAENEUS  ATROPINS EUCAINES PATRON CERES SECURE IRANS.IMPORTER.ROUTES.NO.PART POEM.SOURCE TO.RESCUE    
10 49 2 CAENEUS  MIND  SEDUCER  DEMONS  CAUSE  DOLORES  CANON  MISCHANNELS  MICHEL  NOSTREDAME  
The Caenus DEMONS are the greys which crack the whip on the Industrial Military Media Complex  

They float and many who meet them (military men) actually faint when they do meet them. They prefer to hover off the ground but when they 

do use gravity, they "walk like Donald Duck" (an interview between Linda Moulton Howe and a general)                                                    

 2 89 4 Au ƒanguinaire le nombre racompte. To the bloody one the number recounted. 
REASON GRACE BRAINS UURITE ABLE ORNAMENT CENTURIES = UUINTRIER  AGAIN AFTER EUENING PANTOMIME 

ORNAMENT means in October as well as Nostradamus  3 94 
PANTOMIME = holograms- possibly false rapture or nuclear false flag where the holograms will appear to be of the nuclear 
bomb type, but (due to non nuclear treaties with off worlders) will be more the everyday bombs –possibly the orgon tool that 
kills and the deaths can appear to be of nuclear bomb results 4 73 

4 73 
The great nephew [Nanar of 8 85 who "restricted the light" or Ninurta or Marduk by strength will prove  ("great" here can mean of stature or relationship) 
The treaty made by the pusillanimous heart:     (FDR – could only see profits from new technology while selling us all out) 
(that which was prepared to 'trade in children/men' for technology) 
The president will try Ferrara and Asti,      (where asteroid is aimed) 
4 73 4 When the pantomine will take place in the evening. 

Helen Parks 7 22 2 Yres encontre amis de Tarraconne 

EERY MIDAS [Chertan Leonine] R [draco] TRADERS 
CONSENT TRADE  MISTREATED ARMIES, ADMIRE SCENERY 

ONCE (after) TRAINS pun  D.M.E  Medusine Device/d.e.w. CANON 

ARTEMIS [Orion] ERADICATORS AIM MARIE [asteroid]  

MANTICORE [Sphinx] CREMATIONS (FUSE, same date TEEPEE) 

NONES  RYE [Celtic Spring] RAT DATE  (C+F+TEEPEE same date) 

C+F+1 33 2 Le grand lyon par force Cefarees:    
the great lion by Imperial forces 

 hear him speak of  LEONINE and DRAKO  in this video

The Reptilian Illuminati Secrets Exposed (Part l)  
13 Reptilian Bloodlines that run the "World" 
start at 30 minutes after he describes at great 
 length harassment by a woman-reptile  

 Helen Parks  at 43:00 minutes he says how the reptilians love 

using asteroids and meteors - which is what n a s a are up to - 

false asteroids by two are going to be sent according to the texts 

wow ! at 50:00 minutes he describes Val Thor for what he is 

EXACTLY what the Hidden Texts have been saying 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNZXrIz2S8E&fbclid=IwAR2ivELQIUkslcYnBcJPg8TvInhW6sMVetie_GYmh2oYuBbk6zRfVZBInEo 
as soon as he began describing domed cities on Venus my ears  almost  literally began to flap 

    "In addition there is the mention of trade in the hidden message of  C.5 Q.88 L.1 and C.8 Q.50 L.3. In 2006 Belarus supported the 
case for Iran's use of nuclear power for civilian use.  It also had entered into agreements with Iran in exchange for oil.  Allan Webber 

"  08.09.2006 Belarus Voices Support for Iran’s Nuclear Plan. News headline:

MINSK, Belarus: Iran's president promised Belarus greater access to its vast oil reserves Monday as he and Belarusian leader 

Alexander Lukashenka pledged to cement a "strategic partnership" between their two countries — countries at odds with the 

European Union and the United States." 

 A reminder about 4 95 4 "Victor born on Armenian soil" – early, in the days of U/S/S/R/ - Armenia had its borders  up to Belarus

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNZXrIz2S8E&fbclid=IwAR2ivELQIUkslcYnBcJPg8TvInhW6sMVetie_GYmh2oYuBbk6zRfVZBInEo
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Tehran, Iran, September 19, 1976  
""And the data leads, in my view, to an extraterrestrial phenomenon. There’s one UFO case – it’s a famous one and deservedly so that has 
never left my consciousness as possibly the most significant UFO case that we have. It’s not the Rendlesham case, although I think that’s right 
up there. The case I’m thinking of would be the 1976 Iranian jet fighter incident that took place over the city of Tehran, Iran.  
This was back in the days of the Shah when Iran was an ally of the United States. And the reason that I feel this is such a critically important 
case and that I think any skeptical person who looks into this case is really going to think twice. The reason is that the case itself is utterly 
spectacular in that we have U. S. defense intelligence agency documents describing in detail two F-4 fighter interceptor fighters in a row 
scrambled by the Iranian air force sent into investigate an object that the whole city of Tehran was looking at. This bright object displaying all 
kinds of bizarre lights coming out of it. In this case, that light phenomenon disabled the electronic systems of the F-4 fighter jets as they 
approached at a range of 25 nautical miles. In one case, the pilot was literally on the verge of pressing a button to fire a missile at the object 
when his missile system went off line.” 
September 19, 1976, Tehran, Iran 

 Cylinder-Shaped UFO Interacts with Two F-4 Jets 
One of the best documented UFO-aircraft incidents, when a UFO was observed flying over the restricted airspace of Tehran, Iran.  
Two U.S.-made F-4 Phantom II jet fighters of the Imperial Iranian Air Force were scrambled, but as the pilots closed in on the target, their 
communications and weapons systems were suddenly jammed.  
The incident was confirmed by high ranking officers of the Iranian Air Force and later documented by several agencies of the U.S. military. 
During the early morning hours of September 19, 1976, a cylinder-shaped unidentified aerial object that gave a radar return the size of   
“a 707 tanker,” hovered over Tehran, the capital of Iran. The object was recorded on radar and seen by many eyewitnesses on the ground and 
by the pilots of two American-made F-4 Phantom II jet interceptors flown by Imperial Iranian Air Force. As the pilots approached the UFO, their 
instrumentation and communications failed. One of the jets prepared to fire a missile at the UFO, but its electronic weapons system suddenly 
jammed. The incident is documented in a now-declassifed October 1976 U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) message with a distribution list 
that included the White House, Secretary of State, Joint Chiefs of Staff, National Security Agency (NSA), and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). 
Various high-ranking Iranian military officers directly involved with the events have also gone on public record stating their belief that the object 
was not terrestrial in origin. 
MEANING UNDER THE SURFACE IS THE CONTROL, NOT OUT IN FRONT OF US? 

 

We’re worried about paychecks and now we’re worried about what Russia is going to do in Georgia and we’re worried about whether Iran is 
going to be bombed by the United States or Israel and this dominates our thoughts so we don't see the Big Picture.  

Keeping in mind that no country is ever at real war. Recall Israel is Incorporated with the United States 

It baffles me that it is still going on. In the early history, there was the obvious benefit of the Custodians having a slave labor force.  
But now, they don’t have that. (Or do they?) Now there is the abduction evidence and great interest in harvesting DNA and doing the hybrid 

 experiments – maybe that’s the key to what the agenda is. Our usefulness has changed, but we are still useful in a different way.”
   

   "Inanna by her parents Nannar and Ningal was beloved. Enlil [Her Grandfather] by her cradle sat.  Beautiful beyond describing she 
was, in martial arts with Anunnaki heros [Nibirans on Earth] she competed.  A skyship of her own, to roam Earth’s skies, to her the 
Anunnaki presented." [The Lost Book of Enki, Sitchin, 2002 page 250]  Inanna and brother Utu, twins of Nannar* (Enlil’s second son), 
were both Nibirans born on Earth.  
            Inanna and her twin were long-lived like homeplanet Nibirans.  (Note: Nibiru is not the actual name of the planet H. Mead-Parks) 
When asked when we might expect major changes to occur, his response is to look at his watch.  
"The moment we launch a strike against Iran is the moment no longer to be in the US," George says. [George Green] 
"Pretty soon we'll be waking up one Monday morning to find that the world is no longer the same." 

*NANNAR –previous current king of the Anakim – was brought before an off world Court and executed August 2018...  

from the same source:  "As a guide... 
"Ningishzidda has been King of the Zha.a.mi since 28 Sep 2018, when he was crowned to replace the dead Nannar. 

Nibiru is the time (of the Crossing)  when Zha.a.mi is in the Inner Solar System. Nibiru is not the planet's name." 
 

Bill Ryan: ...to discuss between us the state of the world, the state of the cosmos as much as we are aware; what may be happening, what may 
not be happening, what kind of information we've all been receiving between us. What is reliable, what is unreliable - what our take is on all of 
that. 
David Wilcock-: Certainly! 
When you start to study these 2012 fields and the whole idea of there being a change in the world that’s happening right now, invariably you see 
what my source and other sources have referred to as planetary inconveniences. 
Bill: That’s a beautiful euphemism... 
David: Yes! 
Bill: ...I’ve never heard that one before. [laughter]  
Bill: Planetary inconveniences... so, if Bush nukes Iran... 
Kerry: This is going to be a new-coined phrase. 
David: It’ll be inconvenient... [laughter] 
David: T-B-R, for The Barnes Review: tbrnews.org. There’s a column called Voice of the White House and it has proven itself to be a very 
valuable source of intel. It’s somebody who works within the White House in the Bush administration and who has been sort of 
secretly letting loose all sorts of insider stuff; telegraphing this, that and the other; and he has said on several occasions now that 

 they are terrified of Obama winning this election. He is not in their pocket at all.*
Kerry: What is this source saying about war with Iran, for example? 

http://www.tbrnews.org/
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David: They are desperate - desperate to try to get it to happen any way they can - and the National Intelligence estimate was a leak to basically 
torpedo that from the highest level. That’s in there. There’s all kinds of stuff in there. They’re terrified about Pakistan; terrified that they’re going 
to get a nuclear bomb and they’re covering all that up in the media because it’s such a scary thing for them. 
They’re terrified about the economy; it’s hanging on by a thread. It could go at any moment. They say that the next thing that’s going to happen 
is the credit card crisis. That basically the credit card industry is actually just as bad as the housing industry. 
Bill: Prison camps seem to be real. The deployment of bioweapons seems to be a reality according to information we have privately 
received from several credible sources. It seems to be real that there's legitimate cause for concern that there may be an attack on 
Iran with God knows what knock-on effects that are either calculated or uncalculated.  
It seems to me that there are things to be concerned about and that we should responsibly make ourselves aware of - and at the same time, you 
are saying that if we give into this and start focusing on this and start putting a lot of attention on this negativity, then we are actually 

 That’s me putting words into falling straight into the trap of disempowering ourselves because we're falling for the Illuminati agenda.
your mouth. 
David: Okay, right. Kerry: Now, I’m not disagreeing with the fact that they may be building some prison camps. There are factions with all 
kinds of notions about what may happen in the future. You have to say, why are they building? Maybe panic is their big fear." 
 

* He is not in their pocket at all.*  Turns out he was in their pocket,  and this is just another sneaky dis or mis-information blast from Wilcock
 

Richard Hoagland - Part 1  
So you’re constantly making decisions when you rely on sources, which we at Enterprise really try not to do. And I’ll expand on that in a minute. 
This individual gave me a stunningly interesting line. In fact it probably was the second most important thing that anybody in public life has ever 
told me. My first was my old friend Gene Roddenberry, which I’ll get back to in a second. 
This intel agent said to me in one of our early conversations, he reiterated over and over again - it’s become kind of like an in joke when we're 
talking on the phone to each other: “The lie is different at every level”. Meaning: that even the people who are in front of the camera spinning, 
telling you that the dollar is crashing, telling you that we’re running out of oil, telling you that we have to nuke Iran before they nuke us, telling 
you that Saddam had weapons of mass destruction, most of those people really believe what they’re telling you. They’ve been told lies by 
people that they trust.  
So the lie goes up the line. Every little group is controlled and contained and constrained by being fed exactly how much BS they will believe. So 
they can come out in front of the cameras at like the National Press Club, or at the White House when the President’s spokesperson comes out. 
She believes 99% of the stuff she’s saying; she’s not in on the lie. She doesn’t know it’s a lie because if she did she couldn’t be the actress that 
she is.That’s why we went in and invaded Iraq, because he was going to go to the Euro.  
The Iranians just went to the Euro; we’re threatening nuclear war. Gosh! Let's put those dots together. 
It’s about political and economic control.  
So you go out to the moon, or you go to Mars, or one of the moons of Jupiter, and you find a working alternative energy power plant that’s 
the size of a teacup and it can run half a city. 
Do you want that in the public data stream? Do you want people to realize there’s a way to do things without drilling in the Middle East and all 
political and economic infrastructures that’s been built up? 

10 80 2 Par force d'armes les grands portes d'arain: brass portal  Via force of arms the great portals of brass: 
TRADERS PARADISEAN REGALNESS SCREAMED PREDATORS PARDONS FORCED IRAN.  
ELITE LARGESSE TRANSPOSED  ARMED  FORCE; PORTENDS PORTS DANGERS.  AISE READS PAIN RADIATES       

PARKS DRAFTS FROSTIER PARANORMAL DEGRADEDNESS: STRANGER SELF-ORDAINED ALIENS RAMPAGE DESPAIR 
ADORE /Libra in Oct. DATES PIG/2019 – RAT/2020.   
DREARIER TRESPASS DANGER TARDINESS TRANSFORMS TRAINED ARROGANT DESPERADO ISLAM DREAMERS 
SMART ARSES SLANDERED PROOF-READING PARKS  
the date here refers to the Anunnaki uprising in Afghanistan, where Russian soldiers were turned to stone, maling 
one wonder if that was the fate if the mudfossil Titans – caused by the same instigator 

1 38 3 Par cor ne cris harnois n'arresteront                 
CONCERN:  SHARON (Israel) CORNERS  IRAN   
ARRESTS ROTTEN  PATRON  SION/Zion  CARPO         
PROCREANT  CHRYSA RARE TEN  SCRYS  HARRY  
RESTRAINS PORT-SCRY  RESTORE  SHAR    

Neither bugle (sasar) nor shouts will stop the soldiers 
  (robot supersoldiers) 

 

INTERVIEW WITH WILLIAM – TAU CETIANS…Project Camelot 
However, he does recall the vivid details, which include a nuclear exchange between Iran and Israel, and the US becoming involved. 
He saw great destruction and subsequent economic collapse. Following this, he was shown large explosions in a number of 
American cities which were not the result of incoming missiles. The result was martial law in a number of areas in the US and (in 
some places) scenes and situations similar to those in the TV series Jericho. 
Important note: the ETs told William that this timeline was only probable (in 1969) and was not fixed. He was told it could be changed, 
and whether these events transpired or not was entirely up to humanity. Those familiar with our important page here (on Timeline 1, 
variant 83, as reported by Dan Burisch) will immediately see the similarities in the issues raised   

5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le cheƒvieux Britannique. (‘f’ is ‘s’  & ‘i’ is also ‘y’ and ‘q’ = ‘c’ is also ‘k’ )When the old British chief Rome will have  
DARK  SMART-DUST  NANO  ANTENNAE  FREQUENCY  HARM  IS  EVIL  UUALK-IN  ALIEN  OUTER VACUUM BUREAU: 
DUUMVIRI  ALA LU, LUCIFER  HIS CRUEL TRICK. VILE UUAR.  HOAX  ON  THE  DEAF-DUMB:  
UUEAK  ‘RIVAL’ HORRIFIED,  UUARLIKE  MIX  AVID  UUHALER  RACE  IS  RUMOUR, IS  NOT FOE.  (because they are the ‘police dept’) 

MANIACS  AIM  BREXIT  AS  TRADE  MANOEUVRE  UURENCH 

MY HUMOURFUL  BEAUX  HEAVENLY  ELOHIM  FAVOUR  ICIER  AU-REVOIR  FIX  
FOR  INHUMANE  CHILDREN  ADRENAL  MIX 

http://projectcamelot.org/t1v83.html
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FLAXEN HAIRED MEAD INFORMER  FEARED:  
FOR because REMOTE MARXIAN COUU, HAND,  INHUMANE  ISRAEL  EARTH  UUOMEN-HATERS  DAMNATION, BRAINUUAVE   
EXUBERANT AIM  NUCLEAR  VEXATION  BRONX,  QUEENS,  TOUUARD  LAXATIVE  CHIEF 

CHAOS HAVOC CELTIC HARES-HECATE  DATE  – May 12 2023  is year of the cat-hare    
followed by ALES May 13 – June 10 date events in  Rome   (springtime)                             
(LAXATIVE = cleaning out)

 o COUU, Aldebaran under Antarctica. COW= 2021  HAND, singular means Betelguese, the right hand of Orion   

 o UUOMEN- HATERS the Patriarchal, Rome, Vatican and the Drago under   

 o DARK  NANO  Hard to see, and very dark in nature also known as ‘SMART DUST’ 

 o UUEAK  ‘RIVAL’ Meaning no rival at all, such as innocent Iran   

 o UUARLIKE  MIX  AVID  UUHALER  The warlike (which is ‘running’ Trump) would like to include the Japanese 

 o or MIX AVID UUARRIOR LIKE UUHALE  –  The TauCetian "police department" of the Elohim Alliances 

DUUMVIRI  ALA LU, LUCIFER/Satan  Meaning half gods or would be gods, and or two performing the same authority  (Lucifer and Satan) 
 

“WHAT ARE THE TARGETS OF ISRAEL?  L M H (earthfiles.com Linda Moulton Howe) 
I think Iran. 
ISRAELIS ARE ATTACKING IRAN IN 2009.  WAS ANY MONTH GIVEN? 

I remember it was (Northern?) 

SPRING OF 2009. AND WITH THE LAUNCH OF MISSILES FROM ISRAEL TO IRAN POSSIBLY, WHAT DID THE UNITED STATES DO? 
They were fighting back. That’s when things started happening here. It’s like everything happened at once in all these different places.  
WHAT DID YOU SEE HAPPENING IN THE UNITED STATES? 
Not good things. One of the things that was frightening to me was like the police were keeping all the people controlled.  

There weren’t a lot of people traveling around and then suddenly there were all these different explosions in different cities.  

And the only thing I’ve seen that reminds me anything of what I saw in the black cube is the TV show, Jericho.  
That’s kind of a similar scenario that I saw. 
MEANING THERE WERE MISSILE ATTACKS ON THE U. S.? 
No. They weren’t missile attacks. Whatever was being exploded was already here. (such as NUCLEAR HOLOGRAMS)  
SO, IS MARTIAL LAW APPLIED COAST TO COAST AND BORDER TO BORDER? OR ONLY IN SPECIFIC PLACES? 
I think it was only specific places. But there was enough martial law that you could not go any place. The black cube gave me the 
impression that the place to go was near the equator down south because that would be safer – there and south of the equator.  
North of the equator it would not be safe. The reason was because of the prevailing wind flow.” 
 

BOB DEAN PROJECT CAMELOT 
BD:  Well, hold onto it. It’s gold. 
KC:  Uh huh. 
BD:  But Ingo [Swann]  is gold, himself. 
KC:  OK. But let’s kind of move back to the question, because I want to get, sort of, drilled down to this answer. So they’re still at war? 
BD:  They still have a difference of opinion about us. Now, whether Enlil and...  
KC:  Enki. 

BD:  Ea... Enki... He goes by two names. Whether they still are alive or not... With the genetic geniuses that they have been, that they are, they 

can genetically manipulate... You know, they ingeniously genetically manipulated their own chromosomes, DNA, till they literally have become 
 practically immortal.

Now, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if Enki and Enlil may still be alive. Maybe they’re running around with a cane, like I do, [Kerry laughs] grunting 
and groaning. You know, they’ve got the great-great-grandkids doing the running and... I don’t know that, and I’m sure that no one else does.  
But, apparently the factions are still divided, and the one side wants to use us as they always did. And the other side wants to give us the 
opportunity to be our own species, to chart our own future, and to call... you know, to determine our own lives. And there apparently 
has been this difference of opinion going on. 
KC:  So, when we get back to the national security state, and the state of the U.S. right here and now... I mean, you’re an ex-military. I hardly 
want to call you “ex” because I think you’re, in some ways, probably still consulted here and there.  
You know, we’re about to go to war with Iran... 
BD:  No, we’re not.  
KC:  What’s you’re perspective on this? We’re not? 
BD:  No, we’re not.  KC:  OK. 
BD:  And that’s my opinion, for whatever it’s worth, you know.  KC:  Sure. 
BD:  I have a half-penny in my pocket... I don’t believe that we’re going to have a nuclear war because I don’t think the custodians will allow 
it. The planet is too valuable. It’s too rich a reservoir of life. Not only the humans that are here on this planet, but all the other creatures. This 
planet is an absolute cornucopia of beautiful, beautiful forms of life. And, not only that, but the... What is it? The fauna and the... what’s the other 
term?  Flora 
 
BILL DEAGLE PART 3 PROJECT CAMELOT 
BD:  I hope this kind of gets people to kind of drop their old paradigms and I hope I get them to, you know, like Marshall McKluen, “tune in and 
drop out.” In other words, drop out of false lies, whether it’s politics or religion or thinking these other things are solutions. Become personally 
responsible. Become public and interact with other people.  
Don’t think that, by default, if you don’t say anything about it you’re not responsible for the death of 15- to 32-million Iranians and a radiation 
cloud that circulates the planet and destroys your own health.   KC:  Right. 
BD:  The sins of omission are greater than the sins of commission.  
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And the sins of silence are greater than the sins of action. 
BD:  They use it as a final focal point. 
KC:  You mean they’re going to attack Iran, and in return...  
BD:  Yeah, or the threat of an attack will set in motion the peace treaty that’ll partition the State of Israel. Just think of it this way. Logically, if 
you’re from another world and you were to see a nation that’s the size of, you know, a little tiny strip of land anywhere from 10 to 16 miles long -- 
the third nuclear power... Probably the most advanced in terms of biological weapons on the planet is the State of Israel. 
KC:  Yes.   
BD:  They’re number one. 
BD:  The ones who put the bombs in the buildings were contract. They could have been any secret agency but they happened to be very 
experienced Israeli Mossad  agents who put the  bombs in the World Trade Center.   
Now they do that because they want to have a hatred of Jewish people. And I’m not an anti-Semite -- I have Jewish blood, Iranian blood, 
Armenian blood, etcetera, so I have... 
KC:  Why would the Mossad want hatred of Jewish people?  
BD:  It’s part of their dialectic of control.  BR:  Mm hm. 
BD:  Just like the death of millions of Jews in the Second World War was actually at the hands of not only the Sabbatians who want to cleanse 
the whole, if you want to call it, the whole people of Israel of anyone who “had any religious Torah belief in a Creator God.” So they had an anti-
messiah, an anti-God, a we-are-God.  
The real purpose of the Kabbalah, if you want -- the highest level, which is the highest level of all Masonry, is Kabbalah. Right? -- is that we 
are... The revelation is:  
You are the Luciferic-Satanic power. You don’t need to go to a higher God; you are god.  
 
GEORGE GREEN PART 2 PROJECT CAMELOT 
BR: Nuclear war in the northern hemisphere. 
GG: Right. 
BR: That sounds more than just taking out a few facilities in Iran. What are you referring to? 
GG: Well, first of all, there’s three nuclear submarines on the west coast, from Russia. There’s three on the east coast. These are their new 
ones, I have all their data, somewhere. They’re two football fields in length, five stories tall and they have nuclear... they're able to go eighty 
miles an hour under the water, totally undetected. We can’t detect them. 
Their targets are all the major cities on the west coast. On the east coast, obviously Washington, D.C., New York, Atlanta, the ports that bring in 
the stuff, 'cause they want to... they can bring us down.  
GG: So, this is all part of the bigger game on this thing, but they got to get the war started in the Middle East. When will that start? Keep 
watching the news, because they keep telling you to hate China right now, even over the Olympics and all the other things, they’re going to try 
to do things. ‘Cause China has the ability to wipe it out now. 
Bush had a meeting with Putin. Putin flew over to Kennebunkport and met with Bush. This was a few months ago. And Putin basically told Bush, 
you don’t go after Iran, because you know, you took out the Raman oilfield, that was our field and we were running it; and Russians were 
running that anyway. Says, you’re not going to do it in Iran. 
GG: You do that, you begin World War III. So he’s backed off a little bit on that. So, what they’re trying to do now is get Syria and the other 
“enemy countries” squared away and there’s going to be a missile, whether it comes out of Israel, who has Netanyahu who says we control 
Washington anyway, where they’re controlling all the game. 
GG: Let’s go play the game and get it going. I watch, as soon as you see a missile, hitting the Middle East, whether it hits Israel or Iran on it, you 
want to be out of the country. 
KC: Out of this country. 
GG: That was because they were going on the Bourse. You know, Iran went on the Bourse as a trading instrument to get off the dollar. By 
treaty, it was agreed that the dollar was the trading of the oil and they’re all getting off of that. They’re going to the Euro -  
GG: Well, Iran has set up the Bourse Treaty. When they did that they were going to put that in effect last month. And, conveniently all the cables 
got cut so they couldn’t have the communications to make the transfers out of New York. Well, New York’s about ready to collapse. In fact, I can 
see New York vaporized. 
 
JIM MARRS  
Why the rush? Well, because they had to get control over all of this information. What the National Security Act of 1947 did was create the CIA 
and also change the name of the Defense Depart... War Department to the Defense Department; a little public relations move.  
But also in there -- and what has been little noticed -- was the creation of the National Security Council. Well, by very definition, that’s in charge 
of anything that has to do with national security. UFOs? National security. Nazi infiltration? National security. High technology? National security.  
And, since the National Security Council -- and we hear this all the time, almost any time that we’ve gone to fight some brushfire war and the 
Iran-Contra scandal, on and on -- it’s always the National Security Council is involved. And yet, I’ll bet you virtually no one listening knows who 
is the National Security Council. Well I’ll tell you. It’s four people: it’s the President, the Vice President, the Secretaries of State and Defense. 
Three of those are appointed by the President. 
KC:  Mm hm. 
JM:  So by signing the National Security Act of 1947 into law, we basically set up a dictatorship, because the President is now in 
charge of everything that has to do with national security, and this bypasses Congress and the news media and the public.  
This       is when we began to move into a National Security state which, at the heart of which, lay these Nazis -- unreconstructed 
Nazis. 
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The real "war in heaven"seen in  these texts (also see The Farsight Institute)  are two  "arms" of the  
Arm.Marg.Eddur.  Armageddon... 
People will say “oh but that came from the place called Meggido”. Not quite. The last time a star wars 
was encountered in the area, those from Ursa Major (Marg.id) won! That is why it is called Meggido! 
The third 'arm' being the Seraph angels from Cepheus, the King of kings,  in obsolete terminology   
as The Arm "carrying the branches" –   of  DNA; five of them,  in his arm.    
      This is  what the words  King of kings  really means.  
The King Cepheus group of stars,  with his "seven children"; (named in 1 10) Seated next to Queen 
Casseopea “lounging combing her hair”.  

2 73 3 Nay de trois bras predit bellique image,  i562 edition  Born of three arms  the predicted warlike image, ARMAGEDDON 
("three arms" ARM.Cepheus MARG.id Ursa Major EDDA/AETTIR -Eddur Elo’im = Armageddon)  
Define "image" a realistic looking copy or picture. 2 73 3 Nay de trois bras predict belliq imaige ƚ557 ed. 

I SEE SPACE ARMAGEDDON PERIL IN ICIER  BEER, BRASS, DATES RAT YEAR.  
TERRIBLE IRAQI REPTILE INTERBRED ELITE BIBLES' CELEBRITY LIABILITY  
ARM, CASSEOPEA, AETTIR-ELOIM IQBAL/sucessful RACES PLEBEIAN SCRIBES: 
TRIADS GRIM TRIPLE  CROUUN RIB  SAAM ON BINARY TIME DRAGO  MILITARY TRIBES  

TRIPLE  CROUUN  see video page 10 

 

8 61 
Never by the revelation of daylight/DISCLOSURE 
will he attain the mark of the sceptre bearer.    (sweating the quill) 
Until all his sieges/seats are at rest,                  SEAT means stargate 
Portending to Cockerel/MANTIDS  the gift of the armed legion.  
T A G = GTA = ARM.MARG.EDDUR.    
The Cockpit /PUPPIS of Argo – where the good Mantids come from 

T A G French syntax changes the placement of words, where we call DNA they call it ADN, so, meaning TAG should be 

read G T A. Go to the Alkhemye (Alchyme) list and see the Runic Sky runes to check on me. The Runic “G” refers to 

Boötes in which sits Arcturus!  Confirmiung that the black knights (from Arcturus) do have the Seraphim of the ARM  of 

Cepheus King of kings, the “UUarlike Seraphim”  hibernating.  The “T” IS Ursa Major – the Marg.id [obs] – and the “A” 

as always is the Casseopeans with the Elohim Alliances – the Aettir, the Eddur. 
 

6 40 1  Grand de Magonce pour grande foif eftaindre, the great one of Mainz for quenching extreme thirst 

 
 

6 40 4 Que le grand groppe au Ryn ƒera gette.      That the great grouper will be thrown from the Rhine. 

(something tells me much is lost in translation) a large type of fish that is normally a saltwater deep feeding fish, being thrown up by the Rhine 
PUPAE NURSERY GENTLE AGENTS

 (in the Elohim Alliance) RE ANURY (no anus) GREYS SERGEANTRY RUINING APRON PROP
/nature...  

by combining all into chrislam   PRAY: PAGE Q ANON;  
UUARTY LEG GRAYS, PEGLEGGED DUUARF, PREPARED UUARFARE;  DEALS UUITH OLD AGED EGG) 

 FAR LEFT OF T Ursa MajorFLEUU, AGGREGATED TUUITTER  TUUERP  REAPER,  PERPETRATES  ADORE  RAT YEAR
hahaha – Chani said early on "sooner or later you deal with rotten egg" 

First and best example is the word “SET” which is obsolete for what we call Easter. This is also where I found 
the word “ARM” for the Constellation Cepheus and the obsolete words MAR.GID.da for Ursa Major. Conjoined 
they form ARM.MARG.EDDA. This is what it seems to be: the true Armageddon to be. 
Note: “ARMAGEDDON”  is composed of: “ARM” obs. for in Gemini and Cepheus the king constellation (see 1: 10)  
MAR.GID.da is Ursa Major with whom the American military have had treaties and from whom Al Qaida is named. The CIA 
(which are run by Off  Worlders , invented the name)  from Al Kaid the main star in Ursa Major.  Al Kaid was Canis 
Venaticus/Venatici – the Hunting Dogs. 
2 73 
Born of three arms the predicted warlike image,  

ARM MARG.id EDDUR lo’im = Armageddon .Arcturus-Cepheus Ursa Major  Aettir/E

By three crowns at/to the great Endymion. 
(three crowns = the three ways star wars) but see the video TRIPLE CROWN  herein 

An uncertain victory will crown three great ones, 
the Eagle, the Cock, the Moon, the Lion, the Sun in its house. 

1 31 These Three form ArmMargEddan 
5 28 
His arm/Cepheus hung/orbiting and leg/Scheat bound/Andromeda, 
Face pale/E’Yah, dagger/Orion hidden in its bosom,/heart-Earth-hearth 
Three who will be sworn in the fray   Arm-Marg-Eddan

Against the great one of Genoa/CERN Vatic will the steel/A.I. be unleashed. 
 

5 86 Cassiopeia and Andromeda = two heads 
Divided by the two heads and three arms,    ArmMargEddur, “warlike image” 
The great city will be vexed by waters:      L.A., N.Y. or London 
Some great ones among them led astray in exile, refugees 
Turkey hard pressed by the head of Persia/Iran. 
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7 16 
The deep entry made by the great Queen -          Casseopeia 
will make the place powerful and inaccessible; 
the army of the three lions will be defeated  SAMAROBRIN= SAAM, RIB, ON 

causing within a thing hideous and terrible. Draco 
 

US planning “massive” airstrike on an Iranian facility  (then Trump pulled the pin) 
According to a new article from English-language Israeli publication The Jerusalem Post, the Hebrew-language Israeli 
publication Maariv has reported that diplomatic sources in the UN are assessing a US plan to conduct a “massive” airstrike on 

“an Iranian facility linked to its nuclear program” in response to alleged attacks on two sea vessels in the Gulf of Oman.“The 
sources added that President Trump himself was not enthusiastic about a military move against ... 
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/us-planning-massive-airstrike-on-an-iranian-facility/ 

https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-
lawsuit/?fbclid=IwAR3eo8cLv9SY7j3D1B5cVmSFH1LOLH9KDMojyn5wpauGSu1wmuILB7gadCU 
 
Go to: https://www.aimintegrativemedicine.com/aim-integrative-medicine-blog/why-kennedy-sued-the-
government-over-vaccine-safety-won 
 
http://icandecide.org/governments/ 

Case 1:18-cv-03215-JMF Document 18 Filed 07/09/18 

Vaccine injury lawyer Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,&  Del Bigtree, producer of the suppressed anti-vaccine 
documentary, Vaxxed and the Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) are credited with this victory. They 
demanded the relevant government documents proving that all federally approved vaccines had been tested 
for quality over the past 32 years — and there were none. 
o This means that the US Department of Health and Human Services and all vaccine makers have been lying to 
the American people for over 30 years about the effectiveness and safety of vaccines; this may 

 

 

At the end of the Epistle to Henri II in the i562 edition of the Centuries, pg 133 
is a paragraph in Italics: 
Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.          (Machismo = Patriarchal) 
MACHISMO CHARLATAN OBFUSCATIONS MADE AIM DRACONIAN CALAMITIES  

 OUTLAST BOAT OBSTRUCTIONS ANATHEMA TO OLD AROMATIC SAINTS CUBES,
ABNORMAL FISH-FACED CANNIBAL SATAN MANIAC CONFUSED THERESA MAI  
MACABRE MUSLIM MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM  STAMINA STANDS FANATICAL 
ARTISAN’S ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE, 
CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST: HIS  FANTASTICAL ELOIM ANARCHISM IS 

SONOFABITCH~DEMONICAL. IS BROADCAST CRIB CHAOS FROM  NOT CENTURIES 
MATHEMATICAL FISCAL CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS.  
AIM THE SMOOTHER HAS EASIER A.D. MILLENNIUM DATE ACCORD AS because FOOD 
CARCASS BAD KURU TABOO 
BASTARD UATICAN BOöTES TOAD  COACH ISLAM ALLAH CAST HARASS    BIRCH
SUBNASAL DERO COLOSSUS BANDITS ASSAULT SOUL.  CAUSE COOL ALL EARTH 
Petreǣ Provinciǣ 

PRINT EPIC: ERECT NIP RIVER PONCE, RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED  ‘i’  Immanuel 

VIPER PRINCE/Sirius CRETIN INVITE NICE V.I.P. OVER PIT – COIN PERVERTER 
PROVEN INEPT                                                                           ‘river’ is always Erid.anus  

 o OLD AROMATIC SAINTS CUBES the Elohim Alliances OUTLAST BOAT Earth’s OBSTRUCTIONS 
 o THERESA MAI  current prime minister of Brexit UK 
 o MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM: the halo life force of DNA becomes damaged when eating torture killed meat (halal) 
 o ARTISAN’S Da Vinci ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, Da Vinci’s word for Nostradamus  
 o AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE  “appeared in the artist’s studio dressed in stockings” which was underwear then 
o  CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST Nostradamus appearsin the Last Supper, even though he was not born for another 16 years
o  BIRCH means both Yule  (when the i582 calandar was changed), and the Earth

Max Spiers and the Time Loop. He is asked about the Eloim 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5TSm2mWlbo 
 

SUPER SOLDIER TALK videos 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L530I_aZc0M 

https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=0116a870ed&e=f4d550c339
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/us-planning-massive-airstrike-on-an-iranian-facility/
https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/?fbclid=IwAR3eo8cLv9SY7j3D1B5cVmSFH1LOLH9KDMojyn5wpauGSu1wmuILB7gadCU
https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/?fbclid=IwAR3eo8cLv9SY7j3D1B5cVmSFH1LOLH9KDMojyn5wpauGSu1wmuILB7gadCU
https://www.aimintegrativemedicine.com/aim-integrative-medicine-blog/why-kennedy-sued-the-government-over-vaccine-safety-won
https://www.aimintegrativemedicine.com/aim-integrative-medicine-blog/why-kennedy-sued-the-government-over-vaccine-safety-won
http://icandecide.org/governments/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5TSm2mWlbo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L530I_aZc0M
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“Also, another fact was not widely known among military intelligence was that CIG had 

planned to utilize artificial meteor strikes as decoy devices ejected from V-2 warheads     

at 60 miles above the earth to record dispersal trajectories and possible psychological 
warfare weapons against the Soviets in the advent of a war in Europe. One of the projects 
underway at that time incorporated re-entry vehicles containing radium and other 
radioactive materials combined with biological warfare agents  developed by I.G. Farben for 
use against allied assault forces in Normandy in 1944.  
“When a V-2 warhead impacted near the town of Corona, New Mexico, on July 4, 1947, the 
warhead did not explode and it and the deadly cargo lay exposed to the elements which 
forced the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project to close off the crash site and a cover 
story was immediately put out that what was discovered was the remains of a radar 
tracking target suspended by balloons. In 1994 and again in 1995, the Air Force published 
what it considered the true account of what lay behind the Roswell story but omitted the 
radiological warhead data for obvious reasons. It may also be pointed out here that this 
kind of experiment was very similar to those conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission 
and the military in the late 1940’s”  
 

https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2019/06/a-leaked-ufo-document-and-a-disturbing-
agenda/?fbclid=IwAR1c99V3PLi4o444Sw0X6Ow6iDDaSEPd4b9ifDsoWP9BNc4LYOfd1K5XSDY 
 

 

Humanoid Reptilians 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFI4pEgEKvA 

 

 

 

Meaning they already are.  

In 2003 visitors to Kakadu saw a 12 foot standing up T Rex.  

Nexus Magazine report. 

In the light of having recently published a p d f about the Messsssiah 

Returning,this should have gone into that article and this type of 

"disclosure" could be a cover up for their return.  

They have been here before - in ancient Egypt. According to Da Vinci 

they come from Sarru, and he called them Saran. 

https://www.disclose.tv/researcher-says-living-dinosaurs-will-be-
recreated-within-the-next-few-years-
369725?fbclid=IwAR13kYxjIttSECiUqIhHd4Mc0GoGLbuyeffR4vL_en
i4X2p-PZpKiBno4fA 

 

8 77 “the three” is Arm.Marg.Eddon 
The three annihilates the antechrist very soon, 
twenty-seven years this war will last. (from March 20 2003) 
The unbelievers are dead, captive, exiled; 
with blood, human bodies, water and red hail covering the earth. 
10 66 
The London prime minister  via  American power,   
Will burdone the isle of Scotland by ice/weather making 
King/president and Reb [rabbi] will face an antechrist so deceitful, 
That they  will be placed in the conflict all together. 
1 50 1 De l'aquatique triplicité naiƒtra.   
From the third [peoples] born of aquatic (Oannes long skull) 
QUERIES : ILL-PAID TRIPLE third ANTECHRIST READ :   
LIARS OF IESUS IDEAL = AHPEE/Sirius AQUILA-SQUID 
 AIRCRAFT  PAIR ALLIED :  PIT-REPTILIAN UATICAN  
PATRICIAN QUIETLY LIQUIDATED  ~ 
A.C.E.alliances    AREA.     RADIATE  ILL-FATED . 
IDENTIFIES TITAN TERRIFIER  PIRATE  EQUILATERAL

ADORE  ATTAINS ANTI-AIRCRAFT  RETARDER,    PUTIN 
 ANTI –KILLER. the anti-weapon weapon that the US does know of 

 
8 52 3 Ongie a Poytiers fainctes aifles ruiner Devant Boni . 

http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/toc.html
https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2019/06/a-leaked-ufo-document-and-a-disturbing-agenda/?fbclid=IwAR1c99V3PLi4o444Sw0X6Ow6iDDaSEPd4b9ifDsoWP9BNc4LYOfd1K5XSDY
https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2019/06/a-leaked-ufo-document-and-a-disturbing-agenda/?fbclid=IwAR1c99V3PLi4o444Sw0X6Ow6iDDaSEPd4b9ifDsoWP9BNc4LYOfd1K5XSDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFI4pEgEKvA
https://www.disclose.tv/researcher-says-living-dinosaurs-will-be-recreated-within-the-next-few-years-369725?fbclid=IwAR13kYxjIttSECiUqIhHd4Mc0GoGLbuyeffR4vL_eni4X2p-PZpKiBno4fA
https://www.disclose.tv/researcher-says-living-dinosaurs-will-be-recreated-within-the-next-few-years-369725?fbclid=IwAR13kYxjIttSECiUqIhHd4Mc0GoGLbuyeffR4vL_eni4X2p-PZpKiBno4fA
https://www.disclose.tv/researcher-says-living-dinosaurs-will-be-recreated-within-the-next-few-years-369725?fbclid=IwAR13kYxjIttSECiUqIhHd4Mc0GoGLbuyeffR4vL_eni4X2p-PZpKiBno4fA
https://www.disclose.tv/researcher-says-living-dinosaurs-will-be-recreated-within-the-next-few-years-369725?fbclid=IwAR13kYxjIttSECiUqIhHd4Mc0GoGLbuyeffR4vL_eni4X2p-PZpKiBno4fA
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Claws at Poitiers holy wings ruined  before Boni.. (Boni can be Yuletide or a gift) 
PRAISE BRAINY OUTER SPACE-NAVAL OFFICER BRAVE  
EL PENNY BRADLEY AGITATOR.  
GRADED YEAR P /Libra in October 
ALERT AFFECTIONATE FAVORITE  IS SUFFOCATOR INTRUSION  

see ‘poison’ below – this is all about the supersoldier Penny Bradley,(Arresting Officer of ORIGINATES  INTERROGATION. 
Marduk) so far... \INSANE ERRONEOUS VANITIES FIASCO  
BY SOVEREIGN CONFUSION. for Marduk 
REASON INFURIATED IN ACTIVENESS AGAINST 
UNIFICATION,  URANITE NOT SATISFIED 
COUNSIL OF FIVE OBEDIENT SENIOR ELDER :  
ANNOTATIONS  RETAINING PROBATIONARY  INSANITIES  DEGENERATE  

 PERSONAE NON GRATAE  BASTARDISATION TYRANNIES ; OF
GREEDY ACTOR  BOUNDARY  DESTROYERS  (refers to Marduk) ORDINATES 
(PRENATAL OEDIPEAN ABORTION BETTER IDEA)  NEGOTIATES  REPENTANCY– 

 ONEROSITY UNDER GREASEPAINT
FAT-FACED FROG-EYED PATRICIAN ALAH-LU PRIORITISES  
OPINIONATED  ELITE RACES’  STUPIDITY :  REACTIONARY  
NON BELIEVERS PARANOIA INSINUATES AGONIES TENACITY. 
IS NOT SERENITY.  IS FACETIOUS INFINITY SOUL SEPARATION
o URANITE from Urania, the heavens.  
o SOVEREIGN CONFUSION, a pun based on thought he would be king 
o GREASEPAINT = dressed up for the acting (in the court room) 
o ALA-LU = Allah/Lucifer and proven destroyer 
o (PRENATAL OEDIPEAN ABORTION BETTER IDEA) the word OEDIPEAN seems to be relating to the conception of Marduk 
o FACETIOUS INFINITY SEPARATION the lies Islam believes about their after-life 
asked Penny  if  EnKi was the actual biological father of Marduk.  
In the Last Supper « cassettes » Marduk looks more like Enlil or even Ala-Lu.  
Noting the word Oedipean – a mother-son relationship ? ... That bred Marduk. ? 
o  Between 2017 and 2018 the Council of Five placed Nannar and Marduk under judgement. NEGOTIATES  REPENTANCY–

For whatever reason Nannar was executed on the spot (I wonder if this was anything to do with 8 85 "Nannar restricts 
the light" – with chemtrails) but Marduk was given a second chance to redeem himself under a negotiation of 
redemption. He was given the opportunity to repent, and bound to a Guardian ("joined at the hip" was the quotation 
given to me) in order to prove his repentance.  I have never heard of any leopard changing its spots.  

o Currently Marduk "has been taken to another planet" for his sentence. Logic says this could only be Mars or Venus. 

POYTIERS DEVANT BONI. codes within codes (the capitalized words) 

 POETRY OVATION RATED TIDY SPIRITED VIP PENNY [Bradley] DEPRIVES BENT/moré ENVY  PRETENSION: 
POSITIVE VIBRATIONS (DESPITE POISONED)  yes!   When I asked Penny about that detail the response was amazing

/Earth (BRED-IN/INBRED TYPE)       POTENT STONE VISIONARY, VERBOSITY,   saying Penny was "bred" for this

REINSTATED  A  TYPIST DESTINY PROVEN  IN  BONE/Capricorn  DESPITE  PIT (outer space) INNOVATIONS  
 Sep 30 – October 27 which happens to be Adore date!  DATED  IVY RAT-RODENT  Ivy is a Monday  is 2020 

o recall Ileana in the Secret SpaceSuits forums? Penny Bradley was in the same Secret Space program, now retired and about 
to release her books. It was she who said those huge fleets hovering around our sun are returning colonialists from failed 
missions [DESTINY PROVEN DESPITE INNOVATIONS] waiting to arrive home.  Noting all the ships fleets and personnel are 
related to the Early Nazi space programs. This information led me to wonder if the activities of  Soros here – shuffling 
demographics around and inciting  internal revolution - are related to the returning  Luftwaffe Space Personnel.  
By causing insurrections and the ensuing death toll – would Soros be "making room" for the failed pioneers? 

o DESTINY PROVEN a pun on Penny having one mandate during her younger years as a pilot,  then another destiny as an 
author in her retired years. For your own re-search, start at "20 and Back Project" and Randy Cramer. The reason I am 
forced to believe in the Randy Cramers in this "Project" is something Randy said about the Mantids they had been fighting. 

ONE INN-TENT domestic TREATY ENTITY  (BOY- lad-Dal)  INVENTS  BEST INTENT BY  DNA VEIN  "VISIT BONNY  PENNY"  
 NONES  first week  ADORE, Libra  TIN, Sagittarius  OS  Capricorn  DATES 

INVESTED  TINY ITSY-BITSY NANO TONE sonic response BYTE computerized POINTER/chip YET NOT AN OPTION 
so saying that Penny has one implant that was provided by a member of the Elohim Alliances, the Dahl and most 
likely ValgrÏnd himself. The very same as the one I have.  
 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/unexplained/bat-winged-humanoid-and-minions-appear-in-bedroom/ 
 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/the-return-of-the-steam-train-britain-s-first-hydrogen-
powered-locomotive-that-can-reach-speeds-of-up-to-75mph-travel-500-miles-under-its-own-fuel-and-only-emits-
water-hits-the-uk-s-tracks/ 
 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/climate-ecology/scotland-has-added-22-million-trees-since-last-year/ 
 

 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/unexplained/bat-winged-humanoid-and-minions-appear-in-bedroom/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/the-return-of-the-steam-train-britain-s-first-hydrogen-powered-locomotive-that-can-reach-speeds-of-up-to-75mph-travel-500-miles-under-its-own-fuel-and-only-emits-water-hits-the-uk-s-tracks/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/the-return-of-the-steam-train-britain-s-first-hydrogen-powered-locomotive-that-can-reach-speeds-of-up-to-75mph-travel-500-miles-under-its-own-fuel-and-only-emits-water-hits-the-uk-s-tracks/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/the-return-of-the-steam-train-britain-s-first-hydrogen-powered-locomotive-that-can-reach-speeds-of-up-to-75mph-travel-500-miles-under-its-own-fuel-and-only-emits-water-hits-the-uk-s-tracks/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/climate-ecology/scotland-has-added-22-million-trees-since-last-year/
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A Company in Canada Linked to the Raelians Claims to Be Cloning Human Beings 

Noting the word RAELIANS has ISRAEL in it 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/a-company-in-canada-linked-to-raelians.html 
 

Jordan Peterson Is Backing A Censorship-Free Platform Called ‘Thinkspot’ 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/jordan-peterson-is-backing-censorship.html 
 

Shocking Leak: Facebook Monitors You OFFLINE to Decide if You're a "Hate Agent" 
Those that run or work for f b must be living in absolute fear of someone 
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/shocking-leak-facebook-monitors-you.html 
 
“A I  HAS BEEN HERE A LONG TIME IT IS CALLED CORPORATION” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71ZBvQZ3AGI&feature=em-uploademail 

the real Trump that is 
 

What The Hell Is This...The World's Strangest Substance Still 
Can't Be Explained! 
 

THIS is what the little "handbag" holds (ormus) 
 

and note the Therses – the same seen hovering 
in front of Nostradamus in The Last Supper 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVl0NGx5QmM&featur
e=em-uploademail 

 

 
ADORE DATE  is  actually Libra in October: – Sept 30 – Oct 21 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/a-company-in-canada-linked-to-raelians.html
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/jordan-peterson-is-backing-censorship.html
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/shocking-leak-facebook-monitors-you.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71ZBvQZ3AGI&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVl0NGx5QmM&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVl0NGx5QmM&feature=em-uploademail
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1 46 1 Tout aupres d'Aux, de Lectore & Mirande i555  Allan Webber was not using the i555 publication C+F+1 46 
R.O.,  A,C,E,  EDUCATIONAL MEAD USE LUX  DROP OUR PLANET OUT:  EXTRAPOLATE DEXTROUS . (TOAD

Bufo 
TENTACULAR CREATURE RAPTURE) 

RECOUNTED  UTOPIAN ALERT ADORE  READ: UP-TO-DATE.  EXCURSION DESECRATED TREES. POOR, MEEK PROTECTED. EXECUTES PROUD ELITE 
SUUEAT EXTREME DREADED COLD , COUNTER EXAMPLE UNEXPECTED TOAD UUARLORDISM, MADE IOU EXPERIMENTAL EATER -  SPREAD TAPE 
UUORM. NOUU IOU ARE TORTURED;  MALADAPTED EXERCISE; TOO MUCh COMPUTER, MATURED  UUORST. DESOLATED EMPTIED NO SOUL 

 

There is a reason for everything. A female on fb said she had the only prophecy about Pakistan and nuclear attack. Naturally I had to reply : 

“no, yours is not the only prophecy regarding Pakistan. The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus had many alerts”.  
She responded “No. No, Nostradamus does not!” 

 

 HENCE:
7 21 1. Par pestilente inimitié Volsicque, By the pestilential enmity of Languedoc, 

 IMPLICATE PERCEPTIVE Q ANON  VIRTUE
SUPPLIES PERPETUITIES  UTILITIES (free energy) MULTIPLE  CITIES 

 CURSE REPTILES ELITE LIE  ILLICIT V.I.P.
ON VICTIMISERS’  SLEEPIEST. COPIESTS  ERUPTIVE  PULPIEST VOLCANO 

IT IS PURE EVIL  ILLUMINATI  TRIES, PUT ERECTION, sexual TESTS  PUPILS! 
NOT RESPECT RECEIVES POSITIVE  I.Q.S 

AS RECEPTIVE  ESOTERIC  “ENVIES” VIA SOVIET, 
SENSITIVE TO PROTECTIVE POET; 

EQUIPTprovides CREEPIEST VISIONS Q ANON RECEPTIVE  "PULP ELITE" "VIPS" 

with LEAP being both Scorpio and 2020 ERUPTIVE  ON  'PRIMITIVE'  PAKISTAN  VICTIMS  LEAP 

2 73 3  Nay de trois bras predit bellique image, Born from the three predicted warlike image (Armageddon) 
YÖD (the ten of the Elohim) DISMAY: ADROIT EUREKA TELLINGER  
 IS NOUU I-PADS KEYBOARDS MEDIA, IS BANKSTER’S MISDEED.   

BREEDS DOUBT INDIA-PAKISTAN’S GIANT OBITUARY –  
BIASED EMPTIER IDEA, IMPAIRS UNDERSTANDING AND KNOUULEDGE. 

o from presage UNDER THE YEAR  i559         based emptier idea = NUCLEAR HOLOGRAMS  
Line 3 says   AS  ENQUIRER  ADVISED :  YELLOWSTONE  IS  NIGH  IN  HIND/Capricorn

4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine, Valiant captain (Valiant Thor) head cut off.  Meaning as Chief pilot or 
that his boss (Nannar) was removed – which Nannar was in 2018! 

by chemtrails etc HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE  ANTE-CHRIST CARPETED   

 DAN/Scorpio [Nov 8th] RAT/2020 ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT SEVENTEENTH 

2 52 4 Guerre f'efmeut par deux vaillans de luite. La gran ƚ555 War stirred up by two [Pleiadian] villains in combat. 
La Gran = refers to Alcyone and Atlas, the fallen ones from ante christ 

FUEL [nuclear] FRAUD RUIN. URDU (Pakistan)  FEARFUL:  EXUDES  NIL,  

ELITE LUXURIATES FAULT REVENGEFUL DEAF-MUTE PALATIAL   
SELF-VALUED GUILT-FREE ELITE APE-MEN/Sirius  
EXULTING PLEASURE  GUILEFUL DEPRAVEMENT 

7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. Great one from Lorraine via the Marquis/mayor of Pont/bridge. portal 

 where “prop” means nature DISPARATE ANGLO-INDIAN PERILOUS RADIATION  ADULTERS PRENATAL PROPER

1 2 1. Laverge en mai mife au milieude BRANCHES   -   LAVAGE IN MAY IN THE MIDDLE – the great Da Vinci flooding in a May 
         (BRANCHES has been dealt with in numerous other forums) Published Nov 13 2014 

 IS MERE [small, greys, LyRan] AIM, ACHIEVES, 
ABLE MANAGE HUGE IMMEASURABLE SINE DELIVERANCE IN URDU… closer to Persia/Iran as well as Pakistan  

 IN I (Yew tree day or Halloween, in Scorpio) Dec 21-22/Capricorn

5 93  1 Soubz. le terroir du rond globe lunaire, Under the land of round lunar globe terror Min Min            BARREL=Jan 21 – Feb 17 

BULLETIN: GORIER UNGODLIER TONE BREEZE BULLDOZES GREEN ABLE ZOO RUIN, BLEEDING  URDR OS/Capricorn 

RIOTERS GONE , TELLING: TIE DOZEN LORDS RULE OGRE OLD BURN ODOR SOROS GOON RETIRES; BARREL TIGER/2022  
10 72  2 Du ciel viendra un grand Roy d'effraieur. From the sky will come a great King of fear: FERRIC CYANIDE  INCENDIARY 

UUEIRD EVIL GRAND CANYON DRAGON CAVERN  INVADER:  A.R.C. FORD ON URDU; INFER RADON AFIRE  IN DAN   
1 82 2 D’Aufter  From author 

FEUD FUR/FIR tree DATE /Dec 22 DART, fuse event  D.E.F. URDU Pakistan  RAT  (2020)
FEAT  TRUE  FATE AFTER  E.U. TRA  DE  D.U  depleted uranium

9 50 4 Le jeune crainte & frayeur Barbaris  The youth frightened and Barbaric/Bankster terrorism 
AFTER  FEBRUARY/Aquarius   not sure what year, but  RUE  JUNE. 

o the words RAT/2020, RABBIT-CAT/2023, are in this line 

BARB (Azkhenazi banksters) RUB wash CETAIN (Iran/Pakistan) FEET,  FETTERS  ISRAEL.   
(washing the feet is a custom when hosting a visitor)  
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10 82 4 Vifs repoulfez & meurdrys de prinfaulr. The living pushed back and murdered instantly. 
MODERN D.E.F. DART FLARES PAINFULLY PULVERIZED , FREEZES,  FRIENDLY  RUSSIANS  USE  MARIjUANA  FORM URDU
REVERSES  RADON  SPREAD  UUARM  MANFULLY.  MARVEL = RE-FORMS  PRIMEVAL RADON SPRAUULED ADVERSELY.  
FIREARMS  SUPPLY  PROLE  NO  SURRENDER  NEEDED MY  UURY  SOLDIERLY  DRIVEN  UUARRIORS  SELF DEFENSE. 

: REFERS  LAZY OLD ISRAEL  V.I.P. MEN  VAMPIRIZERS PLUNDERS  ADRENALYN ; FEARFULNESS  PRIZE. LEAP YEAR  
Prophecy Of The Iran Invasion - Naughty Beaver And The Nostradamus Prophecies (a misleading video) 
Century 5 25 from the video shows how things are usually twisted by those of   
6 100 Rules embedded against stupid ‘experts’    

Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away: 

4 1 3 Apres auoir bien long tempƒ attendu DAN  MONTHS (October and 
November, end of MA ) NO REFUTING     P.S. OCT 15 2019 Syria, Putin tells Trump  Anunnaki  at base   pairs: 
FALLACIOUS FAMOUS CLAIM REAL MESSSIAH RETURNS: FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS IN END MA“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE 

Century 5 25  

The Arabic [AllahLu]Mars, Sun, Venus Leon prince [Sirius] 
Via sea  [astronomical?] succumbing  English/church reign: 
Towards Iran-Persia almost one million,   

see video Russians fighting Anunnaki 
True serpent Egypt, Turkey invaders. 

 
U.S. Forces Flee Anunnaki in Syria 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8OGOMM595Y&fbcl
id=IwAR39TiITLsd0ehz1K6LFrgPl7OvJBvbT5oYq5u6264-
1iasTqZe_ClbCjrI 

 

5 25 
The Mars, Sun, Venus, Leonine  Arab prince,    (Allah-Lu) 
(prince is alkhemye for Sirius) 
The rule of the Church will succumb by sea: (Vatican)          
Towards Persia very nearly  of/from one million,   
(and nowhere does it say one million men)           
Turkish, Egyptian true serpent will invade. 

Century 5 53 

 

5 53 
The law of the Sun and Venus contentious, (in opposition 
Appropriating the spirit of prophecy: (stealing time gates 
Neither the one nor the other will be understood, 
(by the sleeping public) 
The law of the great Messssiah will hold through/by the Sun. 

More against the flat Earth idea 
In this video, the Greeks spoke of “the blue ball of Earth” ( the name of the one who said this was Socrates quoting Psamius 
describing the blue ball and all its colors); 
which mirrors the statement made by Ala-Lu when he first saw our planet, a statement he made TWICE: 
 “that alluring blue ball” in the Clay Tablets of Endubsar 

Joe Rooney: : 
“Perhaps, some Ancient Greeks were proficient in remote viewing? The Book of Isaac is banned from most versions of the Bible 
as being too controversial: Isaac, grandfather of Noah, describes flying around the earth in a craft, and, in particular, giving a 
detailed description of mountains in Antarctica!” 
In answer 

me: 
In the ancient Clay Tablets of Endubsar – space travelling is described in some detail. 
Including that one traveller (Ala Lu/Allah-Lucifer) used nuclear power to blast thru the Hammered Bracelet and the other 
traveller (e'Ya) used a water cannon. 
Begging the question Why Could They Not Simply Fly OVER the Hammered Bracelet? 
The first traveller on spotting our planet, stated TWICE that it was “an alluring blue ball”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcPQyE7MQMU  10:08 min 
 

My conundrum has become this: 
In a so called channelling via a Barbara, from a so called Pleiadian who made the statement 
“your scientists have only known about quantum mechanics for around 200 years”. 
So immediately I denounced the channelling as a fake because had it been a REAL Pleiadian one would think they 
would be aware that Michael Psellus the Younger [a monk] in I055AD wrote in his Chronographia; referring to a 
Greek* who described Quantum Mechanics sometime in the  5th century B.C. –  
 or to put it another way, had it been a “fallen one” channelled, saying something to mislead us?  
A private joke perhaps? Knowing we are really in the period of I343 A.D. [C.E.]  and that  
“around 200 years ago... WOULD be I055AD ! ch 39 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8OGOMM595Y&fbclid=IwAR39TiITLsd0ehz1K6LFrgPl7OvJBvbT5oYq5u6264-1iasTqZe_ClbCjrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8OGOMM595Y&fbclid=IwAR39TiITLsd0ehz1K6LFrgPl7OvJBvbT5oYq5u6264-1iasTqZe_ClbCjrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8OGOMM595Y&fbclid=IwAR39TiITLsd0ehz1K6LFrgPl7OvJBvbT5oYq5u6264-1iasTqZe_ClbCjrI
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxQCX4mb9e9e37IYOdZOo3Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxQCX4mb9e9e37IYOdZOo3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcPQyE7MQMU
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*
39. Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, the well-known Ionian philosopher of the fifth century B.C., thought that other   kosmoi 

(universes) contemporaneous with our own might and probably did exist ad infinitum. Anaxagoras is famous for 
introducing the cosmological concept of Nous (mind), as an ordering force.  He regarded material substance as an 

infinite multitude of imperishable primary elements, [suchas atoms, DNA. Parks]  referring all generation and disappearance to 

mixture and separation, respectively… 

From The Chronographia by Michael Psellus the Younger, named in 1 42 line 4 from Nostradamus: 
 “seeking the gold of the ornament and Psellus”. The “ornament” is Nostradamus himself, stated in 3 94 

 

5 25 
The Arabic [AllahLu]Mars, Sun, Venus Leon prince [Sirius] 
Via sea  [astronomical?] succumbing English/church reign: 
Towards Iran-Persia almost one million, 
Egyptian, Turkish true serpent invaders. 

5 25 4a) Biƒance, Egipte ver.   5 25 4 ditrochee 
IS INFECTIVE RAPE biological  attack EPIC VICE BEGAN RECEPTIVE, GRIEVE BIG GRAVE BITING AT PEACE NERVE 
EVEN BRAVE IN CAVE  BENEFITTER  IN BEER, BAR, NAG, PIG-RAT CAR.  BIG PATIENCE  BEAT FEVER IN ICE 
NAIVE BEG FAINT hard to see FIERCE IS-BE BEEF/Aldebaran BAG FREE CAPTIVE FIB AS A NEGATIVE GIFT FATE 
PIE PITS AGAINST PRINCE/Sirius CAPING hidden GRIEVANCES. EVEN USING PREFACE, RING TABS PISCE FEET AGE 
CAGE (lapidary=stars) ANU VIPERINE FACET REAPER SINE BEAN ATEN-ETNA , NEVER GAVE A.C.E. A NATIVE FIG I 
PERCEIVE CVBE FIVE PERFECT BEING RACE BEARING CREEP REVENGE,  AGE GAP GIVES BENEFIT AT A PRICE 
PEER: BEEN ACTIVE PENRE SINGER SPACE ANU SIR SIGN SNEERING GREBES-GRUS GREEN SPREE REIGN PINES 
BEGINS BENT SEPTIC tank/yank BESET“FREE” IRAN-PERSIA GETS SEE TEE PEE SECT STEEP FEE./costSEEN NET BISECTS 
o BEER, Ale date May 13 – June 10 BAR, Cancer NAG, last 4 months PIG/2019-RAT/2020  CAR/Capricorn  
o PIE Magpie, Provence-Nostradamus  PITS against Sirius ET 
o VSING PREFACE,there are many pointers in the Preface  RING/chronus visor  TABS  quatrain numbers 
o SINE sonic BEAN pulse 
o A.C.E.  the Elohim Alliances A NATIVE FIG/not caring  I/Yew tree date Halloween or Dec. solstice Dec 21/22  
FIG is a date too  Jun 14 to Jun 23 or Dec 12 to Dec 21 – so the “I” date is Dec 21/22 

o SPACE ANU SIR SIGN. Sir is Marduk and his “sign” is SAAM 
o GREBES-GRUS the little heron is the Grebe – meanig those from Bennu Bird constellation – in the southern skies 
o GREEN SPREE Agenda 2030 
o CYPRESS PINES is a date Jul 26 to Aug 04, Jan 25 to Feb 03, PINES Feb 19 to Feb 28 PINE: Sept 2 – Sept 29 Aug 24 to Sep 02                           

(could be PENIS REIGN too) 

o NET = Reticuli, the greys of the Military Industrial Media Complex 
5 25 4b)ferp inuadera 
FINER UNAFRAID PEER READ UP: UR E’A REPAIRED UNFAIR REAPER FIEND (UNPAIRED FEAR) 

 

MAbus – the young male 
below left, a young female – video censored 
below right, a mature male July 2011 
 

1. Hafcun auroit beaucoup 
2. a te remercier, & de tout 
3. temps fe tiedroit on pour 
4. grandement ton redeua- 
5. ble, fi ce que tu fais ac- 
6. croyre a toy feul,cuidant 

  
The Monster of Abus, called Mabus in the Centuries. Here we see the same creature during different phases of its life 
cycle with the final phase on the next page.  The Capital “C” means Ophiuchus, wherefrom this creature emanated. 
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check to see if John Kerry is still in this position, he being 
one of those who returned from Antarctica with the eye 
bruise from “sweating the quill” 

1. Hafcun auroit beaucoup OUCH UUATCHA:  FACE UTOPIAN BRAUUN UP A FAIR BOUNCE UNAUUARE OF 
CHAOTIC IN BRAUU UTOPIAN  FEATURE ABOUT UNFAIR COUU-HEAP IN  RACE, PAUUN OF PANIC  RAT
BUREAU UNAUUARE.  CAUTION, ACUTE BOAT/Earth PAIN, (INACCURATE BOUU) NOUU UUORN OUT 
AHA IS COUU-PAT ARCH-FOE OF  BUREAU, ACE OF UTOPIA – ABRUPT BRAUU COBRA UUIN CHANI CUP

 BRAUU COBRA is Putin, whose name is also in the French line         RAT = 2020  COUU=2021

  BUREAU BUREAU = Elohim alliances CHANI CUP  Cup = Casseopea  

  AHA is-was Negro despot, so far that would be Obama  COUU-PAT = the “Pile” of fallen PLeiadians

 UNFAIR COUU-HEAP the fallen angels from Pleiades that are now with Aldebaran under Antarctica 
2. a te remercier, & de tout     EDITOR  MET ERUDITE TRUE TREE CREATOR ERECT ACE REMOTE ERUDITE 

DIAMETER   A/C/E/ MERITED REMOTE METEORITE DECIMATE  DIRE EERIE  ROTTER CREATURE  ADORE:

  “the great Earth translation in October”A/C/E/  Andromedan/Casseopeia/Elohim ADORE  
3. temps fe tiedroit on pour    IMPORTED DEFINITE PRETENTIOUS IN  ORIENTED TO UPPERMOST PIED- OS

MONT TO INTERRUPT ENTIRE, IMPOSE SINE MOTU PROPRIO TO DEFORM UTTER OPPOSITE ORBIT TO 
MISINTERPRET OPPORTUNITIES  OMITTED, MOUNTED IN DEPOSITION  OF TRUMPETEER  POSITIONED 

 SINE MOTU PROPRIO = under its own sonic impulsion 

 DEFINITE  PRETENTIOUS  IN   OS  the first wave of “extra terrestrials” arriving in Capricorn, pantomime

4. grandement ton redeua-   NUMERATE NOT GARDENED, MOUNTED AND REGENERATED: DANGER NOT 
ENUMERATED  GENERATED UNARMED. RUN GREEN MANURE GUARANTEED MENDER RENUMERATED  

5. ble, fi ce que tu fais ac-  IS BUT SUFFICE:  SEE FLEAS TALE FABLE CLUES.        BLACK CUBE...                                                                                                        
CUBE FACET QUALIFIES;  EQUATES FALSE QUA (BLUFF) EQUALS QUIETS  CAUSTIC  BEEF ACQUIESCE    BE

6. croyre a toy feul, cuidant   FAIRY CYCLE OUT-AND-OUTER DUE: FREELY/ ACCURATELY, UNITED.  INNER 
FOUR planets REACTIONARY TOYED EDUCATED UNITED ACCURATE CLUE DUE... FORTUNATE YOU 

      YOU’RE CONTRACTUALLY  FORTUNATE  DUE TO ALREADY  COUNTER-ACTED  CIRCULAR  CLUE 
At this juncture I fully admit having no memory of writing any of this 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande treblee. 
GODLIEST SACRED CREATORS GOOD Q ANON RECLUSE:  
AGREEMENT ABIDE TRUE BEST SELLER BIBLE AGES LEAGUES  
SECRET EDUCATED CLASSIER SENSIBLE GEMATRIA DIALOGUE/tweets 

 CELEBRATED ESTEEMED LEGEND ADORE COBRA/Putin BECALMED ALL,
ABLE CENSURE GRUESOME DREAMER LOSERS AIM GEM TROUBLES, MORE 
GREEDIEST REGRETLESS/carefree BLUE-BLOOD BULLIES, EGO-BASED IDIOTS  
SUBLIME ANGELS  SELECT SOBERING  BLUNT ACTIONS AGAINST ELITE CREED 
MADE UNDERGROUND  INDUSTRIAL MILITARIES  OLD MABUS MAITRE;  OBSOLETE 

1 82 (California Sequoia) 
When the great wooden columns tremble.  
South wind blows covered with redness: 
(the wind being sent to ease Yellowstone) 
Such a great assembly then pours forth,  
(the Dero etc) 

Trembling Vienna and the country of Austria. 
 (Banksters 

1. Quand les colomnes de bois grande treblee. (‘q’ is ‘c’ and ‘k’) i555 

CENTURIES CELTIC TREES QUATREIN BLOG LINES DO NOT MISS 
2. D’aufter conduicte couuerte de rubriche: COUU=2021 

BENIGN GOLDEN CREEDLESS MANKIND AGE SERENE 
3. Tant vuidera dehors grand affemblee, 

GREENNESS, ONCE/after GENDERLESS  A.I. SEEN, AND BEEN 
4. Trembler Vienne & le pays d’Auƒtriche. c  

(“c” is also “k”) 
ENKI-RA LOGS: NOT GOD IN GODS’ WORLD IS BLISS 

o RECLUSE: in witness protection 
program 

o BIBLE AGES LEAGUES = Elohim 
Alliances 

o ADORE COBRA = Libran Putin 
o SOBERING  BLUNT  ACTIONS: 

execution 
REGRETLESS/carefree = psychotic 
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6 62 4 SavoneAlbingue (Monaco not capitalized so not included)  
codes within codes (‘U’=’V’) 
ABUSIVE INSANE IGUANA OANNES ANGEL HAS GENIAL 
SUAVE GENIUS BUG [Mantid] AS copied ANU’S  OUVN 
VAGUE ALIEN  EVIL INVASION  IN BONE. Capricorn  
(LEAVING BEG NAIVE ONES GAIN VALUING GUNS USAGE)  
BLUE VAGINAL (Andromedan) IS GENIUS LOVE-BUG LEAGUE  

 ABOVE ABLE ALIGN NOVA BULGE, fuse event    ~>
SUN GIVES LAN 
 

 ES orbits LAG,  
EVASION ABOVE  BEGiNS  IN LIVER NAG/White Horse 
Liver date is June 10 – July 7 NAG, Mare= July 8 to August 4 
see the CHANI PROJECT regarding the Fuse Event (electrical) 
and their attempts at manoeuvering Earth out of harms way &  
understand that the Military Industrial Media Complex  
that wants to send a false flag invasion using craft and  
super soldiers made on Earth to fool us –  
are going to be outflanked and rendered a moot point –  
after all of their deviousness and agendas. 
Not forgetting that all of these Centuries and other  
Works were handed to Nostradamus BY Chani! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

pairs 

5. croyre a toy feul, cuidant 
FAIRY CYCLE OUT-AND-OUTER DUE:  
FREELY/ ACCURATELY, UNTIED.  
INNER FOUR

 planets
 REACTIONARY TRIED  

EDUCATED UNITED ACCURATE CLUE DUE...  
FORTUNATE  FOR  CLEUER  YOU! 
YOU’RE CONTRACTUALLY FORTUNATE  DUE  
TO ALREADY COUNTER-ACTED  CIRCULAR  CLUE 
At this juncture I fully admit having no memory of writing any of this 
These lines came from the Monstre d'Abvs  manuscript I found in a private 
Italian's collection 
 

 
croyre a toy feul, cuidant ⨜                             HAS  ONLY  YOU  ALONE,  THINKING  TO 

YAH FEELS “UTU”1 CONTRADICTORY, Elohim EYE UTU Aƒ  CONTRADICTORY,  FUEL YULE NOELL TORT RORT 
CORRELATE  AUTO  ELECTROCUTION  L (Pisces or flow)               see 1 8 1 MI  C Ophiuchus/grayle R Draco E.T.  E.M.R. 

CRY  COUNTER-FACTUAL  UTU,  Iƒ CYANIC ROD ON Egypt/Oannes DICTATOR - FEY shape shift EA 
>Cyanic’ the blue [Egyptian] one,  (Osiris?)   Cyan also means in Pisces, or "L" 

1. Hafcun auroit beaucoup  none having a lot/much 

2. a te remercier, & de tout  and from all to thank you  

3. temps fe tiedroit on pour being tied to time 

4.   grandement ton redeua-  greatly indebted to you 

5.   ble, fi ce que tu fais ac-    what you will do with this 

6.  croyre a toy feul, cuidant  toying alone/soul, thinking 

 

 

 

 
3 11 3  Vermine, rogne, glaiue en face tyfon, Sacred bough/DNA  steel clipped,  in the face of the firebrand, 
CAENEUS, UNIFIED FIEND SEDUCE U.N.  CAUSE SONY NERO FACET STONEY /earth CLAUSE – the darts from the skies 
 

 I was a paid up member of earthfiles for a few years, so these files 

of hers that I repeat are for education purposes ~ which, I hope is 
the main reason she does her work in the first place! 
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IS THERE ANYTHING WORSE THAN ... 
Being Accused of that which we did not do! 
Condensed excerpt from  
"ABBA – FATHER CREATOR IN HEAVEN" 
Most of us will have heard the saying from  Paul in Eph. 6:12  
KJV 

“for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against  
principalities, against powers,  against the rulers of the  
darkness of the world, against spiritual wickedness in 

 high places".
... yet not many of us heed what this really means! 
 

"During her life she was just as thick as any other,  
just as ignorant to the hidden realities as the rest of the herd.  
Is there anything worse than being accused of doing 
something,  
when a person never did? 
Twice the Copiests had a hand in affecting the course of her 
 “growing awareness”. 
The first happened while still on her honeymoon  
five hundred miles from home, with Mr Mead .  
His mates had followed along to enjoy the golden beaches  
of Queensland – sharing the honeymoon, almost,  
when one of them returned one Saturday evening from a  
football match with dire news.  
He had seen her with his own eyes at the football match,  
with another man draped around her body. 
Not for the blink of a fly’s eye did anyone question  
this information. Knee-jerk Faulty Towers reactions 
were unavoidable, leaving the marriage – all of three  
weeks old  – in tatters. 
Shortly after this her sister who had moved to Cairns,  
took a photo of a person at a rodeo –  
who was nothing less than a true döppleganger.  
Identical in every way – tall, long boned and  
gawky just as she was. 

Life Lessons. 
The Copiests had ideas for her that she knew in her heart  
were Life-Lessons. 
She was to learn – a full twenty years before they became a  
public thought pattern, that reptilian humans do exist.  
A co worker had put on a bar~b~que at her place  
bringing along some friends.  
One of these held some fascination for her –  
pretty much like a rat caught and trapped by the gaze  
of a snake on the prowl.  
This fatal attraction continued for over two years  
and slowly wound down only after she spotted his face  
one night changing. His eyes turned “like the devils”  
vertical pupils slitted, he thinking no one watching.  
The word “reptilian” had not yet come over the horizon.  

The Copiests had not finished with her just yet. 
Busy moving house and home from one end of  
New South Wales to the very centre,  
she is sitting on the carpeted floor sorting tax papers  
when the phone rings. Surprise surprise, she had just  
been witnessed loading a palamino mare into a horsefloat  
out of the stable compound at the Royal Agricultural  
Showground in Centennial Park Sydney.  
The phone call was the owner of that horse screaming  
his little gay lungs out that he wanted the mare returned 
forthwith.  
He had been given her phone number by the Arab Horse  
Society – which meant that everyone working in the  
Arab Horse Society had her painted as a horse thief on the 
spot. 

So, just what were these Life Lessons all about, really? 
The first resulted in the loss of her marriage,  
but in the gain of the name Mead –  
which is “dame” for the hidden texts. 
The second was the realization on a personal level  
that reptilian humans are for real.  
That was a hurdle that would never have  
been leaped had she not experienced it for herself. 
 

The third and most important :~  
comprehending how a copy of one-self can and does  
do things that are attributed to oneself and with no  
means of deleting the consequences.  
Just this one experience on its own –  
of being accused of something when all along  
one might as well be knitting socks on another planet  
while the deed was in motion – for all the good  
that explaining things, the truth, would accomplish. 
 

Thus: when someone like Mr. Trump, or the Mantids,  
have been Copied – and the copies are doing things  
the public or the media accuses them –  
how in the world is the original ever going to riposte ? 
 

Reptilian Copiests love Charades:  
Icke, Ventura and Jones, pulling the wool over the  
video watchers’ sleepy-head eyes!  
Not one watcher commenting on the lack of gravelly  
voice of Alex Jones, on the bald head profile moving  
up and down like it was sea-sick;  on  a baby-faced  
Jesse Ventura, nor the orange eyed David Icke  
leaving the auditorium to be confronted by the others...  
this event supposedly occurring at Cleveland despite  
Jesse Ventura himself stating any times; that he no longer  
travels out of his compound in Mexico state  
due to all the metal in his body. 
 

Like the time travel visitors – each and every visit  
being different yet to display some detail that was  
very much needed in the course of ensuing events." 

 

Time travel visits, see 
IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS. SOME USED 
www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com 
 

  Jesse Ventura and David Icke - The Reptilian ... - YouTube 

► 5:27►   EDITED VERSION 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg_3cTH16dQ 

Nov 8, 2012 - Uploaded by WeGetAllKindsHere 

"Jesse Ventura" attempts to make "David Icke" look like a money 

grabber and insults him 
 

  Jesse Ventura Attacks David Icke on Reptilian ... - YouTube 

► 12:29► 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI    

Nov 17, 2012 - Uploaded by Reptilian Shapeshifter 

Download ... Jesse Ventura Attacks David Icke .. 

NOTE: Watch "Alex Jones'" eyes in the very beginning of this clip, 
& ditto "Jesse's" eyes. also take note of how young "Jesse" appears,  
and that  there  is  a  lag  in  synching  of  the  speech. 
 

http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-
national-parks/#sthash.Gn39NNGI.dpuf  and at 

http://www.angelfire.com/ut/branton/shaver.html    
get PAULIDES new movie THE HUNTED 411  link next page 
and the STEVE BRODIE Video link 
Hollow Earth; Abducted by the Dero, Steve Brodie true story 

youtube.com›watch?v=koOWsDtRrH   
plus the   RICHARD  S. SHAVER  Video 

youtube.com›watch?v=fFgOZfLZeGw 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg_3cTH16dQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-national-parks/#sthash.Gn39NNGI.dpuf
http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-national-parks/#sthash.Gn39NNGI.dpuf
http://www.angelfire.com/ut/branton/shaver.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0Cxg_XmFZ2imSHg3S9P84uKmWUzNvIem8ELKX2iudXYWuDs7-zrahHI3Y&h=AT1DtszbEUUXLEHQRF7E0V99H5l2D1biqwqf_zZn2vGiL-aiv3xbmiXjBThxrj6eits0eFh9h6nF1utx4I05JNXx4rv7oeWb0PSClFJKLVCc1VDghmgI04TwnSgz7imWX5k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2nDZCtyanRYQ3jfOCwIcu3J0UHoFOHZkarkybmf387ROcWk-Vk5wvPGyM&h=AT1DtszbEUUXLEHQRF7E0V99H5l2D1biqwqf_zZn2vGiL-aiv3xbmiXjBThxrj6eits0eFh9h6nF1utx4I05JNXx4rv7oeWb0PSClFJKLVCc1VDghmgI04TwnSgz7imWX5k
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How old is the “20 and back” Project? Answer: DECADES older than this post 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/07/scientists-find-way-to-make-old-
human.html?lm=0be6ac3dcbd91e34f47600bbda7e8896&ls1=8615f1c8690d2fe87f6de5ff2ba61302c19b06a8&ls2=865e3a6ba83f2edb29da2f4
3127986ba35538bc13d1b450d1ceb2462351432b1 

24 June 2019 
Elon Musk is Launching 4,425 New 5G Satellites Into Low Orbit for StarLink 
(Never was a good guy) pulling wool over the unsuspecting sheeple by maintaining 
the "rocket" propulsion lie. When the deep state has had anti gravity flight from 1938 
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/elon-musk-is-launching-4425-new-5g.html 
 

Souls of the Dead Locked in Stone 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdMpBAe_KKU&feature=em-uploademail  
 

AN excerpt in FOOTNOTES  of  DERO LEMURIA  by Richard S. SHAVER  1945. 132 pages, just sent to Folio 7: 
www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com  
 

“(5) ED: When asked to describe the Titans, Mr. Shaver sent us the following notation, which is perhaps the oddest of all his 

communications.  
When queried about its oddity, he merely replied that he had ”answered your question” and gave no further explanation. We quote: 

”Our great race, the Atlans, together with the Titans, our allies and often our fellow citizens, swarm through all known space and watch 
ever for the birth of new suns.  

Then, too, there are the Nortans; but the Nor-men shun all suns and can only be found where the sun rays shine not. 

”When our Atlan sciencons hear of or see a new sun born, our ships flash swiftly through the void,  
to test the rays for poisonous emanations.  

When they find clean heat from a surface shell of pure carbon, fast upon their trail come the first 
great colonization ships. For our race is fecund beyond imagination and there is little death from any cause.” 
 

Obviously this is nothing from the ”racial” memory of Mutan Mion, [Shaver] but seemingly something from an Atlan himself! 
Here and there, through Mr. Shaver's correspondence with the editors, such departures from the identity of Mutan Mion occur, and we 

can only suggest that Mr. Shaver's racial memory contacts extend not only to the culture man,*  but to other beings as well.  
Mr. Shaver himself cannot explain, and in many instances, is unaware, that such extensions exist. 

The reader will here, again, note several inexplicable references, such as ”poisonous emanations” and ”a surface shell of pure carbon.”  
Later in the story Mutan Mion tells of these things in great detail, and in them gives still another of the amazing scientific theories that 

stagger the imagination. - Ed. 
 

*Culture man = a man "cultured" in a laboratory, which is what Noah's Ark was 
 

Summary:  LeMuria and its location has always been a puzzle for scholars. 
The answer is supplied between the PDF "Dero Lemuria",  the video links, 
and the Hidden Texts themselves.       Antarctica is now the main entrance. 
The link between under Mt Shasta, the North Pole Hollow Earth, the Antarctic Deep , when it was previously at the 
Equator, the Anunna, Titans, Ganesh Dero Techno creeps, and Tero and the highly advanced  Atlantis itself  can be 
understood  finally.   
And all thanks to David Paulides and his tenacity to find the answers. David himself will not say out loud what the 
Summary here is stating, what these Hidden Texts have been telling us and the legacy  of Richard Shaver and Steve 
Brodie divulged from personal bravery and abduction experiences. 
Then there is the matter of our dear beloved grubberment and its secret "treaties"  with  "off worlders" which are 
just as much  "more from the lithosphere";   meaning  underground. 
Underground the National Parks. 
Join the "astrionic" dots,  and we see they are all connected, by the craft described by Admiral Byrd;  at both poles. 

Presages LXXIII (76) Octobre (2034) 

Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee, 
Greys defy   al l .  born  more of  the l ithosphere ,  
AYSE  FREEZE  FUSED  SEA TOXIN,  LUIZA asteroid  UP   

AYSE UP, are those of Cassiopeia, god of the Aettir/Eddur 

Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez. 
Several of them between Mobius str ip dimensions. 
E.D. FREEZES the BAD – EXPENDITURE  RUB is to UNLOAD 
E.D.   means the R.O. Council who are extra dimensionals 

https://movies123.pro › MOVIES › Missing 411: The Hunted   
 

Hollow Earth; Abducted by the Dero, Steve Brodie true story 
youtube.com›watch?v=koOWsDtRrH0 
  
Long John Nebel Interviews Richard Shaver 1956 The Dero... actually happened to him before 1945 
youtube.com›watch?v=fFgOZfLZeGw 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/07/scientists-find-way-to-make-old-human.html?lm=0be6ac3dcbd91e34f47600bbda7e8896&ls1=8615f1c8690d2fe87f6de5ff2ba61302c19b06a8&ls2=865e3a6ba83f2edb29da2f43127986ba35538bc13d1b450d1ceb2462351432b1
http://humansarefree.com/2019/07/scientists-find-way-to-make-old-human.html?lm=0be6ac3dcbd91e34f47600bbda7e8896&ls1=8615f1c8690d2fe87f6de5ff2ba61302c19b06a8&ls2=865e3a6ba83f2edb29da2f43127986ba35538bc13d1b450d1ceb2462351432b1
http://humansarefree.com/2019/07/scientists-find-way-to-make-old-human.html?lm=0be6ac3dcbd91e34f47600bbda7e8896&ls1=8615f1c8690d2fe87f6de5ff2ba61302c19b06a8&ls2=865e3a6ba83f2edb29da2f43127986ba35538bc13d1b450d1ceb2462351432b1
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/elon-musk-is-launching-4425-new-5g.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdMpBAe_KKU&feature=em-uploademail
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
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The Dero 
see the pdf forums DERO 

 These entities seem to have been the basis for the Ganesh creature too.

They use their sinus to create sonic force fields, levitate and make invisibility fields. 
" Such a condition is called dero,(17) or  detrimental energy robotism. 

The thing is simple enough, but I cannot understand how it could happen here in Tean City where perfection in 

romantics is so old."... 

Such an occurrence is guarded against by many [who] battle ro, by great organic battery brains raised for 
just that purpose". 

Tean city – from where the Tero came? 
17) 
(17) Pressed for a more complete explanation, Mr. Shaver has defined "dero' for us: 
"Long ago it happened that certain (underground) cities were abandoned and into those cities stole many mild mortals to 
live, At first they were normal people, though on a lower intelligence plane; and ignorant due to lack of proper 
education.  Does this sound familiar to you? 
It was inevitable that certain inhabitants of the culture forests lose themselves and escape proper development;  
and some of them are of faulty development. But due to their improper handling of the life-force and ray 
apparatus in the abandoned cities, these apparatii became harmful in effect. They simply did not realize that the ray 
filters of the ray mechanisms must be changed and much of the conductive metal renewed regularly.  If such renewals 
are not made, the apparatus collects in itself—in its metal—a disintegrant particle which gradually turns its beneficial 
qualities into strangely harmful ones. Heavy metals 
"These ignorant people learned to play with these things, but not to renew them; so gradually they were  mentally

with the persistently disintegrative particles. This habituates the creature's mind, its mental movements, to impregnated 
being overwhelmed by detrimental, evil force flows which in time produce a creature whose every reaction in thought is 
dominated by a detrimental will.  So it is that these wild people, living in the same rooms with degenerating force 
generators,  in time become "When this process has gone on long dero,  which is short for detrimental energy robot.  
enough, a race of dero is produced whose every thought movement is concluded with the decision to kill." 

 
Antique Greek Coin depicting a UFO centered between twin suns—Sol and Nibiru? 
(Source: Atlantis: The Seven Seals by Zoltan Andrew Simon ©1983. Page 137)  
 

by Greg Jenner 
from DarkStar1 Website 

 
" One would think my investigation has pointed me in the direction above, out into space. Not so. The answers I’ve 

uncovered come from below, deep down within the bowels of the Earth. As it turns out, the anti-gravity technology linked 
with UFOs is ancient and has always been with us since the beginning of human history. Has it been used for good or evil 
intentions? That is not for me to decide and will leave for others to debate. 
As my previous papers have stated, the biblical ‘Nephilim’ or Giants were not wiped out after the global deluge, caused by 
Nibiru, and suggest the descendants of the “mighty men of renown” endured (escaping their original homelands of ‘Atlantis,’ 
‘Lemuria’ and ‘Ultima-Thule’) by occupying a pre-built global tunnel system. A network of ancient corridors, if-you-will, 
opening up into a central hub.  
Some researchers call this ancient center ‘Agharti,’ others ‘Shambhala.’ Whatever the name is, the original dwellers knew 
Noah’s flood was imminent and thus their survival was paramount—underground.  
 
Today splintered races or tribes (who do not live harmoniously with one another, I might add) continue to live in the 

 left behind by their Giant forefathers. They possess ancient subterranean realm possessing “magical” devices
machinery such as tunnel-boring machines, tube railways, elevators and yes, flying vehicles. So not only do they consider 
planet Earth as their own, but they also have the luxury to go ‘off planet’ and come and go as they please."  

Exhibit 1) Brinsley Le Poer Trench (Secret of the Ages ©1974) 
“[Esoteric researcher Peter]… Kolosimo pointed out that tunnel systems are to be found all over the world. 
Apart from South America, he listed California, Virginia, Hawaii, Oceania and Asia. In Europe there are 
tunnels in Sweden, Czechoslovakia; and in the Mediterranean area, in the Balearics and Malta. He 
added: ‘A huge tunnel, some thirty miles of which have been explored, runs between Spain and 

http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/
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Morocco… ”  
“… Kolosimo in Timeless Earth writes of a tunnel system connecting Lima to Cuzco, [in Peru] and from 
there it continues to the Bolivian border. He wrote:  

‘Apart from the lure of gain, these tunnels present a fascinating archaeological problem. Scholars agree that they were not 
made by the Incas themselves, who used them but were ignorant of their origin. They are in fact so imposing that it does not 
seem absurd to conjecture, as some scientists have done, that they are the handiwork of an UNKNOWN RACE of Giants’… 
” 
“… ‘One legend—if it be that!—says that the [global] tunnels lead to a subterranean world of Antediluvian descent 
somewhere in a recess of Afghanistan, or in the region of the Hindu Kush… given [the] name Agharti… a labyrinth of tunnels 
and underground passages is extended in a series of links connecting Agharti with all other such subterranean worlds!… 
The subterranean world it is said, is lit by a strange green luminescence which favors the growth of crops and conduces to 
length of days and health.' 
“This last account is of special interest as Kolosimo refers to this green fluorescence in another part of the world. He writes 
in Timeless Earth about a strange ‘bottomless well’ in Azerbaijan in the Soviet Union. Apparently, a bluish [aquamarine] light 
comes from its wall and odd noises are heard. Eventually, after investigating and exploring, scientists found a whole system 
of tunnels connecting with other ones in Georgia and all over the Caucasus.” 
Exhibit 2) 

continues… 
 

“… Mission de l’Inde, to put it bluntly, takes the lid off Agartha. We learn that it is a hidden land 
somewhere in the East, below the surface of the Earth, where a population of millions is ruled by a 
“Sovereign Pontiff” of ace, styled the Brahmatma. This almost superhuman figure is Ethiopian* r
assisted by two colleagues, the “Mahatma” and the “Mahanga”… His realm, Saint-Yves explains, was 
transferred underground and concealed from the surface-dwellers at the start of the KALI-YUGA… 
Agartha has long enjoyed the benefits of a technology advanced far beyond our own: gas lighting, 
railways, AIR TRAVEL, and the like. Its government is the ideal one of “Synarchy” which the surface races 
have lost since the schism that broke the Universal Empire in the fourth millennium BCE… Now and then 
Agartha sends emissaries to the upper world, of which it has perfect knowledge. Not only the latest 
discoveries of modern man, but the whole wisdom of the ages is enshrined in its libraries engraved on 
stone in Vattanian characters… ”  
“… As for the question of Saint-Yves’ sources… there is an obvious resemblance to the novel of Bulwer 
Lytton, Vril - The Power of the Coming Race (1871), [See Exhibit C from ‘Nibiru and the Subterranean 
Connection – Part One’—GJ] which tells of a subterranean realm of highly developed beings who 
possess the mysterious “Vril force” and will one day emerge from their caverns and dominate us.” 
“Mission de l’Inde insists that there really is a “Coming Race” beneath the surface of the Earth, 
technologically and spiritually superior to ourselves, and that they, or their leader, are the true rulers of our 
world… ” 

Russian Explorer/Author Ferdinand Ossendowski also gives a documented account of the subterranean kingdom 
called Agharti (See Exhibit H from ‘Nibiru and the Subterranean Connection – Part One’) and its subterranean 
passageways. The final chapter of Ossendowski Beasts, Men and Gods contains a rare prophecy of the “Coming 
Race” given by their subterranean leader named the ‘King of the World.’  
Ossendowski was given this prophecy by Lama Hutuktu of Narabanchi in 1921 and is worth repeating here.  

The following pronouncement was made “thirty years ago” which corresponds to 1890: 
Exhibit 3) Ferdinand Ossendowski (Beasts, Men and Gods ©1922) 

“More and more the people will forget their souls and care about their bodies. The greatest sin and 
corruption will reign on this earth. People will become as ferocious animals, thirsting for the blood and 
death of their brothers.  and its followers will descend into beggary  THE 'CRESCENT' WILL GROW DIM
and ceaseless war. Its conquerors will be stricken by the sun  but will not progress upward and twice 
they will be visited with the heaviest misfortune, which will end in insult before the eye of other peoples.  
The crowns of kings, great and small, will fall...one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight....There will be 
a terrible battle among all the peoples. The seas will become red... the earth and the bottom of the seas 
will be strewn with bones... kingdoms will be scattered... whole peoples will die... hunger, disease, crimes 
unknown to the law, never before seen in the world.”  
“The enemies of God and of the Divine Spirit in man will come. Those who take the hand of [SaLuSa] 
another shall also perish. The forgotten and pursued shall rise and hold the attention of the whole world. 
There will be fogs and storms. Bare mountains shall suddenly be covered with forests. Earthquakes will 
come...Millions will change the fetters of slavery and humiliation for hunger, disease and death.  
The ancient roads will be covered with crowds wandering from one place to another. The greatest and 
most beautiful cities shall perish in fire...one, two, three... (three ‘sleeping giants’) 
Father shall rise against son, brother against brother and mother against daughter....Vice, crime and the 
destruction of body and soul shall follow.... Families shall be scattered....Truth and Love shall disappear 
.....From ten thousand men one shall remain; he shall be nude and mad and without force and the 
knowledge to build him a house and find his food....He will howl as the raging wolf, devour dead bodies, 
bite his own flesh and challenge God to fight....  All the earth will be emptied.  
God will turn away from it and over it there will be only night and death.”  
“THEN I SHALL SEND A PEOPLE, NOW UNKNOWN, which shall tear out the weeds of madness and 
vice with a strong hand and will lead those who still remain faithful to the spirit of man in the fight against 
Evil. They will find a new life on the earth purified by the death of nations.  
In the fiftieth year only three great kingdoms will appear, which will exist happily seventy-one years.  
(In the Preface Nostradamus says this too) 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/vril/index.htm
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Afterwards there will be eighteen years of war and destruction.  
THEN THE PEOPLES OF AGHARTI WILL COME UP FROM THEIR SUBTERRANEAN CAVERNS TO 
THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH.”  Pages 224 & 225. 

 
Saint-Yves tells us that Agartha’s ‘true rulers of the world’ (or ‘Hidden Masters’) work and live parallel with us. They 
have long enjoyed the benefits of a technology advanced far beyond our own such as AIR TRAVEL so logic would 
dictate that their advanced technology such as ‘flying vessels’ would be implemented to carry out the “Coming Race” 
mission. And as mentioned before, the trigger or ‘sign’ for the peoples of Agharti to come up from their subterranean 
kingdom will be  the arrival of Nibiru."
Greg Jenner 
*This might explain why the young Queen Elizabeth and her new consort-husband curtsied/bowed before the Ethiopian Queen 

On the topic of LEVERON and PRETENDERS 
where once this title was given in relation to the Elohim Alliances – WITH MANY  mentions in the Template – I need to find for 
myself if this is a term used by the copiests intimating they are the Elohim Alliances – yet they come from Sirius it seems, so no, 
none of the Elohim Alliances...  there WERE a few of these text alerts that did say there are those pretending to be the Elohim. 

I see the word LEVERON in this line, so let us ask about it ~ 

6 99 4 Proche du fleuve defcouvrant antiques oruches. Discovering near the river ancient jugs. = BUCEGI, the Giants' Base Amphorae 

CRUDE SHOUU-OFF LEVERON DEVOURER SQUAT: PUT DOUUN, LAND, PUSHED  UUITCHCRAFT  TO  CONQUER.   EFFECT 
TUUO-FACED ANTARCTIC  OANNES/Sirius COUU/Aldebaran HAND/Betelguese  UURETCHED  DERO INNER SPACE LITHOSPHERE  
COUUARD "Detrimental Energy RObotoids" THIEVES VENUE:  TECHNO-CHAOS  "CLOUD" ARTIFACE-INTELLECT-INTERFACE  HAVOC 
the "blue mouse project" :  SHE QUOTED RICHARD SHAVER  DISCLOSURE NATIONAL  PARKS  COVENANTS  INCLUDED  NEUU 

D.E.F. directed energy frequency CUT OUT.   NORTH, SOUTH POLE  ORIFACE  DEEP  TUNNELS  
Are The Chances?" DUE TO SECOND SUN'S FECULENT CONVULSIVE  QUEUED  SEQUENCE  pairs all those "new heavens"  lines in "What 

SUCCEED THROUU OFF, SQUASHED SEDUCTIVE  PICTURESQUE/hologram-pantomime RAPTURE VANQUISHED  R.O., A.C.E.  ACCORD 
o SHE QUOTED "Atlan, Dero, LeMurius", titled by Richard Shaver "I REMEMBER LEMURIA" on Folio 7 of the website – explains 

 why no one can find LeMuria and can only guess where it went, when all along it is the very same place named in Presage 76 herein
o  INCLUDED  NEUU explains why these tunnels are not shown on the map above
o NATIONAL  PARKS  COVENANTS  the off world "treaties" beginning around 1909 relating to protection for the creatures that dwell 

 beneath – which is why alphabet group helicopters turn up when humans go missing
o  R.O., Regency Order of the Andromedan Council  A.C.E.  ACCORD = Andromedan-Casseopea-Elohim Alliances for the Living Library
o CONVULSIVE  QUEUED orbit  SEQUENCE  We all seem to have been moved out already. I have not been able to recognize 

 any night stars or constellations.  This description matches :
o MILLUUHEEL  LIMITATION  UUINDS/verb FLAUUED 3 44 1 PLANETS SPIRAL 10 100 4 TORQUED ALL PLANETS Monstre d'Abvs 

STARS  SPAN CONTORTED Da Vinci  STARS SPIN 2 73 4  "A NEW HEAVEN & A NEW EARTH" E'Yah to Endubsar  &  Hopi Prophecy rock 
along with many crop circles showing the same event. The date IN RAT, ADORE – TEAPOT/OS – LIBRA RAT – ORNAMENT RAT 2020 

matches "In October, when the great translation causes people to think she has lost her gravity"... where "translation" is geological 
with ADORE meaning Libra in October, ORNAMENT the same. TEAPOT  is Sagittarius and OS is Capricorn  

o SHOUU-OFF turns out to be a qualifyer for "satanists". I encountered this term while this forum sat waiting, and I thought it was an 
admonishment against my collecting all the quatrains that prove who the collator is, for the pending book, being a very sensitive 
subject for all those Nostradamophiles making money out of their own [lack of] substance. 

4 12 4 Puis hors des Gaules du tout fera chaffe. 
HIGH PRESSURE HASTE IS DISGRACEFUL UUOLF PEST SHOUU-OFF  RESULT OUUL DATE.israel  READ SELF UUORSHIP CHEAP SHOTS  
SUFFOCATE  US   SHREUUD RECLUSE HOUSE-UUIFE  FARSIGHTED  GRADUATE  CHEF  IS FATIGUED   DISPARAGES SELF 
(exactly, face = Scorpio and Pig is 2019, today is 28th October 2019) 

SHOUU-OFF  RESULT  relates to these videos about the Zephyr project agenda 
 

David Goldberg's FINAL WORDS: Classified docs reveal DEADLY "Project Zyphr" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=449V3VPyaqM&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2jTkdgtWnar_Xk7k2LjiPcJdg5ff2DKTvqqJOdvhy
dnMZ_SxE9hxVCxW4 
Sheriff Wayne Ivey Calls On Citizens To Arm Up & Prepare For An Attack - Viral Video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqLWBfir9Yg&fbclid=IwAR1rZDlY3aUixuuneJWBsEn6INmvgWw_bt6Fg-
awKo1b13gkf7IHgmPQIUA 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=449V3VPyaqM&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2jTkdgtWnar_Xk7k2LjiPcJdg5ff2DKTvqqJOdvhydnMZ_SxE9hxVCxW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=449V3VPyaqM&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2jTkdgtWnar_Xk7k2LjiPcJdg5ff2DKTvqqJOdvhydnMZ_SxE9hxVCxW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqLWBfir9Yg&fbclid=IwAR1rZDlY3aUixuuneJWBsEn6INmvgWw_bt6Fg-awKo1b13gkf7IHgmPQIUA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqLWBfir9Yg&fbclid=IwAR1rZDlY3aUixuuneJWBsEn6INmvgWw_bt6Fg-awKo1b13gkf7IHgmPQIUA
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3 37 3 Muraille antique par canons enfoncee, 
IRAN-PERSIA SOUIET MEANS TO CANCEL FLUENT ELOQUENCE TO CONQUER INFERNAL FALLEN ONES CRAP PLAN 
NAMES QEII QUEEN CONNECTION CLINTON NECROMANCER PANEL CON MEN FUEL NAPALM SCAM MENACE CAME 
 

 

Here is something I have been waiting for  
In recent times a Canadian boy, William Gadoury,  had discovered a 
Mayan city designed on a star system, which the media have worked 
very hard at not naming. 
The first Gadoury found was Casseopea, which is mostly in the 
northern hemisphere, but does peep over the edge of the south in 
certain seasons.  
Then Gadoury went on to discover many northern hemisphere 
constellations matching  placements of cities in Guatamala. 
All the star systems he named were within a 2.5% match off the land 
placement.  If these designs were made in the order of thousands of 
years ago, and not hundreds, then that percentage of error can be 
placed at the feet of the precessional movement of the constellations.  
I turned this upside down to make my own comparisons. 
The best one to compare would be Cygnus, the northern cross, 
because it is on par with Crane (Bennu)/Grus  (which has a bent back 
wing) – and I only raise the topic because to me,  at this moment, the 
cross in the illustration does look like it is next to  Laguz/ Pisces / 
Formalhaut , with a bent back wing and with nearby Pavo... Recall 
Grus has its "sharp beak in Pisces". The imaginary lines are deceptive. 

It is a bit annoying that someone has joined 
dots with a line, disguising what might be 
other wise.  I say this because between  or very 
near Pavo sits Aries, which is only a triangle of 
bright stars and they seem to be here smack in 
the middle.  But not included.  With Pavo near. 
To me, the absence of Orion is one hint.        
The proximity of Aries to the long pointed 
constellation of Pisces-Formalhaut-Laguz  
seems obvious,  being the second longest 
zodiac  Age  taking 2,590 years for the sun to 
cross;  (second only to Leo which takes the sun 
2,808 years to cross) ... and then I see not only 
Bennu-Crane-Heron-Grus (in the yellow 
circle) with its right wing bent back and very 
close to that other cross in the southern skies, 
called the Southern Cross,  in the red circle. 
so, no, not the northern hemisphere!+  
How it would have been originally, beak in Pisces 

 
  

Turning the celestial footprint sideways  merits other discoveries with distinction – such as Antarctica being situated 
at the Equator.  Not only a form of verification, but a form of dating the planning of the floor plan – prior to 6,500 BC 
(see the pdf forum ADAM & EVE which is nothing like you think it will be!) 

 long legs underground from Bennu Cave to Bucegi 

 Oxyrhynchus, "sharp beak in fish" at Al Faiyoum 

 Cygnus, LEFT wing has extension 
 but "BODY" faces the other way ! 

Cygnus, LEFT wing has extension  but the "BODY" faces the other way ! 
Someone tried to make the "wing" look right 
but forgot  about  Bireo  

 Bireo 
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Neither representation on the previous page is actually how these constellations appear to us 
in the current southern hemisphere. Once it is turned showing Pisces and the Southern Cross 
as they actually are to our eyes – we can see it is clearly not the northern hemisphere. 
Other than  Grus not having its right wing shown properly, and with its left wing pretending to 
be that of Cygnus  -  all the other stars are where they should be for Aries, Pavo  (represented 
here as Ras -Thuban of Draco simply by drawing in lines) and Orion nowhere in sight. 
The clincher is the Southern cross circled in red.  Cygnus has NO cross like that anywhere in its 
vicinity.   The floor plan on the ground now tells us the position of natural north and south at 
the time.  One which would have had Antarctica at the equator.  

 

  
And at Guatemala – the Bennu-Crane-Heron 
Grus-Ibis with its sharp beak in fish: Pisces 

with  stage gate steps and a portal  

Remember this? 

 
 

said to be painted in ʺ ƚ513 ʺ** 

“The Great Chicago Fire 1871” video is censored at g00gle & you.tube, but can still be found at IXQUICK/Startpage 

Here, in 2019, the above event was 148 yearsa go – looong before the 

Miss. 1941 ufo crash  &  the  1947  &  1949  crashes in New Mexico. 
The earliest in modern records for space craft crashing was ƚ864 at 

Cadotte's Pass Montana. 

It is a bit difficult to ascertain whose craft that is over Chicago ƚ871. 

Knowing the 'who' could lead us to the 'why'... was it part of an off 

world battle of some kind? Or a culling?  

The event to the right was in  y513  or at least, painted around that 

date – could be referring to an event any time in the artist's life up 
until it was painted. Keep that period in mind because the celestial 

body is flying in the same direction and trajectory as the one  shown 

on the Bayeux Tapestry dated* "y495". Drawing your attention to the 

upside down cow's hind leg – either meaning Ursa Major was upside 
down, or cattle mutilation. See the hooded figures at the church.  

https://www.disclose.tv/footage-shows-a-ufo-that-fired-some-sort-of-energy-weapon-333456 

* dated* "y495". Someone took the astronomical dating from a zodiac embroidered along the narrow bottom line of the Bayeux Tapestry. A 70 year discrepancy for 

the same celestial event is only one celestial degree, so I have doubts regarding the date of 495 being accurate.  Much depends on the Astr. program used 

 ante christ BC 

https://www.disclose.tv/footage-shows-a-ufo-that-fired-some-sort-of-energy-weapon-333456
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Here is the Bayeux Tapestry showing what seems to be 
the exact same celestial  event  –  over southern Kent 

England.  Compare to the mystery painting of "ƚ.513 " 
was a depiction made at  a very early medieval 
'church' or early cathedral  in front of which can be 
seen the black hooded men – and many soldiers in the 
back ground sporting the same type of spears shown in 
one of the coins said to be dated ƚ680 from France...  
One problem with the artwork is there are two so- 
called 'comets', each going in opposite directions.UFOs 
The other detail to question is it shows mutations. 

 
**said to be painted in ʺƚ.513  ʺ,   the ... Illustration appears in The Luzerner Schilling (Lucerne Chronicle) as an illuminated 

manuscript of  ƚ
.
513, containing the chronicle of the history of the Swiss Confederation written by Dieböld Schilling the Younger. 

 

The following is searching for evidence of catastrophes which follow celestial events, trying to pinpoint those of the Bayeux Tapestry 

(NOT Halleys Comet, not in the I066 >< period)  and the events which mutated the Lucerne community in a year said to be i513/ ƚ.513 

"The winter of I493-94 was remarkable for the severity of the cold, which was very severe in the south [Southern Europe]. The lagoon and all  

the canals of Venice  Italy  were frozen;  so that pedestrians, wagons and horses could travel over the ice." 
62 

  
"February  I493  AD  Columbus was returning from his discoveries"                                     (see Map  below with the true dates shown very clearly) 

the year/s the Bayeux Tapestry was completed, or at least dated via zodiac ,  having taken almost ten years to finish 

" I513 A.D. A dearth, scarcity of corn [grain], famine, rainy seasons and severe cold winters had afflicted Italy  for two years and people were 

forced to eat uncommon and unwholesome food, and then in I513, a contagious epidemic struck." 
72 

In the year I513, the Meuse River froze over its whole course, carts travel from Liège, Belgium  to Maastricht in southern Netherlands on the ice.
62 

In I515, the frost in England was so intense that throughout January in London, carriages crossed over the River Thames on the ice from Lambeth to 

Westminster."
212 

62. Franz Arago's Sämmtliche Werke (Volume 8), Verlag von Otto Wigand, Leipzig, 1860. 

72. Thomas Short, A General Chronological History of Air, Weather, Seasons, Meteors in Sultry Places and different Times, London, Volumes 1 & 2, 1749. 

212. E.J. Lowe, Natural Phenomena and Chronology of the Seasons, London, 1870.
 

 

Can you see the dates and more important do you see the NAMES 
!! love the accidental pun on Christophere which in effect means 
"anointed sphere" considering the prevailing 
flat-Earth view at the time. 
The image I have is not easy to see, so replicated here from what I 
can see, copying the upper case "J" and lower case as they appear 
in the picture: 
 

AMERICA  ... – ...     qui tarn anno  J499   

detexts Chriftosphere  Columbo.                             (Celumbo?) 

Ferdinandus Magella ... uxj anno   j 520.  
fus est Francifcus Dracus Anglais año  J579 

Thomas  Candifck (? )  anno  J587.        Candisk  Navigator/privateer 

A0  veri   j 600.....                            (Queen Elizabeth I died j 603) 
año  pui fuit   J635     ingerfbus  Ailled F. Spilberg    cartographer 

Nic. Grilekerck. fecit 
now – is that a WOW or what! 

Sir Francis Drake was sent by Queen Elizabeth Ist as a "privateer" which is a pseudonym for "sanctioned pirate" on her behalf. 
Speaking of Flat Earth here is a real-time screenshot of Google Earth.  Watching this as a video the stars in the background turn 
with the planet to show their real time positions. Proving the round  earth is as it appears 

qui tarn anno  year who surmounted  
detexts    from (his) written words 
fus est     will  be expanded/grown 
Thomas  Candifck (? )  J587.  ƚ587  Navigator/Privateer Candisk 

A0  veri             year in truth 
año  pui fuit    year then flown/avoided 
ingerfbus          interfered/meddled/swallow (conned)   bus=cattle/herd 
fecit                 done, made make; create; compose; accomplish'd 
 
PART 1: FABRICATED REALITY, INVENTED HISTORY  
Staged Centuries Part 1: Fabricated Reality, Invented History  Phantom Time, Historical Manipulation ... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY Anonymous View 

The establishment has always  presumed this was 
a comet, and Halley's Comet at that, even though 
at no date near I066 was Halley's comet due.      Is 
this another type of unidentified flying object, and 

is it the same of the event in the art of  y 513?  Not 

even 20 years after  y495   at Hastings 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://us-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=5279686159437073636q6p34497n51714r436p51&ekdata=88d81ebdb72945fddd6ddf7b31a71e0c
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11 Aug 2016 ... Is The Historical Timeline Presented to Us Correct? Are We Really in the 21st Century? Old Maps and 
Illustrations Give Us a Very Different ... 

 

I do admit – this video blew my tiny 70 year old mind 
 
Full text of "The Annals of America:  
From the Discovery by Columbus ... 

https://archive.org › stream           America Before Columbus 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ab7LIzcwJw&feature=em-
uploademail 

stuck in among the images in the above video – by the way –   and here was an interesting little snippet from an Indian Elder  
if you watch this video – take note of the telegraph poles in ƚ881 – up the public streets – I could not see any connecting wires. 

Folks, the Indians were Russians/Rus'Aryans from Tartary, its pretty simple whats going on. We have been colonized and our "
history rewritten. Watch ‘The Thing’ from John I know most won’t believe this but these ‘Things’ aren’t from this planet. 
Carpenter. They infect, and take the shape of other humans and/or breed with them and cause fighting and wars amongst 
humans. Everyone on this planet were called Aryans at one time before the invaders set foot here." 
 https://www.stolenhistory.org/threads/did-cherokee-indians-build-the-greco-roman-architecture-in-the-u-s.711/ 
cthatruth18 said: " 

 

The plague which took the Nostredame family was intermittent in France right up until  y 536: at which time the docteur was 33 

 
from Exodus to Arthur: Catastrophic Encounters with Comets, by Mike Baillie 

y 536   beginning in    "  [ y ] AD and plunging further yet to another event piggybacked on at 540 AD. 536 

The Praetorian Prefect Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator wrote a letter documenting the conditions. "All of us are 
observing, as it were, a blue coloured sun; we marvel at bodies which cast no mid-day shadow, and at that strength of 
intensest heat reaching extreme and dull tepidity ... So we have had a winter without storms, spring without mildness, 
summer without heat ... The seasons have changed by failing to change; and what used to be achieved by mingled rains 
cannot be gained from dryness only."  
Another historian, Procopius of Caesarea, a Byzantine, wrote, "And it came about during this year that a most dread portent 
took place. For the sun gave forth its light without brightness, like the moon, during the whole year, and it seemed 
exceedingly like the sun in eclipse, for the beams it shed were not clear nor such as it is accustomed to shed."  
John of Ephesus, a cleric and a historian, wrote, "The sun was dark and its darkness lasted for eighteen months; each day it 
shone for about four hours; and still this light was only a feeble shadow ... the fruits did not ripen and the wine tasted like 
sour grapes."  
In the wake of this inexplicable darkness, crops failed and famine struck. Out of Africa, a new disease swept across the 
entire continent of Eurasia: bubonic plague. It ravaged Europe over the course of the next century, reducing the population 
of the Roman empire by a third, killing four-fifths of the citizens of Constantinople, reaching as far East as China and as far 
Northwest as Great Britain. " Exodus to Arthur: Catastrophic Encounters with Comets, by Mike Baillie 

Marusek  CHRONOLOGY OF WEATHER EVENTS 7
th

 EDITION 

"An extreme weather event took place in The effects were widespread. It caused unseasonable 535-536. 

weather, crop failures and famines worldwide. The Byzantine historian Procopius recorded of 536, in his 

report on the wars with the Vandals, "during this year a most dread portent took place. For the sun gave 

forth its ...and it seemed exceedingly like the sun in eclipse, for the beams it shed  light without brightness

were not clear.” There were low temperatures during the summer. Snow reportedly fell in August in 

China delaying the harvest. There was a dense dry fog in the Middle East, China and Europe. 

During the reign of Emperor Justinian [Justinian the Great who ruled the Roman (Byzantine) Empire 

from 527 to 565], the sun for the greatest part of the year, gave so little light, that it was but equal to the 

light of the moon, the sky being clear, without clouds or any interposing bodies, after which followed a 

great famine.
72 

[The source indicated this event took place in the year 564. I [Marusek] have placed it in this year 

because it appears to align with the account by Procopius.] 

In the years and  This caused A.D., there was a persistent dry mist on the Mediterranean Sea.
171 Meteoromandie.ch, Evénements météorologiques 

rotten cold summers and snowy cold winters.ʺ  de l'an zéro à l'an mil

"An examination of ice cores showed a large spike in sulfate deposition around  ƚ 257 A.D...(C.E.)"  

ʺIt is possible that the eruption helped trigger the Little Ice Age. "  

Recently ice core dating has been invalidated. The so called yearly rings have turned out to be inconsistent, some having two  

rings in one year and some two years to a so called "annual ring".  Some with many "annual rings" in one year. 

This is why I do not use Wikipedia, run by the Orion Group and their agenda to hide all historical truths 
We do know that the Roman empire ceased (growing) around 412 (C.E.) and I now wonder where that date came  
from, how it was determined. It was established that crops failed, leaving no food for soldiers to expand the empire. 
Tree ring dating (dendochronology) cannot be relied upon because trees stop growing in ice ages. The mini  ice age lasting 
over five hundred years ending officially ca. +/-  I860 would have meant a huge discrepancy for anyone depending  
on finding  a tree ring date within that period.  
Carbon dating has now been proven wrong by up to seven hundred years due to bacteriological encapsulation. 

by Mike Baillie, those dates are: 3195 BC, 2354 BC, 1628 BC, 1159 BC, 207 BC, 44 BC, and 540 AD.  

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ab7LIzcwJw&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ab7LIzcwJw&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.stolenhistory.org/threads/did-cherokee-indians-build-the-greco-roman-architecture-in-the-u-s.711/
https://www.stolenhistory.org/goto/post?id=12084
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=35TP99Z6RL&sourceid=00005280339102878293&bfdate=01%2D01%2D2004+15%3A31%3A08&isbn=0713483520&itm=2
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=35TP99Z6RL&sourceid=00005280339102878293&bfdate=01%2D01%2D2004+15%3A31%3A08&isbn=0713483520&itm=2
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Noting that the era of many plagues  between the early 'thirteenth' (third) century to middle sixth ('I6th century') stopped 
in  which was also the year of the new "dark ages" in that the sun began its mini ice age cycle, until the middle of  the 800s 
(the "I9th" century). 

  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uJWVXWcgfk&feature=share 
google earth LIVE see the stars? While the narrator was drawing our attention to the singular line which circumvented the 
planet, my attention was drawn to the moving stars – those which Flat Earthers always claim cannot be seen. Some of the 
multitude of shining objects could also be satellites.  Actually, this video merits another lengthy study – of the continents! 

10 51  3 Par ceux du siege Picards, Normans, du Maisne    see REPTILIAN ROUNDUP  see Earthfiles article 
ACRID DAMN DRACONIS EPICUREANS ~MADE  RAMPANCIES  USED  DUMAS: (camps) 
PERSIANS  IRANIAN ROMANS, SARDON,  SUDAN, AMID  USA 
MANDAMUS (court order) EXCUR (extend) GUIDES EPIC   
AIM  ADORN  (October) XX (2020) SUM ends A.D.  Italians, middle France, & IN USA 

 

 
 

“This latest event in Syria is yet another grand gesture of illusion, designed to provide cover for the 
banking cabal as they pull the plug on financial life support. It also is timed rather conveniently for the 
Fed’s next policy meeting on May 1-2.'

19
 The meeting might include yet another interest rate hike as 

well as an assured large reduction in the balance sheet, resulting in another sizable plunge in stocks. 
All negative moves in our manipulated markets will now be blamed on Trump admini-stration 
activities as well as blamed on trade retaliations by eastern nations.  
The mainstream media will no longer discuss the reality that central banks are the true cause behind a 
systemic breakdown.” 

Nexus Magazine 
 

Throwing in my own spanner here, today, August 22nd  2019. When I turned on my phone the first two "news" 
features were a comment by "Hillary Clinton" 11:50pm August 21st tweeting  "I just took a DNA test, turns out..." 
Since I am not a tweeter, whatever it was that 'turned out' is forever going to evade me... 
It was the many thousands of people responding who think:  

a) she is marvellous, and 
b) she is still alive,  and 
c) are not hearing anywhere that she is at the top of the Epstein satanic pedophilic  list of baby-eaters 

 

followed by a "news item" in a 2:20 youtube video about 
a reprisal of the death of John F Kennedy Jnr. 
 

One needs to ask "WHY" would the main stream (deep state) "news" want to "remind" the public about the 
charade that was purported to be the sad loss of one so promising. 
 

 

 
For some reason I had forgotten to apply the "axe (cut), mirror, rejoin" Mona Lisa. 
Liza – Amon 
So, here is Casseopea, same features as the others right down to the pharaonic 
beard which is highlighted, and a hint at a moustache. 
Is she a Copiest version? 
My concern with this one is she is not in pink. She could be said to be in mourning. 
her hands are clasped and the "last cards' have been dealt. 
Does she look like anyone you know of? 
Does she represent  Hatshepshut? 

MONA LISA =  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uJWVXWcgfk&feature=share
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SO AS SOMALIAN LION NASAL ANIMALS AIM IN SALAMI ,  ISANOMAL  SOL MANIA  MANILA  IN OS ALSO LIMA  IN MA 
SIMON ISLAM  NAILS  MAO  LAMA  SIAM  MALI  ALAMO:  NOAH'S  SALON SOIL NO LOAM 
A MILAN MAN'S  LAMINA  OIL ALIAS   (ALSO MOANS I'M SO ANAL)  
Today July 24th 2019 

From "ARMAGEDDON WARLIKE IMAGE" 
7 15 3 Le tres grand Roy y fera fon entree. The very great King (Arm-Cepheus King of kings)  makes its entry,   (part of Armageddon) 
FORESAY RELETTERS : 
LETTER.S LETTER.D LETTER.E LETTER.F 
=S.D.E.F. Directed Sonic Energy Fields/scalar 
DORY flat craft DRAGONRY  YONDER ARE OANNES  
RADON RESONANT TO  D.E.F. AREFY  using heat  GARRETS  bases 
REASON NONE NAYSAY ROYAL STRANGER:  Valiant Thor 
FEAR DANGERS YEAR OF ENTRY.  
LETS SON  OF ORION OANNES  ALIEN ENTER. 
>SON OF ALIEN = "SON OF MAN" where "man" is Mannuz – Orion 
LEGENDARY FALLEN ANGELS DENY ENLARGED ANTENNAE ARRAY   
EFFORT IN ORNATE-NAG (Libra) REASON NEARLY RELAY 
ARRANGED SATELLITE ENERGY, GRENADES  ARSON ALL 
EASTERN TREES  GARROTED cut off, strangled 
RAT YEAR  2020 ADORE/Libra 
STAR FRONT FELONRY, IS RARE GREAT  FRINGE-EDGE 
GENERATES  DESERTS  TREND: FROG-EYED ANT ENTERS TENT. 
 I noticed that everywhere the Hopi pointed out 
"our ant friends" was a desert area  ENTERS TENT = Earth 

 

READ ONLY ERROR-FREE ARTSY  LONER'S  LAY  SAGE  
Y-FRONT GENTLE RA E'YA  GARDENER'S  ANNALS: TEEN-AGE 
 TEEN-AGE here means 2013 to 2019     
 LONER'S  LAY  SAGE: yes, still learning to be wiser 
 Y-FRONT refers to the winged one robed in white with a 

golden Y front that was hidden in the Last Supper 
GREY DRONES EFFRONTERY  ON ADRENALS ANALOGY  
LENDS RARE ORGAN AGONY FOR TENDER AGED (children) 
 GREY DRONES the hive minded greys   
 ADRENALS ANALOGY:  adrenochrome  
 This speaks of 'cattle' mutilated children 
ARE EAGER NEEDLES-DEALERS/adrenochrome   
ENSNARED DENSER GREEN-EYED  jealous of youth   
LEADERS "RESTORED" :   DEGENERATED   EARLY 

STAR FRONT FRINGE EDGE FELONRY pairs the CUE event 
this is the same event in "What Are The Chances", same 
date too. Note the word FELONRY 

 

SON  OF OANNES ALIEN  8 10 2 Qu'on ne fceura l'origine du fait,  That one will not know the origin of the deed 
 

6 53 3   Parduc festile à fan grand Roy, Bretaigne 

By a duke/president fruitful to his great Breton King, 

Turkey to Cyprus and Tunis unsuspected.         Cyprus has a very secret alphabet group. CNIM 

REPAGINATE: (reiterate) 

Now that we know the Shroud of Turin is real because we are really in I343 at 2019 – go to that forum and see the Casseopean evidence 

EARLIEST AEGYPTIAN ANU DRAGON BY FRACTURED  CLONE REPEATING
  
READAPTING LEO 'SAINT' DRAGONRY 

ISOLATES ARSENOLITE RADON  ION  DORY/scout craft ; the reason for flat tops on pyramids.   "saint" IRIS PIMP SAINT 7 19 4 

 

 
 

6 5 3 BY PHARAOH 'S EMBRYO, I SEE MAN POSER IN HESPERIS western SPHERE. ARM/Cepheus in the Black Knight DEPLORES 
THE DE-LUXE MENACE LOSER (elite) ARM SERAPHIM  EXPLODES EPHEMERIS DEMONIC MUTINEER IN MARS ELITE’S DOMES 
(this did happen, the jump room on Mars was sasared In Oct 2014 to prevent those who would bomb Yellowstone from simply 
walking away by jump room to Mars)  Recall a text telling us the Seraphim are "UUarlike" which is why they are allied to the Elohim in 

that the Elohim are not "warlike":                www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx3WdyOihH8  

from What Are The Chances 
10 100 4 Monstre d'Abus (Mabus) from Da Vinci              2 73 4 

IN  RAT /2020 . 
AFTER – NOON  after middle 

ADORE/Libra  TEAPOT /Sagittarius 

OS /Capr  END  OF  RAT YEAR. 
PRIOR TO ADORE – Libra 

 TEAPOT/Sagittarius  RAT
IN  ORNAMENT /Libra 

OS RAT YEAR 

ARSONS  CUE  IS  NOT 
SPONTANEOUS  = artificial 

SATELLITE  QUEUES (cue/pun) 
D.E.F.  UP  SKY  DARTS 

ANTENNAE  COST  PROLE  
POOR;   TOASTS   (the timing) 

ARSON DARTS  [2019]  

 USURPING  IN ADORE
 SCROLL-OUT              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs     12 54  Names others who said it 

Revelation 6:14 The heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up ... biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm 
Revelation 6.1 - 6.17 (English Bible)..The sky receded like a scroll ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg 

         Isaiah 34:4 All the stars in the sky will be dissolved and the ... - Bible Hub biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm 
Isaiah  51:6 - ESV.org  https://www.esv.org/Is34.4%3BIs51.6%3BMt24.35%3B2P3.7%3B2P3.10%3B2P3.12... 

Hebrews 1:12  the heavens are rolled up like an outer garment. 
        The heavens will be rolled up like a scroll | Sci-Bible  https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/ 
The Skies Will Roll Up Like A Scroll ! - YouTube                           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo 
The Heavens Receding Like a Scroll (Veil between ... - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs 

 
SANITIZED 
PIMP SAINT 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx3WdyOihH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs
http://biblehub.com/revelation/6-14.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vFREM1q7Mg
http://biblehub.com/isaiah/34-4.htm
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/NOVEMBER%202019/Isaiah%20%2051:6%20-%20ESV.org
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://scibible.wordpress.com/2013/06/15/heavens-rolled-up-like-a-scroll/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuoYU_jbCpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XZJqKjZRUs
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DARTS FROM THE SKIES 
THE FINAL "CUE" BEFORE the 2020 events 

Quatrain numbers which have the word dards as  

"darts" 
 

1 20 4 Fleuues, dards Renes, terre & mer treblemet 
1 46 3 PUNIEST  
SONIC D.E.F.  micro-waves 

1 82 2  FEUD FUR/FIR tree DATE /Dec 22 DART, fuse 

event  D.E.F.  URDU  Pakistan  RAT DATE  (2020)
2 59 4 Plus Mars Narbon, par iauelotz & dards. 
2 70 1 Le dard du ciel fera fon extendue 
6 5 3 KILLER LURKER UP ARROUU /dart  PICKS POE  
selected human combustion.           See how authors are 

 used as cues
7 26 3 
Foists and galleys around seven ships, planets, AND THINK OF ALL 

THE CRAFT AROUND OUR SUN 

a mortal war will be let loose. 
The leader from Madrid will receive a wound from darts, 
two escaped and five brought to land. 
8 43 3 Dedans lectoyre seront les coups de dards 
10 82 4 MODERN D.E.F. DART FLARES PAINFULLY FREEZES  
PULVERIZED ,.  FRIENDLY  RUSSIANS URDU

11#22. 
 

Blows 

from darts   

there are 

several 

quatrains 

regarding 
“dards ”  

darts from 

the sky 
 

 

 Cil qui dira 

descouvrisant 
l'asaire, 

 Comme du mort, la 

mort pourra bien 
faire 

 Coups de poignards 

par un qu'auront 
indui¢t, 

 Sa fin sera pis qu'il 

n'aura fait faire, 

 La fin conduit les 

hommes sur la terre, 
Gueté par tout, tant 
le iour que la nui¢t. 

Who will tell it revealing 
the affair,       

the quatreins 
As (!the same as) with 
death, death will [the] 
able do well 
Blows of darts  which 
will have been incited by 
one,  
Than he (who) will have 
devised to make its end 
will be worse, 
The end is a conduit for  
mankind on Earth, 
Watched for everywhere, 
as much by day as by 
night. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/851883564920484/permalink/2313798075395685/ 
 

The picture here illustrates far more than any number of written words could; that humanity is under 
attack, being invaded on every level required for life, and they don't seem to know. 
Worse, humanity is at a loss how to defend themselves. 
No one seems to be able to step forward and nip this extreme problem where it counts. 
 

FIRST to recognise the SOURCE of this enemy, the Orion Group, and make no mistake, that is what this is –  
a facet of war. An enemy that wants our planet, which they have already begun to destroy. 
 

SECOND let the public, their animals, and all they hold dear – realize they can only help themselves. 
 

THIRD decide on a method. Be it shooting down the chemtrails propulsion, jailing the alphabet agencies 
such as EPA, CDC, FDA and all others which are slowly murdering people via Criminal Assault ~ be it via 
deadly Frequencies, Needles and Weather, or take-over of our natural food and fresh clean water chain. 
 
Endnotes 

Phœnix = Bennu endnotes 
 Rib of  / Aldebaren   the date here is seconf decan of Leo = August 1st to 10th  which is also part of HazelNut Aug 5th /10 

ditto Poplar, also date of Ogmios or Hero (Aug 5 – Sept 1) ditto Wolf, and Salmon, Sheep, Sophism, Unicorn, Weaver. Of  2021 
OXEN [The Pleiadians or 2021]  PHI [Pi] 
that Phoenix death: reincarnation 

 
 
 
 

thank you Laraine, 
for sending me this  
startling image 

 

In the pdf forum What Are The Chances? 
Please go to what is page 15, 16, 17   
or C+F+ INCINERATION 
and 1954 and  "Oscar" 

10 100 4,   2 73 4  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/851883564920484/permalink/2313798075395685/
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November 22  2019 
This pdf forum is named ArmMargEddon Warlike Image for a reason – emphasis on "image",  being what you have 
been indocrinated to understand. That is: led to believe – but is far closer related to the  "principalities"  Eph. 6:12 
Were you able to conclude it refers to a three-ways star wars? 
That we humans seem to be more in their way than anything else, other than being misled into helping build such 
things as the particle colliders (owned by prince UUilliam) that were "seeking the god particle".  
Whereas; – you and I,  –  we know where that is!  
 
A new device has been constructed very close to the CERN and it is called the  I T E R 
which they blatantly say is specifically for destroying  God,  guessing they mean God with the upper case. 
Aimed directly at one spot in the heavens – whaaaat?   
No, they mean "god" as in Ayse/ 
 
Recall the words:  
‘White shall be black, (president) then turn grey... These mighty tyrants will fail to do, they fail to split the world in two.' 

 

Why do they think they can do better than the   ??     acronym for the following:  

(Urania= the heavens  so Uranite = heavenly) 

SALIENT FERTILE  SAPIENCE  =

 QUANTUM- URANITE-OMNIPRESENT-DIVINE-SENTIENCE'  or  "QUODS' " = GODS'   
Q.SOS.UFS= Quantum. S.O.S. saving our souls. U.F.S. Unidentified Flying Seraphim. 
I wanted to put O.S.S. = Our Souls Savior, but  O.S.S. is acronym for something else. 
 
 

 

Common sense would tell us  (the humans I mean, not the A.I., ~    
it does not have common sense,  does not understand humour) 
that pointing a "laser" at a Quantum Field would be a bit shady. 
But pointing a sasar at a "moonship" (planetoid) sounds  feasible. 
So, who do we know dwells in mobile/Black Knight planetoid/s?  

 
This  I T E R would be a prince UUilliam  venture, the drago triad. 
Destroyers in every essence of the word. 
Then we have the Parvechal-allied-Valiant Thor-"Venus" triad – many 
of which live under Antarctica alongside the "sexual rogue" Aldebaran 
and Oannes from Sirius . Parvechal  et alia in charge of one moonship 
(the so-called 'second moon' NASA has suddenly found) and of whom 
R.R. Giroux wrote in his book "I AM DARIUS" – these are the weather 
warfare guys for some centuries (read the  book, taking note it is all in 
the Margid Anu hierarchy "order"). 
THEN we have our guys, in their moonship: the  Eddon-Eddur  over-
seers of 'Arm', which Andreasson, Huggins and Porter painted for us 

 

continues in 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4ComuNMu-
8&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3SGiUF6TzSGjYp6M6ZN54SuZ
FNG2Dp9Yt27KmsSgMc1sxHyVTTsLxj_i4 
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